top products survey 2019

Food and drink brands
are finding themselves in
an uncomfortable
spotlight, with Brexit
pressures choking
supply and stalling
innovation. So who’s
struggling – and who’s
sprouted wings?
Julia Glotz

I

t’s enough to get the big bosses of food
and drink running scared. Growth has
screeched to a standstill in this year’s
Top Products Survey. Over half of the
112 categories measured by Nielsen are
in decline. Many of the remaining categories are struggling to get growth that measures up with inflation.
All the while, consumer confidence is dipping – and
there’s still no clarity on Brexit. It doesn’t seem like the
start to a good news story, yet parts of the grocery market are in an unexpectedly positive mood.
To an extent, it’s a case of low expectations being
exceeded: 2019 had all the makings of an annus horribilis for UK grocery. But three Brexit deadlines, a new
prime minister and a general election later, the consensus across much of fmcg is: “Well, that could have
gone a lot worse.”
It’s certainly a whole sight better than what’s been
happening elsewhere on the high street. At a time of
cliff edges and precipices, department store administrations and casual dining collapses, the story in fmcg
is one of blips and dips, of pockets and pulses of uncertainty and decline, rather than a dramatic downturn.
“It really is a ‘glass half-full’ instead of ‘half-empty’
story, notwithstanding that the top-line numbers are
a bit lower,” says Mike Watkins, head of retailer and
business insight at Nielsen. “There’s been uncertainty
all year and it hasn’t fundamentally stopped us from
shopping for groceries.”
While the discounters have gained significant share
amid the consumer uncertainty (p62), the big four
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26.7

Market share: how the retailers stack up

Tesco

Sainsbury’s

Asda

Morrisons

supermarkets have stopped the rot, and are putting
up a fair fight.
So has grocery really managed to escape the worst
of the Brexit uncertainty? What separates winners and
losers in the current climate? And what strategies are
retailers and suppliers betting on to ensure they remain
resilient in 2020?
Robust confidence
There’s no question the Brexit chaos has hit consumer
confidence in general. A third of Brits have started tightening their belts because of the ongoing uncertainty, a
KPMG study found in August.
That loss of confidence, however, is yet to have a
material impact on grocery spend. While there were
“small pulses of uncertainty” and some evidence of
62 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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“There’s been
uncertainty
all year and
it hasn’t
fundamentally
stopped
us from
shopping”
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Iceland

stockpiling ahead of the Brexit deadlines of 31 March,
12 April and 31 October, “consumer confidence is fairly
robust” when it comes to grocery, says FDF director
general Ian Wright.
This is echoed elsewhere. On an analyst call for
Tesco’s interim results in October, CEO Dave Lewis
said consumer sentiment was “nervous”. However, he
maintained, “I can’t point to a change in behaviour at
this point because of that”.
Isolated instances of recessionary behaviour aside
– suppliers in some fresh categories are reporting an
uptick in scratch cooking – shopper behaviour on the
whole hasn’t changed.
Even own label, normally the first port of call in times
of uncertainty, hasn’t seen much of a boost so far. While
retailer lines are holding on to their volumes better
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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“The uncertainty
surrounding Brexit
has created a subdued
market and reduced
consumer confidence”

Cautious brand extensions dominate NPD
When times get tough,
innovation tends to
suffer. So the looming
threat of Brexit isn’t a
great climate for NPD.
Indeed,
Tescoa recent report
Asda by
Ayming found only 48%
of UK businesses expect
R&D budgets to increase
in the next three years.
That compares with three
quarters worldwide.
So a more cautious
approach to innovation
has taken hold of late:
brand extensions. New
products under a familiar
name make up a large
proportion of the fastestgrowing SKUs under
£10m in this year’s Top
Products data.
CCEP has been
particularly active on
this front. Last year, it
soft-launched Monster

Espresso in a bid to get to
get in on the fast-growing
iced coffee sector. The
coffee drink is now
widely available and
worth
£4.5m [Nielsen
52
Sainsbury's
Morrisons
w/e 7 September 2019].
Then in March, CCEP
moved its flagship brand
into the buzzing energy
drinks category with the
launch of Coke Energy. It
has since racked up sales
of £4.1m.
The tactic seems to be
paying off for many of
the big boys. Unilever
has generated £5.9m by
creating an ice cream
version of its Kinder
Bueno bar. Mars has
bucked the decline in
gum sales with Starburst
Gum, now worth £6m.
And Lucozade has already
generated £2.6m with
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Ribena Frusion flavoured
water, which made its
debut in February.
Chris Blythe, director of
The Brand Nursery, says
thisCo-op
approach isWaitrose
dictated
by a “fair amount of
general caution” in the
food and drink industry.
“Big brand owners
appear to be getting
smarter and are looking
to diversify or spread risk
by taking advantage of
their brand credentials
in new or emerging
sectors,” he says.
The retailers are
fuelling this caution, says
Karen Green, director at
Food Mentor. Rather than
experimenting, they are
sticking to “safe options
of brands they know and
categories they know”,
she explains.

than brands – they are down 0.6% in the Nielsen data
to 23 November, against a 1.7% drop for branded sales
– there’s little to suggest shoppers have started switching because of the uncertainty.
“So far, it has been hard to detect widespread
changes in grocery shopping behaviour due to Brexit
as most shoppers seem to be adopting a ‘wait and see’
approach,” says James Walton, chief economist at IGD.
That’s partly because food is in a good place compared with many other industries. Groceries are, ultimately, a necessary expense. Budget-conscious Brits
may decide not to go on holiday, invest in a car or buy
a new coat, but they still have to buy groceries. What’s
more, the sector often benefits from consumers cutting
back on discretionary spend elsewhere, such as going
for a meal out.
“Food and drink is not a share-of-basket game, it’s
a share-of-stomach game,” stresses Duncan Brewer, a
partner at management consultancy Oliver Wyman.
“As people shift away from casual dining, which is
a relatively expensive way of getting calories, back
towards traditional food and drink, it undoes some of
the headwinds everyone is facing.”
Still, that’s only the top-line picture. At a category
level, Brexit uncertainty has been making its mark –
and some categories have been hit harder than others.
Meat takes a hit
Perhaps the most obvious casualty is meat. Three of the
10 fastest-falling products in this year’s Top Products
areM&S
meat products,
with beef, bacon
Iceland
Aldi and sausages
Lidl all
posting significant value and volume losses. Fresh
meat lost a staggering £184.6m.
“The uncertainty surrounding Brexit has created a
subdued market and reduced consumer confidence
and this was a factor in decreased demand from UK
consumers for popular red meat products such as beef
steaks,” says a spokesman for beef giant ABP.
Some consumers have started trading down to
cheaper cuts such as mince, he adds. “Our research
is also telling us that families are using mince to make
larger batches of meals such as bolognese for more
than one occasion.”
But Brexit isn’t the only reason meat sales in the
supermarkets have taken a hit this year – or, indeed,
the main reason. The weather, health concerns, the rise
of plant-based eating and continued growth in the discounters all played their part.
“Probably the biggest factor was the weather,” says
David Swales, head of strategic insight at AHDB. “2018
was an exceptional year, with lots of really nice
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Five fastest-growing products
First, a disclaimer. We’ve excluded tobacco products here to give a more accurate
picture as it is otherwise both dominated and skewed by both duty and duty hikes.
True, the sugar levy is also responsible for the hefty gains for the soft drinks players,
but only partially as reformulation meant many slipped under the levy’s net.

Coca-Cola
▲ 6.3% (+£80.1m)

The sugar levy has put both Coca-Cola and rival Pepsi
(see below) in the five fastest-growing brands this
year. Classic Coke amassed an extra £24.4m thanks to
the tax – it actually sold 41.5 million fewer litres. Still,
sugar-free lines more than played their part. Coke Zero
Sugar delivered a staggering £54.1m gain, equating to
an extra 42.4 million litres.

Gordon’s Pink
▲ 59.0% (+£52.6m)

In the world of spirits, there’s only one thing selling
faster than gin: pink gin. Gordon’s has capitalised on
the appetite for all things pink with this flavoured line,
which now generates more than £140m in its own
right. That makes it worth more than heavyweights
such as Russian Standard and Bell’s. Not bad for a
spinoff launched in 2017.

Pepsi
▲ 9.8% (+£52.2m)

Here’s another beneficiary of the soft drinks levy –
though Pepsi hasn’t benefited in quite the same way
as Coca-Cola. Standard Pepsi, which is subject to
the tax, is actually down £23.7m. However, the move
towards less sugary pop has given its Pepsi Max line a
substantial boost. It gained an eye-watering £77m this
year, taking its value to £418.4m.

Cadbury Dairy Milk
▲ 8.9% (+£46.4m)

Britain’s bestselling chocolate brand took a staggering
£566.7m this year. It led a buoyant chocolate category,
which rose 4.8% to pass the £4bn mark. And it’s not a
total disaster for the sugar police. Cadbury has been
investing in healthier NPD with the launch of its 30%
Less Sugar variant in July and higher-cocoa Darkmilk
in September 2018.

Red Bull
▲ 12.7% (+£42.2m)

The wings seem to be working for Red Bull. It
cemented its lead in energy drinks with a £42.2m gain
that outpaced rivals such as Lucozade (+£20.2m) and
Monster (+£32.4m). Granted, some of this extra value
come from the sugar levy, as evidenced by the slightly
slower 9.2% volume growth. But Red Bull is also
reporting strong sales of sugar-free lines.
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“Indulgent categories do well
when consumer confidence
dips. As a nation, when
the going gets tough, we
reach for the chocolate”
hot sunny weekends, which drove sales of barbecue meat. This year, we are seeing significant falls for
these products.”
The picture is similarly multifaceted for some of this
year’s top performers. Of course, the likes of confectionery, snacks and spirits are inherently well-positioned
to appeal to Brexit-weary Brits looking for treats. As
Ben Morrison, Nielsen’s head of commercial for grocery, puts it: “Indulgent categories do well when consumer confidence dips. As a nation, when the going
gets tough, we reach for the chocolate.”
But suppliers in these categories have also made the
most of that opportunity with eye-catching, on-trend
NPD (think vegan Galaxy and reduced-sugar Cadbury
Dairy Milk) and a strong focus on formats such as RTDs,
sharing bags and multipacks.
Elsewhere, an emphasis on ethics, purpose and sustainability, as well as trends such as health and wellness, have helped retailers and suppliers dodge the
quagmire of Brexit. “Some specific categories, such
as vegan products, have looked immune from the
uncertainty, maintaining strong growth,” says Anne
Alexandre, retail sales monitor manager at the British
Retail Consortium.
Plant-based boom
Indeed, meat-free was one of the 10 fastest-growing
categories in 2019, racking up nearly £62m in extra
sales thanks to a dizzying rate of NPD and growing
consumer concern about the health and environmental impact of meat.
If shoppers tighten their belts further next year,
plant-based growth could accelerate even more. That
sounds counterintuitive, given the category relies on
consumers foregoing familiar choices and experimenting with new ingredients, but it’s all about price points.
“We’re in an interesting race against time here,”
says Brewer at Oliver Wyman. “If the more modern but
expensive plant-based substitutes can get their price
down below meat, then they will be at the right time to
pick people up who are trading down from meat. If they
can’t do that in time, then I think people will revert to
cheaper actual meat.”
Such a direct link between uncertainty and category
performance is the exception, though. In most cases,
winners and losers continue to be separated by category-specific dynamics and the smarts of individual
retailers and suppliers.
“There is no denying that Brexit uncertainty presents businesses with a challenge, but it isn’t the only
driver carving out a new consumer landscape,”
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Five fastest-falling products
Red meat emerged as a major casualty this year, as beef and bacon lost a combined
£122.8m. In terms of brands, Jacob’s Creek made its second consecutive appearance
on this list as mid-market wines suffer from changing drinking habits. Aptamil and
Müller Light are both new entrants to this ranking.

Beef
▼ 4.0% (–£77.3m)

As sales of red meat wane, beef has taken a near
£80m hit. It’s worth noting that these sales figures
don’t include the discounters, which represent
an increasingly significant proportion of the meat
market. However, this year’s cooler summer, the rise
of flexitarianism and the increasing popularity of
prepared meat products have all played a part.

Aptamil
▼ 24.4% (–£54.0m)

Aptamil blames the falling birth rate for its decline, but
that’s by no means the whole story. Births aren’t down
by 24.4%, the rate at which Britain’s biggest babymilk
brand has fallen, after all. Its £54m loss is also being
driven by the growth of the discounters’ infant care
offerings and growing competition from cheaper
brands (such as Hipp) in the multiples.

Bacon
▼ 6.4% (–£45.5m)

Processed meat continues to have a bad rep. And
bacon has suffered the most (though sausages have
also fallen a substantial £26.1m). However, the
message has moved on since the 2015 WHO report
linked processed meat with cancer. Those claims were
challenged by a new scientific report in autumn. Could
this signal a comeback for bacon?

Müller Light
▼ 18.3% (–£29.7m)

Feeling the brunt of this year’s decline in yoghurt
sales is Müller Light. As appetite for diet fare wanes in
favour of options perceived as more natural, the brand
has lost its leading position to stablemate Müller
Corner. However, it is fighting back with the launch of a
new recipe in May alongside on-trend innovation such
as gin & tonic-inspired yoghurt.

Jacob’s Creek
▼ 40.6% (–£28.4m)

Another year, another gruelling loss for Jacob’s Creek.
It has fallen from 13th to 21st place in our still wine
rankings on the back of a near £30m hit to sales. It’s
one of many mid-market wines (Echo Falls is down
£25.9m) feeling the effects of changing drinking
habits. Still, it is taking note of trends with innovation
such as its Aperol-style spirit, launched last year.
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“If suddenly there were
no berries in Darlington,
that will translate into
everyone thinking berries
are going to run out”
says Linda Ellett, UK head of consumer markets,
leisure and retail at KPMG. “Winning businesses must
therefore concentrate their efforts on controlling the
controllable.”
Of course, controlling the controllable is a tall order
right now. While 2019 has been a relatively steady year
for shopper behaviour, it’s been anything but calm
behind the scenes. Suppliers and retailers have been
pedalling furiously to ensure their supply chains are
robust enough to cope with a no-deal Brexit.
It’s a well-rehearsed but no less punishing drill at this
point: mapping new routes in and out of the UK, shoring up ingredients supplies, stockpiling raw materials
and finished goods where possible, putting aside financial reserves to cope with potential tariffs and hedging
against currency fluctuations.
“Like any responsible business, we have been preparing for all possible scenarios,” says Scott Meredith,
UK sales director at Lucozade Ribena Suntory. “This
has included updating the labelling of all relevant
drinks to ensure they can continue to be sold in their
respective markets. We have plans in place to help protect us from increased tariffs and other costs. And, of
course, we have been working closely with our customers to understand their requirements and have additional safety stocks in case of border delays or should
customer demand increase beyond forecast.”
On high alert
Close co-ordination has also been top of the agenda at
Müller. “Alongside our internal Brexit preparations,
we’ve been working closely with our customers, and
supply chain, to facilitate any changes that might be
required to meet the changing needs of the markets
we serve,” says Bergen Merey, CEO of Müller Yogurt
& Desserts.
Suppliers have no choice but to be on high alert.
Consumer confidence in grocery may be robust right
now, but it wouldn’t take much to shake it, warns
Wright at the FDF.
“You’d only need one place to be bad, because of the
power of social media,” he says. “If suddenly there are
empty shelves – no berries available in Darlington –
then that will translate instantly into everyone thinking berries are going to run out and buy them.”
It’s not just supply chains that are being reviewed
in the current climate. Ingredient decks are getting
the Brexit treatment too, as suppliers seek to mitigate
higher costs by reducing their exposure to expensive
raw materials.
“A lot of butter has been removed,” says Ashley
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Top 10 fastest-growing categories
Chocolate

▲ £183.5m

A glut of innovation was key to chocolate’s growth,
with NPD tapping trends for dark variants, premium
gifting formats and healthier options.

Rolling tobacco

▲ £181.8m

As soaring taxation pushes up cigarette prices on a
yearly basis, many of the UK’s remaining smokers are
turning to roll-your-own for the best value.

Spirits

▲£175.2m

The rise of fruity gins such as Gordon’s Pink (see p66)
and Whitley Neill’s Rhubarb & Ginger has resulted in
another stonking year for spirits.

Carbonates

▲ £164.1m

The sugar levy yet again proved a gift for fizzy pop. A
combination of tax-related gains and stellar sales of
low-sugar fare pushed up the category’s value.

Bagged snacks

▲ £134.1m

Gains in bagged snacks were largely down to the poor
potato harvest, which pushed up crisp prices. Volumes
remained relatively flat at 0.9%.

Free-from

▲ £122.3m

The free-from boom shows no sign of slowing. This
year, dairy-free brands led the way as they capitalised
on the vegan movement.

Sports and energy drinks

▲ £99.8m

The sugar levy is partly to thank for the gains in energy
drinks. Brands have also been busy pumping out new
flavours and low-sugar variants.

Lager

▲ £68.2m

Given the tough comparables from last summer’s
heatwave, you may expect lager to have fallen flat. But
posh world lagers delivered a further boost to sales.

Meat-free

▲ £61.9m

The flexitarian movement has resulted in another
year of massive gains for meat-free. That was further
bolstered by a blistering rate of innovation.

Vegetables

▲ £54.0m

Inflation was the main factor behind this £54m gain.
Veg such as onions, broccoli and carrots posted large
value gains despite relatively stable volumes.
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“Pure innovation is
missing. In the UK we’re
seeing less of those
exciting, completely new,
eating experiences”
Pollock, assistant manager for innovation at consultancy Ayming. At the same time, efforts to take out
palm oil have stalled, she adds, despite growing pressure on retailers and manufacturers to reduce their
reliance on the fat.
“You also tend to take out natural ingredients, for
example fruit extracts or fruit colours, and just put in
artificial colours and ingredients. It’s much cheaper.
At the moment, there just aren’t the margins to be
commercially viable without looking to some of those
options, unfortunately.”
Those tough margins are also taking their toll on
innovation and R&D budgets. A recent report by
Ayming found only 48% of UK businesses expected
R&D budgets to increase in the next three years, compared with three quarters worldwide, with Brexit
uncertainty a key factor.
Already, there are about 20% fewer new products
coming to the market today than in 2016, according to
Nielsen Bases, which tracks NPD.
That’s not just down to Brexit – there’s also been
an industry-wide shift towards “fewer, better, bigger”
innovations, explains Nielsen Bases VP Giles Watts.
But delivering on the “better, bigger” part of that equation is proving tricky in the current climate.
The dearth of NPD
Genuinely transformational innovation is hard to come
by, says Pollock. “All along the supply chain, the focus
has been on practical fire-fighting instead of futureproofing their businesses.”
That means tweaking existing products and launching relatively safe NPD (see p64) instead of betting the
house on blue-sky thinking. “That pure innovation
side of things is what’s been missing,” says Pollock.
“That’s something Silicon Valley is really good at. In
the UK, we’re seeing less of those exciting, completely
new, eating experiences.”
Of course, that lack of innovation can wind up
becoming a vicious circle. Take yoghurts & desserts,
a category that’s lost £50.6m over the past year, partly
because of a lack of NPD. Market leader Müller is now
taking matters into its own hands.
“The yoghurt market has its challenges, so everything we’re doing is designed to increase our share of
both the private label and branded yoghurt category,
across grocery, convenience and foodservice channels,” says Merey.
This has involved pumping £50m into Müller’s
yoghurt factory in Telford this year, expanding capacity to an additional 500 million pots a year and
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Top 10 fastest-falling categories
Meat

▼ £184.6m

It’s not just the flexitarian trend hitting meat sales. The
rise of the discounters (excluded from this data) and
this year’s less BBQ-friendly summer also took a toll.

Cigarettes

▼ £158.0m

The rise of vaping and introduction of track & trace
legislation compounded the woes of the declining
cigarettes category this year.

Juices & smoothies

▼ £90.0m

Both branded and own label juices felt the pinch as
talk around sugar content hit home. However, market
leader Innocent gained £14.3m.

Cider

▼ £54.9m

This decline is more to do with tough comparables
than poor sales. The hot summer of 2018, which lent
itself to cider swilling, proved hard to beat.

Cosmetics

▼ £51.5m

Value is leaking out of the cosmetics category as
consumers ditch the premium classics for a new
generation of cheaper brands.

Yoghurt

▼ £50.6m

Yoghurt’s decline picked up pace this year as some
Brits rejected it as a dessert option, and others turned
their backs on diet-focused options such as fat-free.

Handheld ice cream

▼ £40.1m

No repeat of last summer’s heatwave was bound to
have a deleterious effect on ice cream sales. The top
10 handheld brands lost £24.8m between them.

Bottled water

▼ £39.2m

Not only was the summer a letdown, a consumer
backlash against single-use plastic also dampened
sales of unflavoured water considerably.

Bread

▼ £37.5m

Brits are eating less bread, turning instead to other
wrapped bakery options. And the biggest names are
under increased pressure from cheaper own label fare.

Babymilk

▼ £32.0m

The birthrate in England and Wales is at an all-time
low, breastfeeding is on the up, and parents are
favouring own label over pricier brands.
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“It’s always really hard
to speak to buyers, but
there are now fewer
buyers than there were
this time last year”
delivering “increased levels of innovation”. ABP also
insists it hasn’t shelved any innovation because of
Brexit uncertainty, but it has adapted its NPD plans to
respond to changing shopper needs. “For example, we
are looking at added-value products to cater for batch
cooking,” says the spokesman.
The fresh produce sector, meanwhile, has seen some
surprisingly gutsy moves into automation despite the
uncertainty. “Everyone is concerned about labour and
that’s actually driven quite a lot of innovation in fresh
produce,” says Duncan Rawson, a partner at consultancy EFFP. “People are investing.”
Such examples are few and far between, however.
“Where there is an opportunity to be cautious, you
are seeing manufacturers be cautious,” says Wright.
Caution is also the watch-word at the major supermarkets, which have applied this mantra to their
ranging decisions. “Some retailers have reduced their
product ranges to focus on an ‘everyday low price’
strategy, helping shoppers searching for value,” says
Alexandre at the BRC.
Challengers face challenges
That has hit smaller brands especially hard. This
time last year, challengers were enjoying an unusually receptive market, marked by the launch of the
Sainsbury’s Future Brands initiative and other such
incubator schemes.
These are still going. But as so many resources are
tied up in Brexit planning, retailers are focusing on
shoring up core growth and buyers are feeling less
inclined to give challenger brands a chance, says Thea
Alexander, co-founder of Young Foodies.
“It’s always really hard to speak to buyers, but there
are now fewer buyers than there were this time last
year,” she says. “And the space in their diary for discovery of new innovation has just been ripped out.”
Across the wider industry “it feels like, short term,
the appetite for taking punts on challenger brands has
disappeared”, Alexander adds.
Alternative routes to market, such as selling direct to
consumers and exporting, are therefore becoming an
urgent priority for smaller brands.
“It’s perhaps counterintuitive to Brexit, but it comes
from a desperation of ‘no one is answering my calls, I
can’t get through to anyone’,” says Alexander. “Brands
are having to think omnichannel from earlier on, rather
than this default of wanting to get your products into
a major retailer.”
To make matters worse, investors are feeling just
as cautious, fuelling a spate of administrations
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Where to find your category
CATEGORY

Aircare
Alcohol beer & cider
Alcohol spirits
Alcohol wine
Babyfood
Baby juice and milk
Bagged snacks
Batteries
Biscuits (savoury)
Biscuits (sweet)
Bread
Butter
Cakes
Canned beans
Canned fish
Canned fruit
Canned meat
Canned pasta
Canned veg
Carbonates
Cereal bars
Cereals
Champagne
Cheese
Chocolate
Choc & malted drinks
Cigarettes
Coffee
Condiments
Conditioners (hair)
Confectionery (sugar)
Cooking sauces
Cosmetics
Dairy drinks
Deodorants
Dishwash
E-cigarettes
Fabric conditioners

CATEGORY

140
77
78
80
83
84
87
91
96
95
92
110
97
99
99
99
100
100
100
182
95
101
80
115
103
136
188
135
174
162
107
173
157
118
159
140
189
142

Female skincare
Facial tissues
Fish (fresh)
Free-from
Frozen desserts
Frozen fish
Frozen pies/quiches
Frozen pizza
Frozen potatoes
Frozen ready meals
Fruit & veg
Gum
Hairstyling
Hot beverages
Hot chocolate
Ice cream, handheld
Ice cream, tub
Indigestion remedies
Instant coffee
Jams/marms/spreads
Juice drinks/smoothies
Kitchen towels
Lager
Laundry detergents
Men’s skincare
Men’s shaving preps
Meat (fresh)
Meat-free
Meat snacks
Milk
Milk, flavoured
Mouthwash
Nappies
Noodles
NRT
Oils
Over the counter
Pasta

CATEGORY

159
144
129
125
130
132
132
130
132
171
128
108
159
135
136
133
133
164
135
149
184
144
77
142
160
160
129
150
177
118
118
163
144
170
189
155
164
169

Petcare
Poultry (fresh)
Razor blades
Ready meals, ambient
Ready meals, chilled
Ready meals, frozen
Rice
Rolling tobacco
RTDs
Savoury biscuits
Savoury pastries
Sex lubes/condoms
Shampoo
Shower products
Soap (bar)
Soap (liquid)
Soups, ambient
Soups, fresh
Sparkling wine
Spirits
Sports & energy drinks
Spreads (BSM)
Squashes & cordials
Sugar confectionery
Surface care
Table sauces
Tea
Tobacco
Toilet cleaner
Toilet tissue
Toothbrushes
Toothpaste
Vaping
Vegetables
Water, bottled
Wine (still)
Yoghurt drinks
Yogs & desserts

METHODOLOGY

TABLE NOTES

COPYRIGHT

● The Grocer’s Top Products

● All data is for 52 weeks

● The Top Products Survey

Survey is sourced using data
from Nielsen’s Scantrack
service, which monitors weekly
sales data from a nationwide
network of EPoS checkout
scanners and represents
sales in grocery multiples,
co-ops, multiple off-licences,
independents, forecourts,
convenience multiples and
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171
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188
78
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186
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80
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182
110
181
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174
136
188
140
144
163
163
189
128
181
80
118
123

data was compiled by Nielsen
exclusively for The Grocer
magazine and William
Reed Business Media. No
reproduction of this list or data
within, in full or in part, is
permitted for commercial use
without the prior consent of
Nielsen.

“Yes, things have been
getting a bit tricky, but
we haven’t really seen
anything that’s come close
to being a cliff edge”
and near-administrations among challenger brands
in recent months. “We are seeing more brands looking for emergency capital than we’ve ever had, but
investors are sitting on their hands,” says Alexander.
“People aren’t looking to make big investment decisions right now until they understand how all this is
going to settle.”
Investors aren’t alone in wanting to understand that.
After three-and-a-half years of Brexit limbo, the entire
grocery industry is desperate for certainty.
Top-line performance this year may have been better than expected, but that is little consolation for those
who found themselves in heavily exposed categories,
with much-diminished NPD budgets or at the receiving end of risk-averse buyers.
Even this year’s winners will be hungry for change.
‘Not a complete disaster’ is hardly a satisfactory state
of affairs for UK grocery, and chronic under-investment
in innovation and R&D will catch up with the sector
down the line.
Still, there is reason for optimism, insists Watkins
at Nielsen. “The food and drink industry remains very
resilient to these sort of bigger challenges,” he says.
“It’s very adaptable. Yes, things have been getting a bit
tricky, but we haven’t really seen anything that’s come
close to being a cliff edge.”
Breathing space
There’s also some respite (if not certainty) on the political front, as an immediate no-deal looks off the cards
for now. “All the routes out of the political impasse
point to an extension,” says Wright at the FDF. That
doesn’t mean the industry can relax, but it does afford
an opportunity to draw breath.
Indeed, some companies are already making a conscious decision to step back from the stresses and
strains of reacting to every spike in the Brexit news
cycle.
“Last year, and early in the spring, businesses were
doing a lot of work to understand what the different scenarios might be,” says Rawson at EFFP. “More recently,
they’ve said: ‘We’ve got plans in place, whatever we’ve
decided to do we’re doing it, whether it’s right or wrong.
The plans are in place. We’re not going to change now.’”
It’s an understandable, if potentially risky, strategy.
Grocery may have staged an unlikely escape in 2019,
but the industry cannot afford to take its eyes off the
Brexit ball. In this brittle trading environment, a few
unexpected shocks to the system might just be all it
takes to turn this year’s dips and blips into next year’s
cliff edge.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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alcohol: beer & cider

No World Cup
hangover for
lager sector

TOP 5 Lager
Total volume change: –0.3%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Stella Artois
Budweiser
Foster’s
Carling
Corona

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

AB InBev
AB InBev
Heineken UK
Molson Coors
AB InBev

3,620.0
45.6
584.9
404.9
369.1
326.3
169.9

68.2
–9.3
26.3
–13.1
6.9
–3.2
11.8

1.9
–16.9
4.7
–3.1
1.9
–1.0
7.4

Daniel Woolfson

G

iven the amount of beer and cider
knocked back in the scorching
World Cup summer of 2018, you’d
expect suppliers to have been left
with very sore heads this year.
Surprisingly, Britain’s brewers avoided a
vicious hangover. The category added £24.7m
in value across its three sectors, in spite of
lower volumes.
Most of this was down to lager, where sales
grew by an impressive £68.2m. But rather
than big mainstream brands like Budweiser
driving growth, it was posher world lagers
raking it in – their higher price points compensating for a 0.3% dip in sector unit sales.
Birra Moretti, for instance, grew by £35.4m
while commanding an average price of £3.10
per litre – 35% more expensive than category
leader Stella Artois’ £2.30.
“Before the World Cup, we were seeing
growth in world beer and premiumisation
– and we’re now seeing that come through
again,” says Jim Hopkins, Marston’s off-trade
category manager.
Not all world beers are winning, though.
Estrella Damm shed £5.6m after losing distribution in Tesco. Asian beers Cobra, Singha
and Tiger went down in value too – by as
much as 15%.
Not that premiumisation is the whole story.
“There has been much more price activity

TOP 5 Cider & perry
Total volume change: –6.6%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
6

Strongbow Original
Strongbow Dark Fruit
Kopparberg Mixed Fruit Cider
Kopparberg Strawb & Lime
Thatchers Gold

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Heineken UK
Heineken UK
Cider of Sweden
Cider of Sweden
Thatchers Cider

TOP 5 Ale & stout
Total volume change: –0.5%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
4
3
5

Guinness Draught
John Smith’s Extra Smooth
BrewDog Punk IPA
Old Speckled Hen
Sharp’s Doom Bar

1,097.2
56.9
165.1
132.5
57.9
55.7
52.9

–54.9
1.1
–6.4
5.5
–10.8
–7.4
4.0

–4.8
2.0
–3.7
4.3
–15.7
–11.8
8.1

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Diageo
Heineken UK
BrewDog
Greene King
Molson Coors (UK)

trying to lap last summer’s performance,”
says Hopkins. “There have been quite a lot of
really low promotions, which naturally will
have had an impact across the whole market.”
There’s better news for craft ales, which are
gaining prominence and reach. Beavertown
and Camden Town Brewery this year netted major Premier League sponsorships with
Spurs and Arsenal respectively.
“It’s all about getting those beers into new

779.9
19.0
77.4
61.0
43.9
42.9
28.8

11.4
–2.0
2.9
–3.0
3.3
–2.9
5.2

1.5
–9.7
3.9
–4.7
8.2
–6.3
21.9

people’s hands and building them in front of
a different audience,” says Hopkins.
The omens are good. Beavertown’s Gamma
Ray and Neck Oil both ranked among beer’s
top five fastest growers this year, with tripledigit increases in value and volumes.
This could be a worry for craft leader
BrewDog, whose sales – though still on the
up – grew less dramatically than in previous years.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Carlsberg rebrew Carlsberg
It takes major cojones to rebrew a perennial beer. And Carlsberg didn’t
just completely relaunch its core lager as a new-and-improved ‘Danish
Pilsner’. It also spent millions on a campaign acknowledging that its prior
incarnation was “probably not the best beer in the world”. Then there
was the rollout of plastic-free multipacks. It’s too early to know if such
moves have worked for the brand – sales are still massively down – but
Carlsberg’s bravery deserves applause nonetheless.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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alcohol: spirits & RTDs

Flavoured
gins steal
craft’s crown
Daniel Woolfson

C

raft gin’s crown has been usurped.
Not, as many predicted, by an
army of craft rums, but by a legion
of sweeter flavoured gins.
The top five fastest-growing spirits in
absolute terms this year are all fruity gins:
Gordon’s Pink (up a stonking £52m), Whitley
Neill’s Rhubarb & Ginger (up £13.4m), Parma
Violet (up £11.8m), Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla
(up £11.5m) and Greenall’s Wild Berry (up
£10.5m).
This marks “a remarkable performance for
a sub-category that was only conceived two
years ago” says Nielsen senior client manager
Jenny Dickson. Such phenomenal success
has helped make spirits the third fastestgrowing category in grocery this year.
The explosion of flavoured gin has even
drawn entrants from other sectors of booze.
Over the past year, the likes of Kopparberg, I
Heart Wines and Echo Falls have all unveiled
their own spin-offs to cash in.
It’s not great news for everyone, though.
Some of the craft gin scene’s innovators have
begun to buckle under growing pressure from
fruity upstarts. Hendrick’s original gin, for
instance, has slipped into the red following
a glorious 2018, and Greenall’s core tipple is
down almost a quarter (24.6%) to £26.6m –
the second-greatest loss of any spirit.
And the massive proliferation of new

TOP 10 Spirits
Total volume change: 1.7%
1 1 Smirnoff Red Label
2 2 The Famous Grouse
3 3 Gordon’s
4 4 Jack Daniel’s
5 5 Glen’s
6 11 Gordon’s Pink
7 7 Russian Standard
8 6 Bell’s Original
9 8 Baileys Original
10 10 Captain Morgan Spiced

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Diageo
EBS
Diageo
BBFB
Loch Lomond Group
Diageo
William Grant & Sons
Diageo
Diageo
Diageo

TOP 5 RTDs
Total volume change: 13.4%
1
2
3
4
5

1
9
2
4
5

WKD Blue
Gordon’s Pink G&T
Jack Daniel’s & Cola
Smirnoff Ice
Gordon’s Diet G&T

4,716.3
644.3
446.4
227.3
217.5
171.9
160.5
141.7
141.1
120.4
106.3
98.7

175.2
38.3
–8.0
10.4
2.5
7.5
6.6
52.6
6.7
–22.6
–2.5
1.6

3.9
6.3
–1.8
4.8
1.1
4.6
4.3
59.0
5.0
–15.8
–2.3
1.7

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Beverage Brands
Diageo
BBFB
Diageo
Diageo

brands is making it harder for even recently
top-selling SKUs to generate stable, longterm growth. Dickson highlights the performance of Edinburgh Gin’s Rhubarb & Ginger
Liqueur, which lost £8m this year despite
a stellar sales record and being bang ontrend. Increasingly, she says, “brands will
have to work hard to maintain their status
and momentum in an increasingly crowded,
fast-moving market”.
But James Stocker, marketing director at
Whitley Neill owner Halewood, insists gin’s
veterans needn’t be too worried. “Flavoured
gins are bringing newer, younger drinkers
into the category – people in their early 20s
– in a way that gin never really managed to

327.7
51.6
31.0
27.1
25.9
18.2
17.2

49.3
14.3
–0.2
19.9
2.6
0.1
–0.5

17.7
38.2
–0.6
275.1
10.9
0.6
–2.9

do until now. We hope that as these people
get a bit older, their palates will mature, and
they may go on to some of the more classic
dry gins.”
Nevertheless, there are signs big suppliers’
attentions are turning elsewhere. Beefeater
owner Pernod Ricard, for instance, has
begun preparing for a rationalisation of its
gin brands, and has forecasted just two more
years of growth for the spirit.
So what’s next? Rum hasn’t drummed up
sales like gin. But Stocker predicts its day will
still come, especially in regards to posher
golden variants. “Like gin, it’s a versatile
spirit and has a lot of simple, at-home serves”
he says.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla RTD Diageo
Gordon’s pink gin may be Diageo’s greatest achievement of recent years,
but the brand’s posher cousin Tanqueray has also been storming the
supermarkets. Flor de Sevilla, launched last year, has so far racked
up £15.7m and inspired a legion of imitators. With the expansion this
summer of the variant into an on-the-go G&T, Diageo avoided using a can
– an RTD format that sometimes looks a bit tacky – opting instead for a
sleek glass bottle. It’s already generated almost half a million in sales.
78 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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Table wine
benefits from
‘radical’ NPD

TOP 5 Still wine
Total volume change: –2.2%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
6
4
7

Hardys
Barefoot
Yellow Tail
McGuigan
Casillero del Diablo

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Accolade Wines
E&J Gallo
Casella
Australian Vintage
Concha y Toro

5,767.3
1,336.6
287.2
187.7
162.0
161.9
150.2

52.0
–32.9
3.9
20.2
24.8
6.3
17.7

0.9
–2.4
1.4
12.1
18.1
4.0
13.3

Daniel Woolfson

I

s the table wine sector finally
remembering what innovation is?
For the first time in a while, some
suppliers are realising there’s
more to their slowly declining category (down
22% in volumes) than a 750ml bottle of sauvignon blanc. And it’s paying off for them.
This year, Barefoot (up 12.1% in value)
poured its bestselling wine into cans, and
Concha y Toro, owner of Casillero del Diablo,
added ‘spritz’ brand O’jos. Meanwhile,
Treasury Wine Estates’ 19 Crimes challenger
brand made £13.2m as it ditched traditional
category cues.
For the conservative wine market, these are
radical moves. “Wine is beginning to grow up
a bit when it comes to understanding consumers,” says Concha y Toro UK general manager
Simon Doyle. “We’re spending lots of time
and money on category insight, consumer
insight and the dynamics of what consumers might want.”
Conventional wisdom about how to cater
for younger shoppers is changing too, Doyle
adds. “In the past, we assumed younger shoppers needed lower-priced products – some
obviously still do – but actually what they
need is a more engaging proposition.”
That means NPD like Yellow Tail’s 8.5%
abv Pure Bright pinot grigio, which quietly
rolled out in September to tap the low and

TOP 5 Sparkling wine
Total volume change: –4.6%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
4
3
5

Plaza Centro
Freixenet
I Heart
Canti
Valdo

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Cantine Maschio
Freixenet
Copestick Murray
Fratelli Martini Sec
Valdo

TOP 5 Champagne
Total volume change: –5.3%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
6
4

Moët & Chandon
Veuve Clicquot
Lanson
Taittinger
Bollinger

845.9
256.9
72.7
57.3
40.8
39.9
21.3

–26.8
–4.7
1.7
13.0
8.6
4.5
–4.8

–3.1
–1.8
2.5
29.3
26.7
12.7
–18.5

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

MHUK
MHUK
Lanson UK
Taittinger
Mentzendorff

no alcohol trend among millennials. Such
innovation has helped put all top five wine
brands in growth for the first time in several
years. Yellow Tail (up £24.8m) and Casillero
(up £17.7m) have barged their way into the top
five, relegating Blossom Hill (down £12.6m)
and Echo Falls (down £25.9m).
Simon Lawson, general manager of Yellow
Tail owner Casella Family Brands, says investment in marketing and brand-building is

288.7
32.2
40.3
31.4
27.4
19.2
18.6

–5.0
–3.1
–1.2
1.8
–1.6
4.0
–0.4

–1.7
–8.9
–2.9
5.9
–5.6
26.5
–2.2

paying dividends. “We have made the definitive choice to invest in this market, which is
not necessarily the case for all producers.”
In spite of pressures such as excise duty,
Brexit and falling consumer confidence,
“wine is still the biggest off-trade alcohol category” he insists.
“That’s not to say we can’t do things better,
but it is gently premiumising – and we are
seeing exciting brands coming through.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

I Heart Champagne Freixenet Copestick
Freixenet Copestick’s I Heart is arguably the most successful sparkling
wine brand of the past 10 years, and has consistently outperformed the
difficult category. The brand’s champers debut, which it unveiled in
partnership with champagne house Didier Chopin, looks to be no
exception, having made £1.2m since launch. The secret of the I Heart
brand is its uncanny ability to simplify a complicated category, giving it
mainstream appeal. Watch out, Moët & Chandon!
80 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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Falling birth
rate leads to
sales decline
Rob Brown

T

he birth rate in England and Wales
is at an all-time low, down 3.2%
compared with 2017 and almost
10% compared with 2012, ONS
figures show. And in another challenge for
suppliers, the latest UK-wide Infant Feeding
Survey suggests breastfeeding is on the up.
It’s no surprise, then, that baby & infant
care continues to fall in three of its four key
sectors. The overall category is down £39.9m
in value. Babyfood volumes have tumbled
7%, formula is down 5%, and juice has
crashed by 25.4%. For the second year running, only snacks have delivered meaningful growth, with volumes up 1.7%.
This year marked “both opportunities and
challenges for the baby feeding category”
says Gary Elliott, head of category & shopper marketing at Danone Early Life Nutrition.
“There are simply fewer babies to feed than
this time last year.”
A shrinking market isn’t the only problem.
The ongoing backlash against plastic packaging is also a major concern – because wet
babyfood invariably comes in non-recyclable pouches.
Piccolo, which is claiming a UK market first with bio-based pouches made
from 80% plant-derived materials (see Top
Launch, below), is one of just four of the top
10 suppliers in value growth. It has achieved

TOP 10 Babyfood
Total volume change: –7.0%
1 1 Ella’s Kitchen
2 2 Cow & Gate
3 3 Heinz
4 4 Hipp Organic
5 5 Aptamil
6 7 Piccolo
7 8 Nestlé
8 6 Organix
9 10 Kiddylicious
10 12 Babease

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Hain Celestial
Danone
Kraft Heinz Co
Hipp
Danone
Piccolo
Nestlé
Organix Brands
Lotus Bakeries
Babease

TOP 5 Baby snacks
Total volume change: 1.7%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
6

Organix
Kiddylicious
Ella’s Kitchen
Heinz
Farley’s

–11.4
5.5
–4.5
–3.0
–3.4
–2.9
–1.6
0.3
0.0
–1.0
0.0
0.3

–6.6
64.3
–6.8
–7.2
–13.0
–19.6
–30.3
14.1
2.6
–44.0
1.7
41.2

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Organix Brands
Lotus Bakeries
Hain Celestial
Kraft Heinz Co
Kraft Heinz Co

double-digit gains to climb from seven to six
in our ranking, overtaking Organix. (Nestlé
and Kiddylicious have achieved slight rises.
Babease is up 41.2% but from a very small
base of £655k.)
“Brands such as Piccolo, which offer innovative products in line with global food

“There are simply
fewer babies to
feed than this
time last year”

162.1
14.1
61.6
38.6
22.7
12.0
3.6
2.4
1.5
1.3
1.1
0.9

86.8
2.7
34.6
25.1
9.9
4.4
4.1

4.5
0.7
–2.5
5.2
3.3
–0.3
–0.1

5.5
31.4
–6.8
25.8
50.9
–6.2
–2.6

trends and a premium proposition, have seen
growth within the category, winning share
from other popular brands,” says Piccolo
founder Catherine Gazzoli.
Those other brands include Ella’s Kitchen
– which remains the UK’s biggest name in
babyfood despite falling sales. In April it
launched a six-month trial in partnership
with recycling company TerraCycle and
Asda, in an effort to increase the recyclability of babyfood pouches.
The EllaCycle pilot saw freepost envelopes
available at Asda stores, enabling parents to
send pouches from any brand to TerraCycle
to be recycled into items including benches
and fence posts. Ella’s says the scheme

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Bioplastic pouches Piccolo
Convenience is king in babyfood. But the ease of microwaving a pouch
or squeezing it cold directly into your tot’s mouth has a heavy cost:
tonnes of unrecyclable plastic waste. Piccolo has an answer, and it’s a
UK first. The organic material that forms 80% of these pouches comes
from renewable sources, such as sugar beet, and it decomposes quickly,
unlike the petroleum-based plastic pouches are typically made of. Next
up from Piccolo will be a 100% recyclable pouch, the brand hopes.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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has so far saved almost 2.5 million pouches
from landfill.
Similarly, last month saw Little Freddie
team up with Sainsbury’s and recycling specialist Enval for an all-brand babyfood pouch
recycling scheme. It will see Little Freddiebranded recycling bags sold in stores for 99p.
But the story of babyfood’s performance
doesn’t hinge just on its packaging. The sensational success of snacks also deserves a
chapter. Much of its 5.5% value sales rise has
been driven by brands choosing to “enter the
snacking arena to extend the life of the category and attract parents to healthier, portioncontrolled products for toddlers and kids”
says Gazzoli.
Both Ella’s and Kiddylicious have enjoyed
double-digit snack success – Ella’s by calling out the fruit that’s inside its products,
and Kiddylicious by focusing on the lack
of preservatives, added sugar or “artificial
anything”. They’re the second and third top
snack brands respectively.
It’s a different tale for snack leader Organix.
Value has dived by 6.8% on volumes down
3.4%. “With retailers introducing own-label
ranges, there’s been greater competition for
shelf space across the entire baby and toddler food category, with all major brands
affected,” says Organix MD Philipp von
Jagow.
In response, the company has implemented
a “growth plan”. It features NPD including
Melty Veggie Sticks and biscuits of children’s
character The Gruffalo, as well as a major
pack redesign bringing all products, including its Goodies range of snacks, under one
Organix masterbrand. It also plans to make
all packaging 100% sustainable by 2023.
Organix is right to take such action. Ownlabel is growing significantly in both babyfood and baby snacks, with volumes up
61.4% and 25% respectively. Own-label wet
food is currently an average of 16.2% cheaper
per kg than branded equivalents.
“Brands should prepare for intense pricing
pressure as own label becomes more socially
acceptable to buy in this previously conservative market,” warns Nielsen baby & infant
care analyst Stephen Bough.
Price is also a factor in formula’s decline,
says John Allaway, MD at organic formula
brand Hipp. “The falling birth rate is undeniably a factor in this, but the bigger cause
is parents switching to cheaper brands,
both within traditional retailers and in the
discounters.”
Looks like a price war is born.
84 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019

TOP 5 Babymilk
Total volume change: –5.0%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Aptamil
Cow & Gate
SMA
Hipp Organic
Nanny Care

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Danone
Danone
SMA Nutrition
Hipp
Nanny Care

TOP 5 Baby juice
Total volume change: –25.4%
1
2
3
4
5

1
3
2
4
7

Heinz
Bobo Fruit
Hipp Organic
Bobovita Nektar
Moi Tout Seul

361.4
166.1
117.3
55.5
19.1
1.9

–32.3
–53.7
9.7
4.0
7.2
0.2

–8.2
–24.4
9.0
7.7
60.0
8.7

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Kraft Heinz Co
Nestlé
Hipp
Danone
Nestlé

2.4
2.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

–0.7
–0.6
0.0
–0.1
0.0
0.0

–22.5
–20.8
–24.6
–58.9
–13.3
80.5

Kiddylicious claimed a UK babyfood first in August when it unveiled Houmous Dip-Dip snack
pots. Comprising “super smooth” houmous and “chunky little” breadsticks, original and
Roasted Red Pepper variants are suitable for children aged 12 months and older. Each pack
provides no more than 100 calories, and contains no added sugar or salt. Houmous Dip-Dip is
part of a Kiddylicious snacking portfolio that’s up 25.8% to £25.1m.

Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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bagged snacks

Brands go
bold in battle
for growth
Daniel Woolfson

I

f it’s bold, it’ll get sold. That’s the
thinking in bagged snacks this
year, where strong flavours are
drawing focus from their traditional counterparts.
The category’s value has grown by a
healthy £134m this year, or 4.4%. But most
of that increase was down to higher prices,
which were partly the result of this year’s
poor potato harvest, and partly a result of premiumisation. The overall market’s volumes
are more or less flat (0.9%).
Brands are actually falling in volume. Their
unit sales dipped 1.1% in the face of steep
competition from cheaper own-label rivals,
which have sold 7.8% more. Hardest hit was
Walkers, which sold 6.5 million fewer kilos.
So, it makes sense that crisp brands are
trying to turn shoppers’ heads towards their
pricier offers. From McCoy’s Muchos Nacho
Cheese to The French Kitchen’s Snail & Garlic,
they are taking inspiration from the alcohol
industry when it comes to innovation, says
The French Kitchen co-founder Gavin Bacon.
“Look at craft beer in the last few years and
then the wine category before that – it’s the
same with snacking. Bigger flavour, more
taste and better snacking experience are the
factors driving growth.”
The category’s big players are casting their
net wide for inspiration. PepsiCo, for instance,

TOP 25 Bagged snacks
Total volume change: 0.9%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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PepsiCo
Kellogg’s
PepsiCo
KP Snacks
KP Snacks
PepsiCo
Valeo Foods
PepsiCo
Pladis UK
PepsiCo
KP Snacks
PepsiCo
PepsiCo
PepsiCo
KP Snacks
PepsiCo
PepsiCo
KP Snacks
KP Snacks
KP Snacks
PepsiCo
Seabrook
PepsiCo
KP Snacks
KP Snacks

looked to the meat snacks category this year
for Doritos Flame Grilled Steak. “Research
found that meat snack lovers tend to shop
more regularly and spend more within the
category,” says PepsiCo marketing director
for snacks Clafoutie Sintive.
The January launch followed the summer
2018 debut of Doritos Collisions with variants
including Honey Glazed Ribs & Lemon Blast.
PepsiCo says the range delivered more than
£6m in sales over its first 12 months.
“The combination of two bold and exciting
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flavours in one bag plays to the needs of the
under-34s, a group from which 70% of Doritos
shoppers come,” Sintive adds.
The big, bold trend has benefited PepsiCo’s
Walkers Sensations too. It has grown by £10m
this year, which Sintive says is down to it
“bringing in new customers by investing in
new flavours and innovative formats” like
Hickory Smoked Cheddar and Crispy Bacon.
They were accompanied by PepsiCo’s “biggest ever” push, which reached over 50 million people, according to Sintive.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

McCoy’s Muchos KP Snacks
Muchos took rather longer to launch than expected. KP Snacks had to
postpone rollout of McCoy’s “biggest ever” NPD for almost a year after
the original version of the folded tortilla-style crisps were found to break
under their own weight. Made from corn, wheat and potato, with a blend
of spices and kidney beans, the Mexican-inspired snacks finally landed
in January this year. KP expects the three-strong range to rack up
mouth-watering value sales of about £15m in its first full year of sale.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Boldness is “paramount” in bagged
snack innovation, insists KP Snacks sales
director Andy Riddle. It satisfies “people’s
curiosity about different cuisines”.
Which would explain KP’s thinking behind
McCoy’s Muchos (see Top Launch, p87). With
flavours like Smoky Chilli Chicken, it has significantly outperformed McCoy’s core crisps
range, racking up £11m in sales in its first
eight months.
Still, boldness isn’t the only thing shoppers are after. They’re also cracking down on
excessively unhealthy options. Which means
growth for the likes of Walkers Oven Baked.
The reduced-fat lineup has added a cool
£10.4m to its value this year – an increase
of 20.4%.
Meanwhile, Cofresh’s Eat Real, with its freefrom range of houmous, lentil and quinoa
chips, has seen a staggering 79.7% growth
in value, equating to £3.6m.

“Over half of the UK
population say health
is important when it
comes to snacks”
The better-for-you segment is growing
“at three times the rate of savoury snacks”,
claims Sintive at PepsiCo, which in August
added Walkers Hint of Salt, a range with “25%
less salt than regular potato crisps”.
“Over half of the UK population say that
health is important for them when it comes to
snacks and while it remains at a fairly small
base, we are disproportionately investing in
this area,” she adds.
KP’s Riddle says Brits still want to snack, but
those snacks need to be “more permissible”.

Pringles’ comeback continues to gather pace. After eye-watering losses in 2017, the Kellogg’s
brand returned to serious growth in 2018, and this year cemented its return with a £24m
gain. It’s now worth £213.9m – in part due to the February launch of better-for-you snack
Rice Fusions. The Asian-inspired quartet contains around 2.6g of satfat per 100g – about
23% less than Pringles’ core potato crisps. Kellogg’s predicts sales of £20m in its first year.
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That was the thinking behind KP’s acquisition of better-for-you brand Popchips in 2018.
It has proven a savvy move. The brand is up
£5.6m (22.1%) this year, making it the ninthfastest grower in bagged snacks.
Retailers are pushing healthier snacks
hard, Riddle adds. “If you walk the stores
they are opening up space for ‘better for you’
propositions, and signposting to help people
make healthier choices.”
This is going hand in hand with major
range rationalisation. “Retailers are telling
us products need to earn their space and drive
efficiencies,” he says. “There’s quite a lot of
duplication – especially in popcorn, where
lots of new products came in but the category
didn’t grow. Ultimately, that puts complexity
and cost into the supply chain.”
Then there’s the ‘Blue Planet effect’ to
worry about. Suppliers are coming under
increasing pressure from retailers and shoppers to crack down on excess packaging.
Hula Hoops, for instance, has had roughly
23% of the packaging removed from its multipacks, says Riddle. But he stresses the debate
isn’t simple. “The primary consideration has
to be food quality, and [a change of packaging] could be the right one from an environmental perspective but the wrong one for food
integrity. It has to be looked at very carefully.”
Not all brands have been so cautious. Late
last year, Herefordshire startup Two Farmers
unveiled a range of crisps in a 100% compostable bag, which it claimed was a UK first
for the category. Four variants are available
in packaging made in the UK from eucalyptus wood pulp grown in sustainable forests. It
provides the same shelf life as a plastic crisp
bag, and will break down within 26 weeks
under domestic composting conditions.
Two Farmers launched its ec0-snacks
shortly after Kellogg’s announced an initiative to allow shoppers to send hard-to-recycle
Pringles cans to Terracycle, to be repurposed
into benches and fence posts.
Around the same time, Walkers revealed
plans to launch the UK’s first nationwide recycling scheme for plastic crisp bags. In its first
three months, it collected more than half a
million packets.
A few months later, the supplier drastically
cut plastic across its most popular six-packs
and 12-packs – marking “an important step
forward” in its efforts “to reinvent our packaging to make it recyclable, compostable or
biodegradable as quickly as possible”.
Because, as with flavour innovation, boldness is key when it comes to sustainability.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Two happy
bunnies in
batteries
Rob Brown

B

atteries in grocery is something
of a two-horse race – or, rather,
a two-bunny race. Duracell and
Energizer, which have been bickering for 30 years over who should have the
legal right to use a pink rabbit as a mascot,
account for more than 80% of UK supermarket sales.
Duracell is market leader, but Energizer is
closing in. Its grocery sales have rocketed 9%
to £69.8m on a 4.1% increase in packs sold,
with the brand making significant distribution gains, particularly in Tesco. Meanwhile,
Duracell has dipped 2.7% to £120.9m, with
8.1% fewer packs sold.
Energizer says its growth has been partly
powered by a new look, unveiled in July. “We
spent three years developing our new look,
talking with consumers and researching their
preferences,” said VP for global marketing
Lori Shambro at the time. “They told us they
want bright, clear and helpful packaging that
will stand out in a cluttered aisle.”
New white packs bearing mascot Mr
Energizer (the brand agreed to stop using its
pink drumming bunny in Europe following a
landmark deal in 1992), in-store displays and
ads were rolled out over the summer.
Growth was doubtless also fuelled by the
fact the brand has been selling for 69p a pack
less than Duracell over the past year.

TOP 15 Batteries
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Sony
Multibrands Intl
Forsee Power
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Keep It Handy

Still, the market leader doesn’t seem too
rattled. “We really believe the way to drive
the category is through high visibility in store,
and that’s really what we’re working on with
the battle for Christmas,” says Duracell associate marketing director Christina Penna
Turner.
“The fall in packs we have seen is driven
by a few factors. Firstly, pack sizes are moving up from fours to eights and 10s, and deep
promotions are starting to pull out of the category because it’s clear they weren’t a big sales
driver. Batteries are bought on impulse. We
rarely make it on to a shopping list. That’s why
making sure we are visible in store is key.”
Duracell has “struggled in a couple of the
top four grocers” Penna Turner concedes.
But she insists strong plans are in place for
the Christmas season, predicting growth for
specialist batteries and the range of Duracell
portable powerbanks launched in 2018.
“We are seeing really strong growth in
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specialist batteries,” she says. “Powerbanks
is really where we have made the biggest
splash in 2019. The biggest and most successful retailers are growing the category by
placing powerbanks in the batteries fixture
and in other highly visible areas of store to
drive sales.”
Despite Duracell and Energizer’s dominance, there are other horses/bunnies in the
race. GP Batteries, for example, is up 10.5%
to £883k thanks to growing sales through
WH Smith. (The brand also reports sizeable
sales through Amazon, which is not covered
in these numbers.) GP marketing manager
James Tuck insists visibility is crucial in this
market. The brand has worked with Smith’s
to bring batteries “out into the store” he
explains. “If you have batteries behind the
counter they are in blocked space and customers are less likely to pick them up.”
The happiest bunnies next year will likely
be the ones with the biggest presence.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Charge Anyway GP Batteries
Ninety-three per cent of Brits now own a smartphone, says GP Batteries.
But only 18% own a mobile power bank. That means many of us are
getting caught short with no power on the move. Enter Charge Anyway,
a two-in-one hybrid charger featuring a lithium power bank to charge
mobile devices and capacity to juice up four reusable AA batteries. So, not
only is it very handy, it also offers an alternative to eco-unfriendly singleuse batteries.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Loaves suffer
as other lines
find favour
Rob Brown

O

uch! Bread brands have taken a
£60.4m sales hit, having shifted
82.8 million fewer loaves. But
that doesn’t mean they’re toast
just yet. There are still ways for bakery’s big
names to raise their profile with shoppers.
“Consumer tastes and behaviours are
changing,” says Warburtons product strategy controller Duncan Tyrrell, pointing to
the brand’s growth in lines such as crumpets, while its loaves have lost £12.8m on
volumes down 4.5%. “Consumers are looking for new and different products from bakery, and that is reflected in growth in other
wrapped bakery.”
He adds that, for the category as a whole,
“2019 was a key year with sales of other
wrapped bakery products greater than
wrapped bread – a key sign the trend has
become the norm and is set to continue”.
It’s worth noting that 97% of households
still buy bread, although a growing slice of
that is own-label, up 8.9% on units up 7.9%.
Own-label’s growth is a major reason for
the decline of the top six brands, says Nielsen
senior analytics consultant Carol Ratcliffe.
“Brands face a double whammy from losses
in distribution and a widening price gap with
own-label.”
Number two brand Hovis and number three
Kingsmill have been the biggest casualties

TOP 20 Bread loaves
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Warburtons
Hovis
Allied Bakeries
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Carrs Foods
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Allied Bakeries
Crosta & Mollica
David Wood Baking
Garth Bakery
Country Choice

– down £19.1m and £22.1m respectively. A
spokeswoman for Hovis says 41% of Brits are
now eating less bread than they used to. “The
good news is that 48% of people report to be
eating better quality bread than before,” she
adds. “So, the mantra ‘quality over quantity’
is key for this category.”
This view is supported by Roberts marketing director Megan Harrison. “The only sector in volume growth is bread with bits, which
is perceived to be more healthy and carries
a higher price point,” she says. “This is also
driving growth of premium breads in general,
while standard lines continue to decline.”
No wonder, then, that Roberts and others
are investing in posher loaves. Roberts, for
example, launched a trio of Digestion Boost
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Bloomers in May to cash in on growing awareness of the importance of good gut health.
Allied Bakeries marketing director
Matthew Cullum points to a 73% gain for
Kingsmill Super Seeds, as well as Allinson’s
18.1% surge on volumes up 11.5% (making it
the only top 10 brand to see growth) as further proof of consumers’ willingness to spend
more on loaves with added health and quality credentials.
“It’s a tough environment for brands in bakery,” he says. “However, we believe own-label
and brands can play complementary roles in
the market, driving volume and value.”
The question is how long will it be before
supermarkets step up their premium ownlabel bread offers?

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Serious White with Sourdough Allied
The April launch of Allinson’s Serious White with Sourdough is a winner
for a number of reasons. First, it has helped make Allinson’s the only top
10 bread brand in this report to achieve growth. What’s more, it contains
12% rye and wheat sourdough, a far higher portion than similar products
by rivals (Warburtons Sourdough Toastie contains 3% dried sourdough,
for example). Finally, Serious White comes in paper packaging that makes
it look like a freshly baked in-store loaf.
92 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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Sugar-loving
Brits drive
biccie sales
Emma Weinbren

T

here’s no sign of the sugar police
breaking down biscuits’ door.
Brits are going bonkers for biccies – and the sugarier the better. Sweet lines accounted for more than half
of the £64.2m growth in the category in the
past year.
A look at the best-performing sweet biscuit
brands tells you all you need to know. Pladis’
Flipz has managed to deliver £11m, the highest absolute gain in the category, with its
chocolate and caramel-coated pretzels. And
Bahlsen has gained £2.3m with its indulgent
range that promises to be “more chocolate
than biscuit”.
By contrast, the fastest-falling brand in
the top 20 is a better-for-you line. Go Ahead
shed just shy of £4m after its Goodness Bar
faced delistings (though it’s worth noting its
cereal bars gained £4.6m, see p96). Nutella
B-Ready, last year’s rising star, has also fallen
from grace despite its ‘less than 120 calories’
claim. Nielsen attributes the £5.2m decline
partly to lower discounts.
“The growth of healthier and cereal biscuits has slowed, with consumers consuming fewer snacks for health reasons for the
first time since the 2008 recession,” says
Simon Browne, managing director of Burton’s
Biscuit Company.
Instead, they’re looking for biscuits to

TOP 20 Sweet biscuits
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Border Biscuits Co
Pladis
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Fox’s
Booker
Lotus Bakeries
Burton’s Biscuit Co

provide a bit of indulgence. “While consumers are increasingly health-conscious, when
they do look for a treat, they’re often looking
to maximise their experience through products that taste great and that they feel good
about,” according to Susan Nash, Mondelez
trade communications manager. Pladis also
stresses that “taste is paramount”.
Still, brands clearly feel that healthier lines
are worthy of investment. While Burton’s says
they are waning, it points to the 100-calorie
portions of its Jammie Dodgers – up £1.8m –
as a success. The supplier has also extended
its Maryland portfolio with sugar-free Choc
Chip cookies,and added “portion-controlled
snacks” Oaty Bars and Chocolate Cookie Bars.
Another supplier going down the portion
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control route is Pladis, which has relaunched
McVitie’s Minis to fit the government’s Change
4 Life guidelines. Meanwhile, Mondelez has
innovated in the healthy space with its new
Cadbury Brunch Bars containing added protein and superfoods.
For biscuit giants, the real squeeze seems
to lie in the middle ground: everyday biccies that are neither indulgent nor healthy.
Cadbury Biscuits shed £3.7m this year – the
highest loss after Go Ahead. Maryland fell
5.6%, while McVitie’s shed £2m.
Price is one factor behind the latter’s performance. In October, The Grocer reported
McVitie’s Chocolate Digestives had suffered
a 13% drop in value [Nielsen 52 w/e 10 August
2019]. Nielsen said sales of the biscuits

TOP LAUNCH 2019

McVitie’s Jaffa Cakes Nibbles Pladis
Is it a cake or a biscuit? For the purpose of these pages, the Jaffa Cake
falls into the latter territory. But that isn’t the important thing here. More
interesting is the stellar performance of this Nibbles variant, described
by McVitie’s as a “total game-changer”. Both formats – the £1.50 sharing
pouch and 69p on-the-go bag – were designed to appeal to a “new
generation” of Jaffa Cakes fans. They seem to be working. Pladis
reported sales of £4.6m within the snack’s first six months.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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TOP 10 Savoury biscuits
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TOP 10 Cereal bars
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Scandi is all the rage right now. Which has played right into the hands of Swedish crispbread
brand Peter’s Yard, which boasted one of the highest value gains in the savoury biscuits
market. Sales of its crispbreads and flatbreads have shot up 24.9% to £3.5m, with similarly
steep volume gains. It recommends pairing its products with jams and chutneys, as above, or
using them to create a Scandi-style open sandwich.
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had fallen when they weren’t on promotion. That comes as a growing number of
shoppers turn to cheaper own-label versions
of everyday biscuits.
Over in cereal bars, it’s a slightly different story. Here, healthy lines drove the extra
1.7 million units that went through the tills
in the past year. Go Ahead had the highest
value increase of the top 10, up £4.6m. That
came after the January launch of its Nutty
Crunch line, which contains fewer than 100
calories per bar.
Belvita wasn’t far behind with a £3.8m
gain. Owner Mondelez points to the healthled innovation of the past year as one factor.
In June, it launched the two-strong Belvita
Seeds & Berries range, including ‘superfood’
ingredients such as chia seeds and blueberries. And it unveiled Belvita’s first reduced
sugar variant in May.
Nielsen says Belvita’s wholegrain Softbakes
lineup has been a standout performer of the
year. “It has now become the largest part
of the Belvita portfolio, overtaking the core
breakfast biscuits range,” says Nielsen analyst Steven Hansell.
Health claims also carry weight in savoury
biscuits. Mondelez says the growth of its Ritz
brand – up 13.9% in value and 15.6% in volume – is due to being “permissable”. The new
recipe claims to contain 70% less fat than a
standard savoury biscuit “without compromising on taste”.
It’s clearly doing something right. Because
Ritz is one of the few brands delivering volume growth in the savoury biscuits market.
On the face of it, the total category is faring far
better than last year, when it suffered a hefty
blow to value. This year, it’s up a substantial £12.1m. However, that uplift is entirely
down to price increases – volumes fell by a
marginal 0.9%. In the case of market leader
Jacob’s, volumes plunged by 6%.
Some are bucking that trend. Take Swedish
crispbread specialist Peter’s Yard – up 24.9%
in value on volumes up 28%. It has focused
on foodie credentials with innovations such
as its Sourdough Flatbread range, launched
in summer.
Co-owner Wendy Wilson-Bett says this
plays to wider trends. “Enjoying world foods,
new flavours and increased shopper interest
in health and wellbeing have driven growth
in premium snacking.”
So it seems there’s an appetite for many
forms of biscuit – from foodie fare to healthy
snacks and decadence. Just don’t be the biccie
that falls into the no man’s land between.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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NPD tempts
Brits to extra
slices of cake
Emma Weinbren

T

hey say a little bit of what you
fancy does you good. In the case
of cake, Brits seem to be stretching that advice to its limits. The
nation tucked into a whopping 5.5 million
extra cakes over the past year, bringing in an
additional £23.4m.
There’s no question Britain loves cake. But
the rise in volumes isn’t just down to a voracious appetite. It’s also the result of savvy
moves by brands.
Innovation – particularly in the form of
limited editions – has been a key tactic. Take
Mr Kipling, which boasts this year’s highest
value gain of £5.6m.
That was driven by the brand’s core range
and “additional sales through NPD such as
Ladybird Slices and Unicorn Fancies”, says
Nielsen analyst Steven Hansell. The special
edition Roald Dahl lineup, which returned
for a second year, has also been a “real success”, he adds.
McVitie’s has taken a similar route. Owner
Pladis says limited editions, which include
Unicorn, Flamingo and Mermaid cake bars,
have helped “get a record-breaking number of
households buying McVitie’s cake products”.
Indeed, sales have soared by £2m overall.
Soreen also got in on the act with the return
of limited edition flavours for Halloween. The
brand has another key point in its favour, too:
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McVitie’s
Soreen
Thorntons
Bonne Maman
Mrs Crimble’s
Graze
Balconi Cakes
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Mary Berry
Yorkshire Baking Co Cakes
Happy Shopper
Tan Y Castell Cakes
Bobby’s
Regal
Just Love
Maltesers
Fiona Cairns Cakes
Cabico Cakes
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Premier Foods
Premier Foods
Pladis
Samworth Brothers
Finsbury Foods
Andros
Stiletto Foods
Unilever
Balconi
Pladis
Finsbury Foods
Yorkshire Baking Co
Booker Belmont
Tan Y Castell
Bobby’s Foods
Regal Foods
Just Love Food Co
Mars
Fiona Cairns
Cabico

size. Because in cakes, the best things come
in small packages.
Soreen says sales of its lunchbox loaves are
up 20% on last year, which managing director Mark Simester puts down to a “big drive
towards convenience”.
McVitie’s also says its cake bars are reaping
the benefits of being a “portable, portionedcontrolled treat”.
If you can mix that portion size with health
cred, all the better. Brits may be chowing
down on cake like crazy, but they still want
to minimise guilt where they can.
Some brands, like Soreen, have health as
an integral part of their proposition. Others,
like Mr Kipling, are experimenting with ‘better for you’ options.
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Premier Foods says the reduced sugar Mr
Kipling Angel and Chocolate Slices have
attracted new shoppers since their debut in
February.
“Half of the spend generated by these slices
since launch has been incremental to the category,” says Mathew Bird, Premier’s brand
director for sweet treats.
Still, it’s not just the big brands generating
extra spend. Some of the most impressive
gains in percentage terms come from outside
the top five. Balconi is up a staggering 51.6%
to be worth £6.9m, while Bonne Maman is
up 30% to £11.2m. Nielsen’s Hansell says this
is down to increased distribution in stores.
Which goes to show that, in the world of
cakes, small can win big.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Signature Collection Premier Foods
Mr Kipling has gone posh with its latest innovation. Positioned as an
“indulgent evening treat”, the Signature Collection comprises After
Dinner Mint Fancies; Chocolate, Caramel & Pecan Slices; and Apple, Pear
& Custard Crumble Tarts. At £2.25 to £2.50 per box, it’s pricier than your
standard Mr Kipling fare. But Premier says people are willing to pay for
the “rich texture and contemporary flavour combinations”, as proven by
the range racking up £800k in its first eight weeks.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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canned goods

Canned looks
to appeal to
fresh market

TOP 5 Canned beans
Total volume change: 2.1%
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George Nott

I

s canned food able to sell itself
to a fresh audience? That’s the
question being posed by brands
as they look back on a mostly stagnant year. Aside from veg, value fell in all of
the canned sectors measured in this report.
Canned fruit, down £1.6m on a 3.2% volume
decline, is a prime example of the struggles
faced by the market. “It’s a bit of a forgotten
category. It’s something your mother might
have used,” admits Martin Tilney, commercial director UK&I at Del Monte Europe.
“The category has been a tough one for the
past 10 to 15 years as consumers have moved
from canned products to fresh.”
For its part, Del Monte has bucked the
trend with a highly respectable £4.6m gain.
Innovation may have played a part – the
brand won a Grocer New Product Award this
year for its Gold Pineapple Chunks.
Still, Del Monte’s Tilney believes the real
growth will come from better explaining
the benefits of canned food. The freshness
inherent in the canning process isn’t currently understood by consumers, he says. “In
focus groups, they think it must have a lot of
preservatives.” Del Monte is focusing more of
its marketing on millennials, and it’s “beginning to resonate” he claims.
It’s certainly doing better than many of its
rivals. Dole’s value fell by more than 10%.

TOP 5 Canned fish
Total volume change: 4.1%
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TOP 5 Canned fruit
Total volume change: –3.2%
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And Princes suffered a devastating 18.3%
blow, which is being countered with “usageled product development and innovation”
according to marketing director Alan Eriksen.
It’s part of a lacklustre performance
for Princes pretty much across the board.
In meat, the brand delivered a 4.1% value
gain, but only as the result of price hikes.
Meanwhile, the brand’s canned fish suffered
a 15% dent to volumes and its Hunger Strikes
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beans line fell 9.8%. Still, Princes isn’t taking that lying down. In April, the company
announced a £5m rebrand across its entire
portfolio. That will be backed by a major campaign early next year “to secure the longevity
of the brand and its contribution to the area”,
says Eriksen.
That boost couldn’t come a moment too
soon. For Princes is a key player in categories that are leaking value. Canned meat,

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Fray Bentos Vegetable Balti Baxters
As a growing number of Brits reduce their meat consumption, how does a
brand best known for beef-filled pies respond? With a mix of red peppers,
tomatoes, peas and carrots in a spicy balti sauce and topped with the
usual puff pastry crust, of course. “Tastes have changed, and we’ve
listened to Fray fans,” Baxters said at the launch. The brand followed
that up with a Cheese & Onion variant, and a soya-based Vegan Steak &
Kidney Bean pie that received an award from PETA. Champion!
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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TOP 10 Canned meat
Total volume change: 3.2%
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TOP 5 Canned pasta
Total volume change: –3.8%
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Heinz turned 150 this year. To celebrate, the brand gave its baked beans a makeover. And it
opened a pop-up Beanz Muzeum at White Space in Covent Garden. Running from 30 August to
1 September, it included interactive experiences and personalised cans of Beanz.
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for instance, is down £2.1m despite a 3.2%
rise in volumes.
It’s a similar story in canned fish, which
suffered a 1.3% drop in value despite a 4.1%
increase in volumes. Princes’ Eriksen says
that is “largely due to strong own-label strategies”. Indeed, own-label fish held on to its
value, while brands were entirely responsible for the £5.1m slump.
Over in beans, value is also suffering. The
category shed £4.8m despite a 2.8% increase
in volumes. Again, own label held onto its
value while brands felt the pain. Here, the
slump was largely down to market leader
Heinz, which lost a sizeable £4.2m. That came
alongside a decrease in Heinz pasta sales,
though by a far more modest sum of £436k.
Heinz attributes this performance to image
problems within the canned category – especially pasta. “Concerns from parents regarding the uncertainty of sugar and nutritional
content of the pasta they are serving their
children has led to some choosing to opt out
of the category or serve it less regularly,” says
Holly Gale, brand manager for Heinz pasta.
The brand is clearly working to shed those
unhealthy connotations across its portfolio.
In August, Heinz refreshed its Baked Beanz
packaging for the first time in five years to
market beans as ‘one of your 5 a day’. This
message works alongside No Added Sugar
variants to give families an “alternate
choice”, Gale says.
Going down this route could prove a winner. Because being one of your 5 a day seems
to have worked wonders for veg, the only
canned category to see value growth this
year. It amassed an extra £16.4m on volumes
up 3.8%. Here, Princes has scored a winner
with its Napolina brand, up £4.1m.
“The combination of consumers’ increasing health focus and tomatoes’ position as
a nutritious and versatile cupboard staple is
ensuring that they remain ever popular with
UK consumers,” says Neil Brownbill, Princes’
commercial director of Italian products.
The dream is for that healthy and versatile
image to make its way to other areas of the
canned market. Heinz’s Gale wants consumers to finally wake up to the canned category’s
“long shelf life, natural nutrition retention
and great taste”.
Princes is pushing for a “reappraisal” of
canned produce so the category can “remain
relevant and continue to grow”.
And Del Monte’s Tilney wants to push “the
real USPs” of the format. “It’s about getting
that message across.”
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Cereal seeks
healthy ways
to reconnect
Ash O’Mahony

I

t’s a tale of two halves for cereals.
On the positive side, it has delivered the first value growth since
2013 with a £12.4m gain. On the
less positive side, volumes are still in decline
as sugar concerns hit home and consumers
diversify their breakfast choices. A whopping
5.3 million fewer kilos went through the tills,
driven by brands. Indeed, the top six have all
shed volumes.
Meanwhile, own label continues to reel in
shoppers. Retailer lines have gained £9.2m
– equating an extra 1.6 million kilos – with
lower average prices than the big names.
Still, there are glimmers of genuine growth
for brands. Among the smaller players, especially, there are some impressive performances. Deliciously Ella has shot up £1.1m or
63%, while WK Kellogg’s plant-based granolas are up £2.7m or 73.8%.
It’s no coincidence these examples veer
towards the healthy end of the market. Health
now motivates 44% of all breakfast choices,
according to research by Nestlé.
Indeed, Weetabix attributes much of the
£4.1m (2.9%) value growth for its Original
variant to health credentials. “Weetabix is
low in sugar, salt and fat, as well as being high
in fibre,” says marketing director Francesca
Theokli.
However, health is an increasingly complex

TOP 20 Cereals
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concept, notes Nestlé marketing director Toby
Baker. “Health means different things to different people these days,” he says. “For some
it’s digestive wellness, for others it’s reduced
sugar in their diet, natural ingredients or protein content.”
In response, cereal brands are adding NPD
with more than just ‘low sugar’ claims. Many
are going down the gut health route – Nestlé
rolled out gut-friendly range Goodbelly in
October and Lizi’s unveiled Digestive Health
Granola in August.
Amid all this healthy fare, there remains
a place for indulgent options, insists Aimee
Cowan, Kellogg’s marketing lead for cereal.
“Taste is still the number one driving factor
behind shopper’s purchases.” Which is likely
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to account for the impressive value growth
of sugary brands like Cookie Crisp (20.4%),
Frosties (10.6%) and Cheerios (4.1%).
On-the-go options are another area of
growth. “Carried-out is the fastest growing
breakfast occasion in the UK,” says Nestlé’s
Baker. Indeed, Moma says its porridge
sachets contributed the majority of its 17.6%
value growth. That’s inspiring NPD. Quaker
grew its Porridge to Go snack bar range in
July with a Blueberry & Apple variant, and
Nestlé launched BoxBowls earlier this year.
With cereal accounting for just half of out-ofhome breakfast occasions, there is “plenty
more room for growth” Baker adds.
S0, there is plenty for cereal brands to be
positive about for 2020.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

White Chocolate Coco Pops Kellogg’s
Following a barrage of pleas over social media and phone, Kellogg’s
unveiled the first White Chocolate Coco Pops in the brand’s 59-year
history. As well as helping to satiate Brits’ increasingly varied chocolate
cravings, the launch of the new variant in June also boasts 30% less
sugar than “standard chocolate rice cereals” – and new mascot Nula the
Narwhal to boot. Plus, initial consumer reaction was more positive than
for 2018’s reformulated standard Coco Pops.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Chocolate
diversifies to
smash £4bn
Daniel Selwood

W

hile global politics become
increasingly tumultuous and
extremist, Brits can rest assured
that democracy is thriving – at
least in the UK chocolate market.
Never before has chocolate been so accessible to so many shoppers. The category
smashed through the £4bn ceiling in grocery this year as it unveiled innovation to
accommodate myriad palates, food trends
and dietary requirements.
New products have catered for veganism,
weight management, allergies and indulgence. Take Galaxy’s plant-based trio, which
made headlines last month. The Smooth
Orange, Caramel & Sea Salt and Caramelised
Hazelnut variants contain hazelnut paste
and rice milk alternative – making the Mars
Wrigley brand the first major name in milk
chocolate to add a vegan version.
The Galaxy launch has already “opened up
ideas about what we might do more of with
veganism”, according to Mars chocolate business unit director Kerry Cavanaugh.
Whatever the supplier does next in the
plant-based space, it’ll likely face stiff competition, suggests Jonathan Chapman,
director of Raw Halo. The brand this year
reformulated its vegan Mylk chocolate range
to combine cacao, creamed coconut, lucuma
powder and coconut sugar. “We’ve seen some

TOP 20 Chocolate
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great innovation in vegan-friendly chocolate over the past five years,” he says. “Those
looking for dairy-free chocolate have never
had it so good.”
Indeed, vegan-friendly is no longer a niche
claim in confectionery. “Vegan claims in
chocolate jumped from 8% of launches in
2017 to 11% in 2018, as one in eight UK shoppers now claim to be vegan or vegetarian,”
says Karen Crawford, MD of Elizabeth Shaw
And demand is on the rise, insists
Veganuary. A poll carried out by the organisation in the autumn found vegan versions of
milk chocolate were the “treats that vegans
crave most”. Cadbury’s Dairy Milk topped the
list of treats that were sorely missed, followed
by the Mars bar.
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This means confectioners “are missing out
on a huge potential market of sweet-toothed
vegans” claims Veganuary head of communications Toni Vernelli. “With so many dairyfree milks, creams and spreads available,
making vegan versions of bestselling [milk]
chocolate treats should be easy as pie.”
Perhaps. But for now, brands are focusing on another sort of vegan chocolate:
dark. Its lack of milk makes it a natural fit
for plant-based. That means “dark chocolate is becoming an increasingly popular
option”, according to Montezuma’s MD Bruce
Alexander. “The dark chocolate market is
expanding and companies are introducing
new and unique flavours for those choosing
to follow a vegan diet.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

CDM 30% Less Sugar Mondelez
As Top Launch picks go, this one was a no-brainer. The UK’s biggest
chocolate brand unveiled its healthier chocolate in July after 12 years of
planning, three years’ development, about 35 recipes, and six rounds
of consumer testing. It contains 37g of sugar per 100g, compared with
regular CDM’s 56g, and no artificial sweetener. Instead, it uses soluble
maize fibre for sweetness, while promising the same “iconic texture and
taste profile of Cadbury Dairy Milk”.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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But innovation in dark chocolate isn’t
just to sate vegans. It’s also a powerful tool
for driving value for the category. “If you were
to look at any chocolate fixture in any of the
supermarkets, on the premium side it’s all
dark chocolate, pretty much,” says Oliver
Shorts, CEO of Seed & Bean. With eight of its
10 bestselling SKUs being dark, the artisanal
brand has enjoyed value and volume growth
of more than 24% this year.
Dark is “one of the biggest growing trends”
in chocolate, notes Susan Nash, trade communications manager at Bournville owner
Mondelez. It already accounts for more than
13% and penetration “is growing 2.7%, while
repeat buyers are up 2%” she adds.
For an illustration of her point, look no further than Bournville. The dark chocolate oldtimer’s value grew by a whopping 36.6% on
volumes up 45.5%, having added an Orange
variant bar and Giant Buttons.

“Consumer demand
for options in the
dark chocolate
category is growing”
With dark chocolate on the up, “creating
ranges suited to this is important for brands
to stay ahead” says Ed Smith, co-founder of
Doisy & Dam, which has grown its predominantly dark portfolio by 23.5% over the past
year, with volumes up 26.1%.
“Cadbury has done a great job of this by creating their Darkmilk product – milk chocolate
with a bit more richness and less sugar than
their Dairy Milk range.”
A great job indeed. Darkmilk has generated
£9m in its first 12 months. Not only are sales

Sales at free-from chocolate maker Enjoy have risen 400% since its revamp in June, claims
founder Chris Crutchley. A pack refresh and NPD such as Delightfully Dark Buttons came
around four years after he launched the brand. It contains none of the 14 major allergens, and
it is sweetened only with coconut sugar – which makes it suitable for some diabetics,
Crutchley adds. Now listed in Holland & Barrett, Enjoy is eyeing other major retailers.
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encouraging, but it this year sparked a legion
of high-profile imitators, including Galaxy
Darker Milk and Ritter Sport Cocoa Selection.
Their aim is to appeal not to vegans
(they contain dairy) but to bridge “the gap
between dark chocolate and milk chocolate,
says Galaxy brand director Sarah Mellor.
“Consumer demand for options in the dark
chocolate category is growing, but we also
know that dark chocolate can be polarising.”
It’s true some are put off by its bitter taste.
But confectioners are canvassing potential new shoppers by adding “new and
unique flavours”, says Bruce Alexander of
Montezuma’s, which in February expanded
its 100% cocoa Absolute Black range with a
trendy Hemp & Sea Salt variant (and then
went on to make an extra £346k).
The beauty of dark chocolate, says Seed &
Bean’s Shorts, is its ability to better handle
interesting and unusual ingredients. “We’ve
tested them on milk chocolate, but the taste
doesn’t work.”
There are other benefits, too. Like the lower
sugar content. In an unflavoured form, dark
chocolate has greater appeal to punters wanting to reduce their sugar intake. Green &
Black’s popular 70% cocoa bar, for instance,
has 29g of sugar per 100g, while its Mondelez
stablemate Cadbury Dairy Milk provides
almost twice that at 56g.
CDM fought back on that front in the summer by adding its healthier 30% Lower Sugar
milk chocolate (see Top Launch, pXX). “We’re
seeing an increased focus on lower-sugar
options within snacking categories,” says
Mondelez’s Nash. “In fact, more than a third
of consumers are actively cutting down sugar
consumption, making reducing sugar one of
the biggest priorities.”
However, Nielsen client manager Adam
Paulson offers a word of warning. Still being
new to the market, “the jury is still out on
whether offerings like Cadbury’s reduced
sugar variant will testify to the success of
brands’ attempts to appeal to a health-conscious consumer, or fall flat in an indulgent
category”. Because, as Doisy & Dam’s Smith
confirms, taste remains “the most important
factor when it comes to purchasing or repurchasing a product”. Which explains the gains
made by leading brands Maltesers and Kit
Kat, who are moving into indulgent gifting
formats, or premium brand Lindor.
So, to put it in political terms, mainstream
milk chocolate will win the shopper vote
every time. Although they’re at growing risk
of losing their majorities.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Brits still
seeking out a
sugar rush
Ash O’Mahony

C

an anything curb Britain’s sweet
tooth? Despite repeated warnings from Public Health England
about sugar consumption, shoppers splashed out an extra £30.9m on candy.
Not even a 4% average price hike was enough
to dampen volumes, up 2.2%.
Still, it’s not been all plain sailing in the
sugar confectionery aisle. Some of the biggest
brands have lost millions of pounds, and gum
is falling out of favour.
So, what’s driving an increasingly healthconscious nation to scoff sweets? Why isn’t
gum seeing the same growth? And what separated the winners from the losers?
If you think Brits are eating more candy
because there are more reduced sugar options
on shelf, think again. The launch of Haribo’s
30% less sugar Fruitilicious in early 2018 “has
not been followed by a stream of reduced
sugar variants as we may have expected” says
Adam Paulson, client manager at Nielsen.
One of the few to follow in Haribo’s footsteps is Maynards Bassetts, which in July
launched 30% lower sugar Wine Gums. But
the innovation failed to keep the brand in
growth. It lost a total of £3.8m in value, which
represents the largest absolute decline of the
top 50 sugar confectionery brands.
Instead of opting for lower sugar options –
or avoiding the category altogether – many
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health-minded shoppers are turning to
smaller formats. “Consumers are still keen to
enjoy sugar in moderation as part of a healthy,
balanced diet,” says Mark Walker, sales director at Swizzels. That demand for moderation
has been a key influence on Swizzels’ strategy
this year. “We’ve focused on ensuring pack
sizes are suitable for portion control and that
labelling is clear, making sure consumers
make informed decisions,” explains Walker.
For its efforts, Swizzels Matlow has enjoyed
2% value growth.
Swizzels isn’t the only confectionery player
investing in smaller formats. Haribo introduced ‘treat size’ 16g packs of Giant Strawbs
Gone Mini in February, while Starburst
claims its 2018 launch of Minis has been the
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main driver this year for its impressive 23.7%
value growth, contributing £3.3m of its £4.1m
additional sales.
Another key trend is the plant-based movement. A growing army of vegan shoppers
have made animal-free sweets a hot area of
growth. For proof, see the performance of
Candy Kittens. The adult sweets brand has
reported a 50% rise in sales since relaunching
its range as 100% vegan in 2017. That makes
it one of the fastest growing players in candy
in percentage terms – up 46.8% in value this
year on volumes up 39.4% (albeit from a relatively small base).
“The growth of veganism is in line with
the evolving way that consumers, especially
younger generations, are seeing health,”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Hi-Chew IB Group
Brits’ growing fascination with Japanese food and culture prompted
Costcutter to join forces with distributor Bobby’s Foods this year to
introduce the UK to Hi-Chew, Japan’s bestselling candy. Almost 30%
of the symbol group’s stores now stock the chewy brand’s Pineapple,
Strawberry and Cherry variants. The launch was supported by a targeted
social media campaign, which gave Londoners vouchers to pick up a free
Hi-Chew countline at any of nearly 700 c-stores.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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says Candy Kittens marketing manager
Ana Melvin. “Perceptions of health have
shifted from focusing on macronutrients to
looking for natural, unprocessed ingredients
this year, which is benefiting vegan confectionery brands.”
Many larger brands are also looking to
plant-based as a source of growth. In January,
Swizzels relaunched its Refreshers Chew
Bars and Chew Stick Packs with 100% vegan
recipes. That was followed by the launch of
Perfetti Van Melle’s first gelatine-free lines –
Fruittella Koalas and Fruittella Sour Snakes
– in September, both sporting the Vegan
Society stamp.
Rising demand for vegan sweets could go
some way to explaining the turnaround of
Skittles. The brand’s range, which is almost
entirely vegan, made an extra £6.2m this year
following a poor performance in 2018.
“Our core range has been the biggest driver
of sales, but our 2018 innovation Skittles
Chewies have also been key,” says Dan
Newell, fruity confections portfolio director
at brand owner Mars Wrigley.
Still, the supplier isn’t just relying on the
plant-based movement. Its biggest fruit confectionery launch of the year, yoghurt-covered Skittles Dips, are not suitable for vegan
consumers. They have made £750k since
launching in July, says Mars. As well as

TOP 10 Gum
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Zed Candy
Mars Wrigley
Perfetti Van Melle
What’s Next Candy Co
JTS International

providing a more premium option, the new
line also taps “consumer demand for new
taste and texture experiences” Newell adds.
“Where previously confectionery innovation
focused on introducing new flavour varieties,
we are now differentiating flavour profiles,
textures and formats to bring completely new
taste sensations to market.”
When it comes to taste sensations, there is
one that is prevailing: sour. “Sour sweets are
booming,” says Mark Roberts, trade marketing manager at Perfetti Van Melle. “The market is currently worth £50m, with growth of
21% in the past two years, and there is a big
opportunity to drive this further.”

You can’t blame Extra for using a bit of sex appeal to boost flagging volumes of gum. But this
TV ad ended up causing its fair share of trouble – largely because of its placement, rather
than its content. The Advertising Standards Authority rapped this ‘Time to Shine’ ad from
Mars Wrigley, which showed a couple of teenagers getting frisky, for its position during an
on-demand episode of Lego Masters on Channel 4’s All4. Awkward!
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Perfetti Van Melle capitalised on that
opportunity with the launch of Chupa Chups
Sour Infernals in August. It’s not the only
one going down that route. In February,
Maynards Bassetts launched its first sour
line, Soft Jellies Fizzy Fish. It reports £2.5m
of sales in its first eight months on shelf.
Launches – or at least, relaunches – certainly seem to be key in this market. Haribo,
for example, has seen value increase 4.2%
after overhauling its Funny Mix and Jelly
Bean lines. And Rowntree attributes much
of its 2.4% value growth to the relaunch of
Randoms in March, including new pouches
of Sours, Squish’ems, Foamies and Juicers.
Sadly, this flurry of activity isn’t reflected
across gum – a sector that “is significantly
less dynamic than others within confectionery” according to Nielsen’s Paulson. Sales
have been sluggish as a result. “The biggest
growth this year has been from Starburst,
which is simply establishing itself in the market after launching last year.”
In fact, the only thing driving up gum sales
overall were average price increases, which
propped up a 0.5% dip in volumes. Several
major brands, including Extra, Airwaves,
Hubba Bubba and Mentos, hiked up average prices more than 3%. Of the four, only
Hubba Bubba managed to keep its volume
sales in the black.
Mentos is hoping to turn around its flagging value sales in gum (down 22.1% on volumes down 23.7%) with two additions to its
Pure Fresh range. Cherry and Tropical rolled
out in November in a 50-piece bottle. Mentos
Pure Fresh’s “liquid centre and long-lasting
flavour provides differentiation”, says PVM’s
Roberts. “The market needs that differentiation to drive new people into the category.”
Which is something for all confectionery
brands to chew on as they look to 2020.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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dairy: butters & spreads

Butters &
spreads can’t
halt decline
Henry Sandercock

S

preads are being spread thinner.
That’s the main message from this
year, which has seen volumes of
butters and spreads fall 3.2%.
Only price rises have managed to mitigate
that decline and keep value steady.
While inflation has slowed to just 1.6% in
own label, branded butters and spreads have
pushed through heftier price rises of 3.8%.
That’s largely been driven by spread brands,
which are busy repositioning themselves as
more premium options.
Flora is a prime example of this strategy. It
pushed through one of the highest average
price rises in the sector of 13.4% after reformulating and relaunching its core lineup in
March (see Top Launch below) as a plantbased offering. That was followed by a similar relaunch of the health-orientated Flora
ProActiv range in November.
Owner Upfield says it is “delighted” with
Flora’s relaunch. “Over the past few months,
we’ve seen a particularly strong performance,” claims CEO David Salkeld. “We’ve
also made huge gains in distribution, with
more than 8,000 new distribution points
since the Flora relaunch in March.”
Still, that isn’t showing in Nielsen’s numbers for the full year. Flora’s value is down
9.3% on volumes down 20%. It’s a similar
story for Upfield stablemate Bertolli, which
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has pushed through an 18.7% increase in
price and suffered a 19.1% blow to volumes.
Granted, some of that may be down to lack
of availabliliy. Upfield hit rocky ground in
June when it switched its warehouse provider
from DHL to NFT. Several Flora, Bertolli and
Stork products went out of stock at retailers
including Morrisons and Waitrose. The situation is understood to have even led to a
temporary halt in production at the spreads
maker’s Purfleet factory in Essex, as the business moved to tackle the backlog at the NFT
warehouse in Tilbury.
Still, Upfield remains optimistic. “We have
an incredible stable of brands,” general manager Steven Hermiston said in March. “If we
put some love into them and focus, I know
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we can make them great again.” Upfield’s
recent difficulties have been matched only
by Müller’s. Having promised in May 2018 to
“disrupt the category” by focusing on taste
and “leveraging the brand power of Müller”,
the dairy giant’s five branded butter SKUs
entirely disappeared from supermarket
shelves by December.
At the time of its delisting, a Müller spokesman said: “We’re building our brand proposition with Müller Spreadable and we have
exciting plans in place for 2019.” These plans
have not yet come to fruition, with no NPD in
2019 and no new listings in the major mults.
It’s not all doom and gloom in the spreads
sector, though. Saputo Dairy UK (which
rebranded from Dairy Crest following

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Flora relaunch Upfield
Flora was an “iconic brand, but one that had lost its way somewhat”
Upfield UK&I boss Steve Hermiston told The Grocer in March. Hence the
drastic overhaul. The supplier removed all traces of dairy, while
promising that the taste profile had been improved. New packaging
heralded a return of Flora’s sunflower motif – to play up the brand’s
plant-based credentials. But with value and volumes in double-digit
decline, it remains to be seen whether all the change was worthwhile.
110 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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its acquisition by Canada’s Saputo in
February) had a much jollier 2019.
Its leading brand Clover chalked up a 10.1%
boost in value. And unlike others in the category, that wasn’t just down to price rises (in
fact, prices dipped slightly). Volumes shot up
11.2% to 32.6 million kilos, meaning it now
outsells second brand Flora. The dairy giant
puts this success down to an “unswerving
focus” on the brand’s core values.
“At its heart, Clover has always been about
a fantastic quality, affordable dairy spread
with the authentic taste of butter, but with
less saturated fat,” says Saputo butter &
spreads marketing controller Neil Stewart.
“While some other brands have elected to
de-escalate their promotions, we have continued to invest behind an intelligent promotional programme to ensure we maintain
an attractive relative retail price point versus
butter.” Indeed, Clover retails at an average of
£2.42 per kilo, making it one of the cheapest
spreads on this list.
“Last but by no means least, we recognise
that continued success means engaging with
our consumers on an emotional as well as a
rational level,” adds Stewart. He points to
Clover’s family-orientated ‘Spread the Love’
campaign, which launched in October, as
a way in which the brand is tapping up its
“heartland families”.
Another star performer in Saputo’s portfolio is Vitalite. It has achieved doubledigit growth, albeit from a lower base.
Sales jumped 26.1% or £1.9m, with volumes
increasing by 18% – nearly 580,000 units.
Saputo believes Vitalite’s vegan credentials
have been key. “Demand for dairy-free is no
longer driven by medical necessity, but rather
has become a lifestyle habit,” says Stewart.
This confidence has been backed by some
innovative NPD, including a new baking
block back in March. At the time of its launch,
Stewart said it had been designed to deliver
the “optimal bake”, which had been missing
from the dairy-free spreads market.
Alas, not all of Saputo’s brands have
enjoyed such good fortune. Country Life saw
its value grow by just 1.6%, for example, on
flat volumes. Meanwhile its Utterly Butterly
lost 1.1% of its value on volume down 1.5%.
The dairy supplier blames “relatively flat”
household penetration of butter. Its own figures show it has grown by just 0.3% over the
past 12 months.
Arla, whose Lurpak and Anchor brands
both had a relatively flat year, tells a similar story. “Usage occasions for butter and
112 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019

“Usage occasions for
butter and spreads
are different from
a few years ago”
spreads are different from a few years ago,
with things like toast at breakfast and sandwiches for lunch becoming less popular
choices,” says senior director of butter &
cheese Stuart Ibberson.
“The challenge for the category is to have
products that appeal to these changing consumer needs and behaviours.”
As an example, Arla points to the introduction of the resealable Lurpak Butterbox,
which launched in September.
The dairy co-op, which describes the NPD

as the “first block butter packaging innovation in 60 years”, says the development
provided a solution to consumer criticism of
conventional packaging being overly messy
to use.
However, the packaging innovation did not
tap the current trend for recyclable waste, an
omission Arla says it is “very aware” of and
has been “working on a solution” for.
It may have to do that sooner rather than
later, for the spreads market has been under
fire over its environmental credentials this
year. In his ‘War on Plastic’ programme,
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall found Utterly
Butterly and Flora packs among mounds of
exported plastic dumped in Malaysia.
And he called on manufacturers to do more
to ensure that what they produce is better for
the planet.
Looks like the next big job for the yellow
stuff will be to become more green.

That didn’t last long! Upfield has revived the I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter brand, less than
two years after it was renamed I Can’t Believe It’s So Good. Last month’s move was to
accentuate the spread’s versatility and plant-based cred, Upfield said. It includes the addition
of an Even Butterier Gold variant to the existing Original and Light, and comes as the
once-beleaguered I Can’t Believe brand has increased its value by 2.7%, reaching £20m.
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Snacks entice
shoppers as
blocks flop
Kevin White

A

re Brits falling back in love with
cheese? After a sticky few years of
melting volumes, a glut of innovation has helped push an extra 1.5
million kg through the tills. That equates to
an £11.1m uplift.
Format has been the key here. The majority
of block cheese brands have suffered a fall in
value and volume sales – see Pilgrims Choice
and Seriously, which lost a combined £18.2m.
On the flipside, snacking formats are flying.
Dairylea, Mini Babybel, Dairylea Lunchables
and Attack a Snak added a combined £16.3m
to the category, while Cathedral City and
Philadelphia – which both launched new
snacking variants in 2019 – contributed a
further £10.8m.
According to Mondelez, the winners in
cheese are aligning themselves with three key
macro trends: the growth of snacking, health
and wellness, and a drive for convenience.
“Shopper demand for convenient, greattasting snacks for on-the-go or at home is
growing snacking cheese sectors, while
cream cheese enables consumers to make
quick, convenient meals,” says Susan Nash,
trade communications manager at Mondelez
International. Consumers also view cheese
snacks as healthier than many other options
on the market, she adds.
Mondelez brands certainly seem to be
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reaping the rewards. Dairylea is up 4.3% in
value and 2.6% in volume after expanding its
Snackers range to include a Cadbury Giant
Buttons variant in April. This was the “most
successful launch of the year” in snacking
cheese, says Nash, with sales topping £2.6m
since launch.
Sister brand Philadelphia also benefited from snacking NPD. Its snacks range
relaunched in March, and the brand added
a Light & Herbs variant to its existing Light
& Tasty line of dips with breadsticks. Nash
says that innovation added £1m to the value
of Philly, which enjoyed a 5.4% increase in
value and 4.5% surge in volumes.
Mondelez isn’t the only winner here. The
Mini Babybel brand, which naturally plays
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into the snacking trend, was another standout performer. Sales have shot up 17.7% to
£57.1m, while volumes are up 18.2% in the
mults. That data doesn’t even include the
effect of its launch into Boots last October.
Since placing a 60g net of three in the Boots
chillers, Mini Babybel has become the retailer’s number three bestselling brand, says
group brand manager Gaëlle Vernet. Its success led to the listing of a Light variant in
October 2019, she adds.
The brand also invested in innovation. Vernet describes Babybel Mini Rolls,
launched in January, as “an exciting fun format designed to appeal to the snacking needs
of older kids”.
Elsewhere, Kerry Foods enjoyed a

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Cathedral City 82 Saputo Dairy UK
Taste and low-cal are not typically happy bedfellows for cheddar.
However, Saputo Dairy UK (which rebranded in July from Dairy Crest)
insists its cheese provides just 82 calories per 30g portion without
compromising on taste. Taking pack design cues from healthier ice
cream sensation Halo Top, Cathedral City wants drive to focus away
from ‘reduced fat’ towards permissible calorie messaging. That said, this
mature cheddar contains half the fat of regular cheddar.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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17.4% increase in sales for its Attack a Snak
brand to £16.1m on volumes up 22.1%, making it the supplier’s fastest-growing brand.
The range, aimed at tweens aged between
nine and 13, has become “a staple in shopping baskets of parents looking to give their
children an exciting snack”, says Kerry Foods
marketing director Victoria Southern.
Still, snacking formats aren’t a guarantee of
high growth. Fellow Kerry brand Cheestrings
saw a marginal 0.7% value decrease on volumes up 0.4%. Southern is confident that
performance will be boosted by Kerry’s decision to bring it under a new Strings & Things
masterbrand in March, which also includes
a new Cheeshapes brand.
Investment in the masterbrand will help
“drive further innovation in the category”,
argues Southern. It is now a “must-stock item
for retailers who want to tap into the demand
for healthier snacking alternatives in dairy”.

“The big supermarkets
have work to do on
their brand strategies
in block cheese”
It’s certainly in a better place than block
cheese. Pilgrims Choice, Seriously, Castello,
Davidstow and Wyke Farms have all racked
up multimillion-pound losses, as block
brands suffer from range rationalisation and
a move towards cheaper own-label fare.
The only exception to the rule is Cathedral
City, which climbed 2.3% in value and 5.3%
in volume. It can’t have hurt that it unveiled
a raft of NPD this year, including an expansion of its lactose-free range in October with
a Nibbles kids’ snack and its new low-calorie

Welcome to the melting pot. Seriously Melting Pots are back on the shelves, having been
recalled last December due to fears the glass packaging could break during heating. The
melted cheese line (rsp: £2.50/140g) made its way back into Waitrose in September,
followed by listings in Asda and Tesco. Brand owner Lactalis says it aims to combine the
mass-market appeal of cheddar with a format that is usually reserved for continental cheeses.
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82 variant in June (see Top Launch, p115).
Marketing controller Nigel Marchant says
the “relentless focus on quality has ensured
Cathedral City has retained its place in consumers’ hearts and minds”. But perhaps the
most pertinent factor is the brand’s 2.9%
drop in average price, which has helped it
keep pace with cheaper own-label cheeses.
Because more expensive brands are suffering.
Take Cathedral City’s premium stablemate Davidstow, which has dropped 2.4%.
It’s been the victim of an “increasingly competitive block sector”, says Marchant.
Pilgrims Choice has also suffered a blow
– down £6.7m – after average prices rose by
1.7%. Mike Harper, marketing director of parent Ornua, maintains this is the right strategy.
“We made a conscious decision to cut down
on promotions as we want to do what is right
for the category,” he says. “We believe in balanced brand growth and not blurring the
boundaries with own label.”
Granted, it’s not the worst loss in the sector. Lactalis McLelland’s Seriously took that
title with a staggering £11.5m drop as average
prices rose 8.5%. Sales director Mike Chatters
concedes Seriously cheddar has had a “tough
time”, compounded by a loss of listings in
Morrisons and Asda in England and Wales.
However, he stresses the brand is performing well in convenience, while Seriously
Spreadable is “driving value into the spreadable cheese market”. Lactalis is planning
to support Seriously in 2020 with “ongoing
media spend, as well as launching a number
of exciting new products”.
In percentage terms, one of the most brutal
drops was seen by Wyke Farms. Previously a
stalwart in the mults, Wyke suffered a 27.3%
slump to £5.3m, as it fell victim to range
rationalisation in cheddar. Its decline reflects
a wider shift by retailers away from smaller
cheddar brands, says MD Rich Clothier.
“The big supermarkets have work to do on
their brand strategies in block cheese. I don’t
think shoppers want to buy just one brand,”
he says. “It’s a dangerous strategy to remove
choice as you lose that point of difference.”
Wyke, which is still available in Lidl, Home
Bargains and B&M as well as regional Tesco,
Sainsbury’s and Co-op stores, should still be
an option nationally, Clothier insists.
He points out that Wyke is the “only cheese
to be manufactured using renewable energy”,
which should play well with consumers given
the climate emergency.
But for now, those points of difference are
coming a clear second to price.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Coffee gives
flavoured
milk a buzz
Henry Sandercock

D

airy drinks are enjoying
an almighty caffeine rush.
While fewer fresh milk and
yoghurt drinks have made it into
shopping baskets over the past 12 months,
15.1 million more litres of flavoured milk have
been chugged by consumers – with coffeebased RTDs providing much of the buzz in
the category.
Almost all the major coffee-focused brands
in the category are in double-digit growth,
helping push up the sector’s volume sales by
9.7% – its biggest increase in at least six years.
Growth is being driven by younger consumers who are not conventional coffee drinkers,
according to Crediton Dairy’s head of marketing and insight, Abigail Kelly. “If you go into
coffee shops, they are full of young people,
but they aren’t drinking hot coffee, they’re
drinking frappe, Frappuccino and iced coffee,” she says.
The second-biggest driver of growth is
shoppers’ change of attitude towards soft
drinks, she adds. “Concerns over sugar content mean consumers are looking for something different and iced coffee is benefiting
from that as they look to milk drinks to meet
their needs – whether it’s as a pick-me-up,
to refuel, to boost their health, or as a treat.”
Crediton’s Arctic iced coffee brand has been
one of the biggest beneficiaries of this

TOP 10 Fresh milk & milk alternatives
Total volume change: –1.5%
1 1 Cravendale
2 2 Alpro
3 4 Freshways
4 3 Wiseman
5 5 Lactofree
6 7 Arla
7 6 Watson Dairy
8 12 Oatly
9 11 Graham’s The Family Dairy
10 10 Yeo Valley

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Arla Foods
Alpro
Nijjar Dairies
Müller
Arla Foods
Arla Foods
Medina Dairy
Oatly
Graham’s Family Dairy
Arla Foods

TOP 5 Drinking yoghurts
Total volume change: –0.7%
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 9
5 11

Actimel
Benecol
Yakult
The Collective
Biomel

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 5
5 4
6 8
7 6
8 7
9 9
10 12

Yazoo
Starbucks
Frijj
Emmi
Weetabix
Alpro
Mars
Dunn’s River
For Goodness Shakes
Shaken Udder

2,749.6
1,883.2
149.7
146.2
63.7
63.6
51.8
49.7
36.8
34.2
25.1
19.5

27.7
18.1
1.3
11.3
0.8
–6.8
1.7
6.8
–8.8
17.9
4.7
–3.7

1.0
1.0
0.9
8.4
1.3
–9.6
3.4
15.9
–19.4
110.2
22.9
–16.0

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Danone
Raisio
Yakult
The Collective
Biomel

TOP 10 Flavoured milk
Total volume change: 9.7%

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

180.6
18.1
89.4
43.6
16.5
3.3
2.0

1.4
2.1
–1.6
–1.6
–0.4
2.6
1.6

0.8
12.8
–1.7
–3.5
–2.5
369.0
414.5

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Campina
Arla Foods
Müller
Emmi
Weetabix
Alpro
Mars Consumer Drinks
Grace Foods UK
My Goodness
Shaken Udder

404.4
65.7
62.8
60.7
34.2
20.3
15.1
13.7
13.5
12.4
12.1
9.9

48.0
8.6
6.7
8.8
-3.4
5.0
-2.2
2.3
-0.8
-1.7
1.0
4.1

13.5
15.0
0.1
0.2
-0.1
0.3
-0.1
0.2
-0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.7

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Costa Coffee RTD CCEP
It was bound to happen. Once Coca-Cola completed its £3.9bn acquisition
of Costa in January, the coffee chain’s RTD debut was inevitable. The
range comprises Classic Latte, Caramel Latte and Black Americano,
promising a double shot of espresso and 30% less sugar “than most
other ready-to-drink coffees in Great Britain”. To mark the launch, Coke’s
famous electronic ad at Piccadilly Circus gave way – for three days – to
Costa, which has so far seen its canned coffee rack up £692k.
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boost, with sales more than doubling to
£5.4m and an extra one million litres flying
off shelves in the past year, a boost in volumes
of 150% (albeit from a small base).
Not every flavoured milk success story this
year comes with a shot of espresso. Category
leader Yazoo credits its double-digit growth
in values and volumes in part to its work with
Public Health England’s Change 4 Life push.
Its Good Choice badge “features alongside
bottles of Strawberry and Banana packs in
store and within our marketing mix across
the country” points out Yazoo business unit
controller for out of home Wayne Thompson.
“The credibility of the badge provides
reassurance to families and has helped us
encourage flavoured milk into their diets as
a great-tasting alternative to regular milk that
is still a source of vitamin D, calcium and
vitamin B2.”
Yazoo’s performance is in stark contrast to

“Gone are the days
when plant-based
was seen solely as a
‘needs-based’ choice”
that of its closest milkshake rival, Frijj. The
Müller brand saw its sales drop by 9% as volumes plunged 17%.
Nevertheless, flavoured milk’s year has
been one of double-digit growth overall. It’s
a different story in fresh milk, where value is
up just 1% and volumes are down 1.5%.
Still, despite 43.2 million fewer litres
passing through tills, own-label fresh milk
became marginally more lucrative, adding
£18.1m thanks to higher supermarket prices.
That should give hope to own-label

‘It’s Not Milk’, claimed Cravendale this autumn – in reference to, er, its milk. The point of the
campaign was to stress “that not all milk is created equal”. The Arla brand (up 0.9% in value)
“is not milk, it’s fresh milk that’s filtered for purity”, the fast-paced TV ad claimed. It featured
characters including a pair of tennis commentators, a hapless robber, Santa and a Silicon
Valley CEO. A newspaper-reading cat popped up, too.
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suppliers, who endured another torrid year
thanks to plummeting profits.
Major processor Tomlinsons Dairies fell
into administration in October, with NFU
dairy board chairman Michael Oakes warning that the sector “was no longer functioning properly”.
Other major liquid milk suppliers also slid
into the red. The six biggest companies made
a collective loss of £144m in the 2018 financial year, on £5.2bn sales, according to The
Grocer’s research.
It means own-label milk could face further price inflation over the next 12 months.
In October, John Allen, managing partner of
industry consultancy Kite, told The Grocer
that “retailers will have to up their prices in
order for the sector to survive”.
The picture is slightly rosier for branded
fresh milk, where value is being added
through innovation. Arla’s Cravendale,
which remains top of the charts despite
Alpro’s 8% growth, saw flat volumes. But
value remained in the black – just – due to
higher average prices. “We have done a lot of
work with the convenience retailers to offer
smaller grab-pack style formats and this has
gained extremely strong traction, delivering 5.8 million litres in 2019,” says Danny
Micklethwaite, senior director of milk &
yoghurts at Arla.
It remains to be seen if such a strategy can
help Arla pull away from fast-approaching
Alpro. The plant-based giant is on the cusp
of becoming the overall milk/milk alternatives leader after an £11.3m boost in value. It
is now within £3.5m of Cravendale.
“Gone are the days when plant-based was
seen solely as a ‘needs-based’ choice,” says
David Jiscoot, marketing director for Alpro
UK & Ireland.
“Now we’re a mainstream choice for anyone looking for brands and products that can
help them to make healthy choices in an easy,
accessible way, every day.”
The only brand to outdo Alpro’s progress
is milk alternative rival Oatly from Sweden.
It more than doubled sales to £34.2m. The
brand, which includes a plant-based manifesto and a carbon footprint measurement on
its packaging, claims its success comes from
its close relationship with consumers.
“We’re direct in our messaging, engaging
with people in both a serious and humorous
way – connecting with them. On top of this,
we’re transparent in our values and what we
believe in,” says Oatly UK general manager
Ishen Paran.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Brands suffer
as Brits drop
yoghurt habit
Kevin White

Y

oghurt sales are curdling. Despite
a focus on natural, health-led
products, consumption has continued to fall.
In fact, the decline stepped up a notch in
2019. Yoghurts fell by a staggering £50.6m in
grocery, equating to 193.1 million fewer units.
Not even the traditionally robust own-label
sector managed to escape the decline this
time around. Although volumes were more
or less flat, value dropped 2.7% or £14.8m.
That was driven by significant promotional
activity across the mults, which helped push
down average prices by 2.6%.
However, brands fared the worst. Their
value fell by £35.8m, or 2.5%, and volumes
collapsed by 5.6%.
There are a couple of trends driving this
slump, says Arla’s senior director for milk
& yoghurts Danny Micklethwaite. First,
yoghurts have suffered from a change in consumer habits, with a sharp drop in consumption during the evening meal dessert – the
category’s largest occasion.
“The second trend is the health perception
of yoghurts,” he adds. “As more people move
away from diet-focused products such as fatfree, consumers are switching to more natural products or leaving the category.”
Some brands have benefited from that
shift. The Collective, for example, is up £4.2m

TOP 20 Yoghurts & potted desserts
Total volume change: –4.3%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2
3
1
4
6
5
7
10
9
8
11
13
15
12
14
18
16
17
19
23

Müller Corner
Activia
Müller Light
Yeo Valley
Fage Total
Onken
Cadbury
Gü
Alpro
Petits Filous
Müller Rice
Arla
The Collective Dairy
Munch Bunch
Light & Free
Oykos
Yoplait Wildlife
Rachel’s Organic
Frubes
Nomadic

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY:
TOTAL OWN LABEL:

Müller
Danone
Müller
Yeo Valley Farms
Fage
Emmi
Müller
Gü
Alpro
Yoplait
Müller
Arla Foods
The Collective Dairy
Nestlé
Danone
Danone
Yoplait
Nestlé
Yoplait
Nomadic

thanks to ongoing distribution wins.
But others are suffering from the move
away from diet lines. And none more so than
former market leader Müller Light. It slipped
£29.7m – 18% of its value – and fell to third
place. That makes it the second fastest falling
brand in this entire report.
The slump comes despite a 1.8% fall in
average price. Promotions of the brand are
“no longer hitting the mark” suggests Nielsen
analyst Kate Goodman.
Müller head of category Carol Hand admits
“yoghurt has its challenges”, but she stresses
Müller Light is “exploring ways to grow the
brand and drive category growth”. Indeed,
it relaunched with a new recipe in May and
rolled out a glut of innovation over the year.

1,939.9
533.3
147.9
134.5
132.6
108.0
59.0
58.4
55.7
47.7
44.1
43.0
38.5
36.0
35.5
33.1
32.4
29.2
28.6
21.2
20.6
20.5

–50.6
–14.8
–0.4
–7.5
–29.7
1.9
0.6
–0.8
–0.3
4.6
0.6
–6.9
–0.2
0.1
4.2
–3.3
0.7
3.2
0.4
–4.9
–2.4
3.5

–2.5
–2.7
–0.3
–5.3
–18.3
1.8
1.1
–1.4
–0.5
10.7
1.3
–13.8
–0.5
0.3
13.3
–8.9
2.1
12.5
1.4
–18.9
–10.4
20.8

Müller Light isn’t the only one struggling.
Danone’s Activia shed £7.5m following a loss
of distribution, says Nielsen’s Goodman. The
brand hopes to recoup some of that with the
UK launch of a plant-based range next year.
Elsewhere, kids’ brands Petits Filous
and Frubes suffered value drops of 13.8%
and 10.4% respectively due to the “oftenmisjudged perception of [their high] sugar
content” claims Yoplait Kids senior brand
manager Elisa Costa.
Arla’s Micklethwaite agrees yoghurts are
facing challenges to their “health halo”, especially in kids lines. It is looking to battle that
perception with the September launch of Arla
Explorers, which promises at least 30% less
sugar than other kids’ yoghurts.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Alpro Greek Style Alpro
Alpro heralded 2019 as its “biggest-ever” year for NPD and marketing, so
it’s no surprise the plant-based behemoth grew its yoghurt alternatives
by tapping the Greek trend. The soya-based range is available in a 400g
plain variant and a 150g pot across strawberry & raspberry, passion
fruit, blueberry and mango. Backed by a multimillion-pound push that
saw one million samples given away, the range was most recently
bolstered by a granola-based variant.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Dairy-free
milks drive
big growth
Lois Vallely

T

he cows had better watch out. For
milk alternatives have stolen the
show in this year’s free-from market. Seventeen of the top 50 brands
are predominantly dairy-free. Together, they
are worth £420m, and have racked up £50.7m
in extra sales. That’s a substantial portion of
the £122.3m growth across the total market.
“Most free-from brands have maintained
growth through the milk categories,” says
Tom Homer, junior client analytics executive
at Nielsen. “Milk has the biggest value share
of free-from. Alpro is the best example of a
brand that has made the most of this.”
Indeed, Alpro had the second-largest gain
in the top 20 of £13.4m. Marketing director
David Jiscoot claims that is partly down to
the buoyant nature of the dairy-free sector.
It is now a category “firmly established in its
own right”, he says, which “goes well beyond
its free-from heartland”.
Alpro has been keen to capitalise on this
momentum. Jiscoot points to a “winning combination” of demand-driven NPD and highimpact marketing activity. “Caffè Cup, for
example, propelled us into the all-important
food-to-go fixture, and secured us our firstever listing in Boots as part of its meal deal,
while our new on-the-go Alpro Greek Style
with Granola pots can be found front-of-store
in the food-to-go fixtures of Sainsbury’s and

TOP 20 Free-from
Total volume change: 7.7%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
10
4
5
7
6
8
9
11
18
13
12
14
15
23
19
17
16

Alpro
Lactofree
Nakd
Oatly
The Collective Dairy
Genius
Schär
Eat Natural
Seabrook
Nairn’s
Kallo
Halo Top
Warburtons Gluten Free
Nature Valley Protein
Trek
Koko
Kind
Violife
Rude Health
Mrs Crimble’s

SALES
£ millions change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Alpro
Arla Foods
Lotus Bakeries
Oatly
Epicurean Dairy
Genius Foods
Dr Schär
Eat Natural
Seabrook Crisps
Nairn’s Oatcakes
Wessanen
Halo Top UK/Eden
Warburtons
General Mills
Lotus Bakeries
First Grade Int
Kind
Arivia SA
Rude Health
Wessanen

Spar stores nationwide,” he says. “Naturally,
this means that both of these launches have
been crucial in helping to drive penetration.
By giving us visibility in a completely new
fixture and channel, and tapping into growing demand for healthy, on-the-go choices.”
When it comes to marketing, the aim is to
push Alpro and plant-based food and drink
“well and truly into the mainstream”.
Throughout February and March, the
brand handed out 350,000 samples to shoppers. The campaign was specifically aimed
at promoting its Unsweetened range, which
uses no sugars or sweeteners. And in August,
Alpro started rolling out a new look for its
range of dairy alternatives, in an effort to
attract new shoppers.

1,474.4
466.9
218.2
65.8
39.5
36.9
35.9
31.4
30.6
30.4
28.7
27.8
19.1
18.2
17.5
16.9
16.1
15.1
14.2
13.2
11.9
11.2

122.3
29.7
13.4
2.5
0.9
18.4
3.5
0.7
2.0
0.6
4.1
3.4
1.2
7.9
1.5
–0.3
1.3
2.2
5.8
3.2
1.0
–0.2

9.0
6.8
6.5
3.9
2.4
99.8
11.0
2.3
7.1
2.0
16.9
14.0
6.6
76.9
9.1
–1.7
8.8
16.6
70.2
31.9
9.3
–1.8

Jiscoot says this has partly been driven by
increased competition in free-from. It has
inspired a “real explosion in innovation”
which “really pushes the boundaries of what
it is and should be”, he notes.
Few brands are presenting quite as much
competition as Oatly. It’s the fastest-growing
brand in the top 20 this year, up a staggering
£18.4m. It’s now worth £36.9m, nearly double
what it was in 2018.
For Oatly, sustainability has been a key
focus of the past 12 months. Packs now detail
the carbon footprint of its products – and in
March, it unveiled a campaign for the London
Coffee Festival that claimed switching from
cows milk to oat milk equalled a 73% saving
in carbon emissions.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Fabulously Free From Gü
Gü leapt on to the free-from bandwagon in February with the launch of
five chilled SKUs with no gluten or dairy. An effort to bring “much-needed
choice to the free-from category”, the Fabulously range is made with
ingredients like coconut cream and 70% cocoa chocolate. With variants
including Strawberry & Rhubarb Cheesecake and Chocolate & Vanilla
Cheesecake, the lineup has so far delivered £1.5m worth of retail sales,
says its maker.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Consumer demand is the driving force
behind this focus. Oatly UK general manager
Ishen Paran believes the growth of milk alternatives is down to “an increase in awareness
from consumers that the purchasing decisions they make have a direct impact on the
environment”.
He adds: “Our values as a brand, the quality of our products and our environmental
credentials enable us to appeal to a varied
consumer base.
“We think that anyone who wants to make
a small switch in their life in order to make a
difference to the health of the planet will be
interested in our products and what we have
to say about them – and some of those consumers may be existing dairy drinkers.”
Innovation has also played a part in Oatly’s
strategy. In October, the brand launched a trio
of oat-based ice creams – Chocolate Fudge,
Hazelnut Swirl and Salted Caramel – into

“There has been
a huge shift in
consumer attitude”
Tesco. Paran says its portfolio of products
“deliver on taste, sustainability and health”.
“We see no limits to our growth for the next
few years.”
That Oatly has diversified into ice cream
is an interesting point. Because that has
emerged as another hot area in dairy-free.
Halo Top unveiled two dairy-free flavours
in the UK last year, and is busy adding more
in the US. Unilever is also investing in this
area. Last year, it launched three dairy-free
ice cream variants for Ben & Jerry’s. This year
it “dared to” give the brand’s long-standing

In November, Unilever-owned ice cream giant Ben & Jerry’s created the ‘Im-BOSH-ible’
burger, in partnership with plant-based recipe channel Bosh TV. Available throughout
November, this uber-indulgent snack (launched to celebrate World Vegan Month) was, in
essence, a vegan brioche roll crammed with one of Ben & Jerry’s vegan ice cream flavours
topped with caramel sauce, crumbled cookies and vegan whipped topping.
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Cookie Dough the plant-based treatment
(the vegan cookie dough chunks are created
by B-Corp Rhino Foods, the masterminds
behind the original Cookie Dough ice cream).
And in November, Ben & Jerry’s unveiled the
‘im-BOSH-ible’ burger in collaboration with
Bosh TV to promote its full vegan ice cream
menu (see box below).
Andre Burger, vice president of ice cream
and snacking at Unilever UK & Ireland, says
all this activity is driven by a “huge shift in
consumer attitude”.
“There was a time when [free-from] was
considered niche and reserved for those only
with intolerances,” he says. “But now it’s
become much more mainstream, driven by
consumers who are actively choosing to avoid
certain ingredients for wellbeing purposes.”
The sheer range of emerging formats in
dairy-free shows just how mainstream it
has become. Nielsen’s Homer says free-from
cream, for example, has achieved growth
of 36% to be worth more than £7m. Fresh
flavoured free-from milk has also achieved
impressive growth of 25%.
“With shoppers viewing this as a healthy
treat, we could also see this category continue
to grow,” he predicts.
So it seems there are plenty more avenues
for growth in dairy-free. But it’s not all about
vegan fare. Arla’s Lactofree range, which
comprises dairy products without the lactose, also managed healthy growth of £2.5m.
That cements its position as the second-largest brand in the free-from category.
Harriet O’Regan, Arla’s milk director, says
the growth was partly down to repositioning
Lactofree in January to target a “much wider
audience”. This included a pack redesign and
a supporting marketing campaign.
“A rise in consumers moving into free-from
is growing and supporting the success we
have seen of the Lactofree brand as a functional health solution rather than just a medical choice,” she says.
There is also solid growth in corners of the
gluten-free market. Schär, for example, is up
£2m, or 7.1%. Meanwhile, the Warburtons
Gluten Free range is up 9.1%, or £1.5m.
The growth was enough for Warburtons to
announce a £3m investment in its dedicated
free-from facility in Newburn. That is despite
the brand feeling the effects of a “challenging market” in bakery overall, as consumers move away from standard bread. Indeed,
bread was down £37.5m this year (p92).
Seems like cows aren’t the only ones that
need to be watching their backs.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Fruit & veg
beset by host
of challenges
Henry Sandercock

F

rom migrant labour shortages to
highly volatile growing conditions, fruit and veg had to battle a
host of challenges this year.
Take apples. Having suffered a poor harvest in 2018 due to adverse weather, Britain’s
favourite fruit was hit by labour shortages
this autumn, with some 16m left unpicked,
according to a British Apples & Pears survey.
But supply difficulties weren’t borne out in
these numbers. In fact, volume sales of apples
rose, with a dramatic drop in average prices
responsible for the fruit’s value decline this
year. It was a similar story elsewhere in fresh
fruit, which shed £27m in total as the mults
continued their price war with the discounters. Grapes lost £13.7m in sales despite a slight
increase in volumes, for example.
There were some exceptions. Bananas
added £9m to become the nation’s second
best-selling fruit (stealing the title from
grapes). That added value is largely down
to price rises, according to Simon Trewin,
commercial director at importer Compagnie
Fruitiere. “Volume is stable year on year, but
there’s a little bit of price inflation, and that’s
mainly driven by the weakened pound over
the past couple of years,” he says.
Inflation also drove a £54m uplift in sales
of fresh veg. The ‘Beast from the East’ and
subsequent drought in 2018 pushed up retail

TOP 10 Fruit
Total volume change: 0.6%
1 1
2 3
3 2
4 4
5 5
6 7
7 6
8 9
9 8
10 10

SALES
£ m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY

Apples
Bananas
Grapes
Strawberries
Blueberries
Raspberries
Clementines
Fruit salad
Pears
Oranges

TOP 10 Vegetables
Total volume change: –1.0%
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 9
9 8
10 10

4,804.1

–27.0

–0.9

597.7
583.5
573.4
552.0
383.8
318.5
313.0
153.1
150.4
139.8

–27.7
9.0
–13.7
18.1
18.1
18.5
–7.8
3.8
–13.4
5.6

–4.4
1.6
–2.3
3.4
4.9
6.2
–2.4
2.5
–8.2
4.2

SALES
£ millions change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY

Potatoes
Tomatoes
Dry leaf salad
Mushrooms
Peppers
Avocados
Onions
Cucumbers
Broccoli
Carrots

prices for some crops this year, says British
Growers Association CEO Jack Ward. “There
has been a concerted effort over the last year
to recoup some of the additional costs of what
was a really difficult season with very late
starts and then four months of prolonged
drought,” he adds. “There was a recognition
that production costs had increased.”
Onions (up 8.2%), broccoli (up 13.2%) and
carrots (up 7.4%) were among those seeing
big sales value increases despite relatively

5,091.0

54.0

1.1

766.3
649.7
438.2
300.2
271.0
227.2
208.1
206.5
206.4
167.8

–8.9
–13.1
–27.8
6.8
3.5
1.6
15.8
25.8
24.0
11.6

–1.2
–2.0
–6.0
2.3
1.3
0.7
8.2
14.3
13.2
7.4

stable volumes.
With heavy rainfall and severe flooding
disrupting growers this autumn, fresh veg
could face further price inflation in 2020.
Supermarkets might also be forced to hike
prices on apples, which will be in tight supply
unless labour issues are urgently addressed,
according to executive chair of British Apples
& Pears Ali Capper.
So it’s likely to be another turbulent year
ahead for fruit & veg.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Love Beets G’s Fresh
Having first launched in 2010 in the US, the Love Beets beetroot brand is
finally available to Brits. Exclusive to Tesco, it comes in four variants of
cooked beetroot: Salsa, Sweet & Smoky, Honey & Ginger and No Vinegar
– the last of which comes in a resealable pouch. The rollout marks a
massive endorsement for a vegetable not currently among the UK’s bestloved. The brand is hoping its convenience and striking flavours will be
enough to persuade consumers to ‘Live colourfully, Love Beets’.
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fresh: meat, fish & poultry

Aldi and Lidl
take a bigger
share of meat

TOP 5 Fresh meat
Total volume change: –2.8%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY

Beef
Bacon
Sausage
Pork
Lamb

4,088.8

–184.6

–4.3

1,844.3
663.2
529.9
467.0
395.7

–77.3
–45.5
–26.1
–21.1
–6.3

–4.0
–6.4
–4.7
–4.3
–1.6

Kevin White

F

resh meat sales are in freefall.
A staggering £184.6m has been
wiped off the category’s value
after volumes fell 2.8%.
Every sector of red meat is in decline. Beef
led the way with a £77.3m drop, while bacon
fell £45.5m and pork shed £21.1m. But even
poultry lost value, with rotisserie products,
turkey and duck sales suffering a combined
£20.2m blow. Chicken was the only sector in
growth, with sales up by £19.1m.
It would be easy to attribute this performance to the plant-based movement, which
has gathered pace since a study by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
suggested eating less meat could help reduce
greenhouse emissions.
But the slump in supermarket meat sales
isn’t necessarily driven by Brits cutting back
on meat. In fact, these figures have much
more to do with the ongoing dominance of
the discounters, argues AHDB head of retail
and foodservice Matt Southam.
That’s because Nielsen’s read of the market excludes Aldi and Lidl. If their sales were
taken into account, the category would actually be in growth, Southam suggests.
“The rate of store openings by the discounters and a change in perception around quality in these retailers has driven sales growth,”
he says.

TOP 5 Fresh poultry
Total volume change: 1.4%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY

Chicken
Rotisserie
Turkey
Duck
Poussin

TOP 5 Fish
Total volume change: 1.2%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

2,140.5

–1.7

–0.1

1,693.6
251.4
156.9
30.7
2.7

19.1
–11.3
–7.8
–1.2
–0.5

1.1
–4.3
–4.7
–3.7
–16.8

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY

Salmon
Cod
King prawns
Haddock
Prawn

Fresh meat cuts have also felt the impact of
consumers moving towards convenience-led,
prepared products, adds Southam. He points
to the glut of ready-to-cook meat products
unleashed by the mults this year.
“We’ve seen a lot of products with rubs,
marinades and sauces,” Southam adds.
“What we’re seeing in sales isn’t necessarily
a terminal decline, it’s just people changing
the way they consume meat.”

1,580.9

–23.1

–1.4

800.8
185.9
151.8
136.2
94.8

–5.4
0.9
0.5
–3.2
–3.2

–0.7
0.5
0.3
–2.3
–3.3

Brits are also eating more fish, the data
suggests. Long-standing inflationary pressures have eased, leading to a fall in average
prices. Salmon prices are down 3.6%, while
king prawns are down 4.7%.
That has led to a 1.2% rise in volume sales
of fresh fish, equating to an extra 5.4 million units. The effect was particularly apparent in salmon, which saw a 5.6% increase in
volumes.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Saucy Fish Co flexitarian lines Seachill
Seachill’s flagship brand embraced the flexitarianism craze in March
with a selection of “trailblazing” fish ‘n’ veg options for the freezer. The
seven-strong lineup includes Cod Croquettes, Salmon & Chive Röstis,
and Basa Melts designed to be a lighter substitute for chicken kiev.
Aimed at occasions such as meat-free Monday, all are “perfect for those
with a busy lifestyle looking for quick, flavoursome and healthy meal
alternatives to meat” says The Saucy Fish Co.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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frozen food

Innovation
heats up in
the freezers
Ash O’Mahony

T

hings are heating up in frozen
food. Value sales are up £35.1m
(1.7%) on volumes up 1%. These
slow but steady numbers suggest
the category’s comeback has legs.
Innovation has been key to this growth.
Brands are knocking out on-trend NPD like
there’s no tomorrow. On the retailer side,
Iceland has been at the forefront with the rollout of 550 new or improved lines in September.
That came alongside a new Limited Edition
range, which sees temporary new products
hit the shelves on a weekly basis. The latter
forms “a crucial part” of Iceland’s innovation strategy, says Andrew Staniland, trading director for frozen.
“Limited Edition provides us with a test
bed for new products and flavour profiles, to
quickly respond to food trends and, crucially,
continue to inspire customers in the frozen
aisle,” he says.
There’s also been a continued effort to get
consumers to reevaluate the frozen food aisle.
This year, Birds Eye ran ‘Eat in Full Colour’
campaign with Sainsbury’s, which saw the
frozen section of its Epsom store covered with
brightly coloured stickers and aisle fins.
It’s undoubtedly good for the overall category. But brands aren’t necessarily the ones
winning from the frozen food comeback. In
four of the five frozen categories included in

TOP 10 Frozen pizza
Total volume change: 4.1%
1 1 Chicago Town
2 2 Goodfella’s
3 3 Dr Oetker
4 4 San Marco
5 5 Schär
6 NEW Kirsty’s
7 NEW Roncadin
8 NEW Crosta & Mollica
9 12 Whole Creations
10 9 Findus

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Dr Oetker
Nomad Foods
Dr Oetker
Nomad Foods
Dr Schär
Kirsty’s
Roncadin
Crosta & Mollica
Whole Creations
Nomad Foods

TOP 5 Frozen desserts
Total volume change: 5.8%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
6

Viennetta
Aunt Bessie’s
Coppenrath & Wiese
WW from Heinz
Almondy

430.6
175.1
122.0
71.7
48.7
4.8
1.6
1.2
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8

14.0
8.4
6.8
–3.1
–0.8
0.0
0.1
1.2
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.4

3.3
5.0
5.9
–4.1
–1.5
1.0
5.3
444.7
91.3

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Unilever
Nomad Foods
Coppenrath & Wiese
Kraft Heinz Co
Almondy

this report – pizza, desserts, potatoes and fish
– own label is winning in percentage growth.
That’s being driven by a decline in consumer confidence, which is making lowerpriced own label offerings more tempting.
“Frozen remains a challenging place for
brands,” says Grace Featherstone, senior analytics consultant at Nielsen. “Private label’s
share of the market continues to keep pressure on prices in the face of other inflation –
and, as a result, frozen brands have to work
hard for even small growth.”
This is particularly evident in frozen
fish. Brands lost 1.1% in value, while own
label edged up 0.1%. British Frozen Food
Federation CEO Richard Harrow says the

150.7
108.4
10.7
10.6
4.8
2.6
2.2

–5.7
0.7
–1.6
0.4
–0.3
–1.3
–0.3

–3.7
0.6
–12.9
3.9
–6.5
–32.7
–11.5

rise in average prices – up 1.1% across the
board, according to Nielsen – shaped consumer behaviour. “Rising costs of importing
raw materials has led to a drop in promotions for frozen fish, which has deterred many
shoppers,” he says.
Indeed, the lowest-priced brands seem to
be winning in this space. See the Young’s
portfolio for proof. Its premium Gastro subbrand shed £2.9m, while its cheaper Chip
Shop sub-brand gained £5.8m. Young’s said
that growth was driven by the low-cost entry
point of its pollock products. Keen to build
on this success, the brand introduced a Chip
Shop quarter pounder pollock burger in July.
This focus on price is boosting own

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Goodfella’s Spicy Vegetable Salsa Nomad
Goodfella’s spent months searching for the “perfect recipe” for its vegan
Spicy Vegetable Salsa pizza, it says. The result combines Mexican flavours
with peppers, black beans, red onion and a stringy cheddar-style plantbased cheese atop a stone-baked base. It’s actually the second vegan offer
from the brand, which launched a Falafel pizza in 2018. But it’s the first to
include a cheese alternative – which Goodfella’s created in collaboration
with Heather Mills’ VBites business.
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frozen food

label in other areas of frozen food. In pizza,
own label is up 5% in value while brands
are up 2.2%. In desserts, own label edged up
0.6% while brands suffered a 13.2% blow to
value. And in potatoes, own label delivered a
4.9% increase against a 3.8% branded gain.
Still, there is a glimmer of hope for brands.
Because shoppers can still be tempted to part
with their hard-earned cash if they get more
bang for their buck. “It really all comes down
to value,” Harrow says. “Shoppers can be persuaded to trade up on their food if it really
delivers on quality.”
Perhaps the best example of this

added-value strategy is Strong Roots, which
has gained £2m despite a higher-than-average price point. Part of that is down to NPD
such as the the launch of Cauliflower Hash
Browns in December.
However, its long-standing Sweet Potato
Fries “remain the cornerstone of our range,
with sales more than doubling in the past
year” says Strong Roots founder Sam
Dennigan. “The above-average price of the
fries is bringing new shoppers into frozen and
driving value into the category.”
Other frozen potato players are similarly
seeing the benefits of premium lines. Aunt

TOP 10 Frozen potatoes
Total volume change: 2.2%
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 5
5 4
6 6
7 8
8 NEW
9 9
10 11

McCain
Aunt Bessie’s
Birds Eye
Albert Bartlett
Bannisters Farm
Happy Shopper
Strong Roots
Slimming World
Aviko
Scotty Brand

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

McCain Foods
Nomad Foods
Nomad Foods
Albert Bartlett
F’house Potato Bakers
Booker Belmont
Handy Food Innov
Loxton Foods
Aviko UK
Scotty Brand

TOP 10 Frozen fish
Total volume change: –1.6%
1 1 Birds Eye
2 2 Young’s Gastro
3 3 Young’s
4 4 Young’s Chip Shop
5 6 Arctic Royal
6 5 Birds Eye Inspirations
7 7 Whitby
8 14 Birds Eye Captain Plus
9 9 Birds Eye Gluten Free
10 8 Fishmonger’s Favourite

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Greggs
Birds Eye
Holland’s Pies
Pukka Pies
Genius
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27.6
10.7
9.7
1.7
3.7
–0.5
–1.3
0.1
2.0
3.0
0.3
0.1

4.2
4.9
3.0
2.5
17.2
–6.5
–15.5
3.6
165.2
33.4
18.7

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Nomad Foods
Young’s
Young’s
Young’s
J Sykes & Sons
Nomad Foods
Whitby Seafoods
Nomad Foods
Nomad Foods
Northcoast Seafoods

TOP 5 Frozen pastries
Total volume change: 1.5%

686.1
227.2
334.8
68.6
25.4
7.3
7.1
3.6
3.2
3.0
1.2
0.7

696.8
350.1
146.9
59.5
49.7
41.1
9.4
9.0
5.9
5.0
2.7
2.3

–3.5
0.4
1.9
–2.9
–2.4
5.8
–2.6
–5.5
0.1
3.5
0.8
–0.1

–0.5
0.1
1.3
–4.7
–4.5
16.5
–21.4
–37.8
2.0
218.7
42.4
–4.7

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Greggs
Nomad Foods
2 Sisters Food Group
Pukka Pies
Genius Foods

112.9
43.9
35.8
14.6
10.0
2.8
1.8

2.8
0.8
5.0
–1.5
–0.6
0.8
0.0

2.5
1.7
16.3
–9.1
–5.4
38.9
–0.9

Bessie’s, for example, attributes much of its
£1.7m additional frozen potato sales to its
posh Parmentier Potatoes and Chilli, Pepper
& Chilli Roastie launches.
And foodie credentials aren’t the only way
of communicating added value. Health is
another hot area. New frozen potato products include the January launch of McCain’s
Lighter Home Chips, which contain 30%
less fat than standard Home Chips, and
Birds Eye’s better-for-you Sweet Potato and
Rainbow Mini Waffles. “We’re attracting
younger, more affluent shoppers as they look
for variety and products that can help them
have a more balanced diet,” says Birds Eye
marketing director Steve Challouma.
All this innovation has helped frozen potatoes become the fastest-growing area of frozen, up £27.6m.
Still, pizza hasn’t done too shabbily either,
with a £14m gain. Similarly to frozen potatoes, it’s taking a multi-faceted approach to
added value. New entrant Crosta & Mollica,
now the eighth biggest player in the category,
has gone down the foodie route. It charges
more than £1 more than Goodfella’s for a
margherita pizza by communicating that it is
made by “artisan bakers”. Meanwhile, number nine brand Whole Creations is justifying
its higher price point with gluten-free recipes.
And Goodfella’s is hoping to reverse its £3.1m
decline with the launch of a vegan pizza (see
Top Launch, p130).
Goodfella’s is also looking to new occasions with the launch of its Pizza Pockets in
October. It sees frozen snacking as a huge
opportunity. “The market is worth £72.5m
and frequency of purchase in frozen snacks
is up 4.4% this year,” says Claire Hoyle, the
brand’s head of marketing. Others are clearly
thinking along similar lines. In September,
McCain launched Brew City, a range of snacks
inspired by craft beer. Meanwhile, Birds Eye
launched tapas-inspired Mini Fish Cakes and
Fish Croquettes in August.
This desire for a quick bite is boosting frozen pastries as a whole, says Pukka Pies. It
should know – its sales have soared a staggering 38.9% to £2.8m. “Our research shows
that 88% of consumers see pies as a quick
and filling food choice, and nearly a quarter
of shoppers look for them in the freezer section – especially as we move into the colder
months,” says Pukka Pies head of marketing
Rachel Cranston.
If brands can find these growing corners of
the market – and communicate added value –
they may just stop sales cooling off.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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frozen: ice cream

Ice cream is
dampened
but dauntless
George Nott

T

alk about a washout! Last summer’s heatwave was “almost tailor-made” for massive ice cream
sales, as Froneri customer marketing controller Henry Craven puts it. In fact,
the category added an extra £150m or so. By
comparison, the most significant rise in 2019
was in average weekly rainfall.
An underwhelming summer meant it was
“always going to be hard” to repeat the success of 2018, says Andre Burger, Unilever VP
of ice cream & snacking. Brands sold 24.9
million fewer handheld SKUs than last year
– a fall of 8.2%. Their tubs took a hit too, with
volumes dropping 4%.
Nevertheless, suppliers are undaunted
come rain or shine, Burger claims.
“Seasonality plays its part, but we’ve worked
hard to innovate our portfolio to become less
reliant on weather and more focused on creating great products that consumers can enjoy
all year round.”
Much of that effort was given over to healthier options. Unilever expanded its lower calorie Ben & Jerry’s Moo-phoria range, while
the thriving Häagen-Dazs joined the betterfor-you craze with its Gelato lineup. In ownlabel, the likes of Asda, Morrisons and Aldi
all launched low-calorie tubs this year.
“There hasn’t been any innovation in the
traditional ice cream category for decades,”

TOP 10 Handheld ice cream
Total volume change: –7.1%
1 1 Magnum
2 2 Rowntree’s
3 3 Cornetto
4 4 Twister
5 6 Cadbury Flake 99
6 5 Calippo
7 7 Solero
8 8 Fab
9 11 Mars
10 10 Cadbury Dairy Milk

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Unilever
Froneri
Unilever
Unilever
Froneri
Unilever
Unilever
Froneri
Mars
Froneri

TOP 10 Ice cream tubs
Total volume change: –4.1%
1 1 Ben & Jerry’s
2 2 Häagen-Dazs
3 3 Carte D’Or
4 4 Kelly’s of Cornwall
5 6 Halo Top
6 5 Wall’s
7 7 Mackie’s
8 10 Breyers
9 8 Magnum
10 9 Swedish Glace

615.3
124.6
178.6
33.8
25.9
19.6
19.3
16.7
16.2
13.8
13.3
12.7

–40.1
–7.1
–9.3
–1.1
–3.7
–2.4
0.2
–3.3
–2.4
–1.4
0.1
–1.5

–6.1
–5.4
–5.0
–3.1
–12.5
–10.9
1.0
–16.5
–12.9
–9.5
0.7
–10.5

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Unilever
General Mills
Unilever
Froneri
Halo Top
Unilever
Mackie’s of Scotland
Unilever
Unilever
Unilever

claims Justin Ball, president of Halo Top, the
reduced-calorie powerhouse that made an
extra £12.4m this year. Meanwhile, its main
rival, Unilever’s Breyers Delights, enjoyed
20.5% value growth on volumes up 28.3%.
But despite the category’s health kick, the
top of the ice cream charts remain dominated
by brands typically associated with indulgence – the likes of Magnum, Häagen-Dazs
and Carte D’Or.
Indulgent NPD has been a hit too. Nielsen

457.5
97.3
100.9
70.7
35.7
26.4
23.4
13.9
12.9
7.4
6.9
6.4

–2.7
–2.8
–7.9
9.7
–7.7
–2.2
10.2
–1.0
–0.2
1.3
–1.0
0.2

–0.6
–2.8
–7.2
15.9
–17.7
–7.6
77.6
–6.9
–1.6
20.5
–12.5
2.7

analyst Viviane Palmedo points to Nuii,
the nascent handheld brand from Froneri.
Launched in February, it gave “a strong performance in its first year, offering premium
indulgence flavours such as Dark Chocolate
& Nordic Berry and Salted Caramel &
Macadamia”.
Taste remains the top reason shoppers buy
ice cream, and some healthier options “have
not delivered” Craven says. “By no means is
indulgence a dead trend.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Plastic-free Solero pack Unilever
With consumers increasingly frustrated by the scourge of plastic waste,
Solero responded this summer with a wrapper-free multipack. Individual
plastic wrappers were replaced by polyethylene-coated cardboard
compartments to protect the five ‘naked’ lollies within. That meant 35%
less plastic than the original pack – at no additional cost to consumers.
For now, the innovation is being used only for Solero Organic Peach sold
via Ocado. But it’s a cool start.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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hot beverages

Push for posh
cuppa hits
instant brews
Rob Brown

T

here’s a head of steam building
in hot beverages. Market leader
Nescafé has had £16.4m wiped
out as drinkers switch to pricier
instant and ground coffee in pods and bags.
Meanwhile, a battle is brewing between L’Or
and Carte Noire as old rivalries simmer; and
PG Tips has lost its place as Britain’s bestselling black tea. And that’s just three of the dramas unfolding.
They’re all connected by the ongoing move
to posher cuppas. Nescafé has suffered the
greatest loss in hot beverages, with sales
declining 4.1% to £385.9m on volumes down
1.2%. Key factors are growth in premium
instant coffees such as L’Or and Carte Noire,
and booming sales of ground coffee brands
such as Taylors of Harrogate and Lavazza.
“With premium instant coffee products
now becoming more accessible through
aggressive promotions, Nestlé’s traditional
granules range has taken the brunt of the hit,
pushing them into decline,” explains Nielsen
senior client analytics executive Robin Tahiri.
“However, some losses have been recovered
through its popular Azera range.”
Azera, sales of which are included in
Nielsen’s read of the Nescafé parent brand,
has been a key focus over the past year. As
well as being the subject of fierce deals – 100g
of its key instant lines have been selling for £3

TOP 10 Roast & ground coffee
Total volume change: 5.4%
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 7
7 9
8 6
9 8
10 31

Tassimo
Dolce Gusto
Taylors of Harrogate
Lavazza
L’Or
Cafédirect
Illycaffè
Starbucks
CafePod
Costa

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY:
TOTAL OWN LABEL:

Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Nestlé
Taylors Coffee
Lavazza
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Cafédirect
Illy
Starbucks
CafePod
Jacobs Douwe Egberts

TOP 10 Instant coffee
Total volume change: 0.6%
1 1 Nescafé
2 2 Kenco
3 3 Douwe Egberts
4 4 L’Or
5 21 Carte Noire
6 5 Percol
7 6 Lavazza
8 7 Mellow Birds
9 8 Maxwell House
10 10 Clipper

394.4
86.5
87.7
55.6
50.3
45.3
12.8
8.8
6.8
5.8
5.4
4.6

13.7
1.0
–3.6
–6.3
5.7
5.3
5.0
1.6
0.0
–1.7
–1.8
4.4

3.6
1.2
–3.9
–10.1
12.8
13.3
62.8
21.3
0.3
–23.0
–24.9
2,427.8

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY:
TOTAL OWN LABEL:

Nestlé
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Lavazza
Food Brands
Lavazza
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Clipper Tea

in Tesco, down from £5.49 – it’s been given a
new look. In July, it launched into the format
of the moment: coffee bags.
It’s not just Azera that’s shouting about
this format. “Coffee bags continue to be one
of our star performers,” says Kelly Wright,
senior brand manager at Taylors of Harrogate
Coffee, the year’s fastest-growing ground coffee brand. Sales are up £5.7m (12.8%) on volumes up 11.1%.
Coffee bags are “now available in most

726.0
74.9
385.9
138.4
43.6
40.2
7.9
6.0
5.6
3.8
3.1
2.2

–17.3
–6.8
–16.4
2.5
–4.7
4.2
7.2
–1.3
0.1
–0.1
–0.5
0.1

–2.3
–8.3
–4.1
1.8
–9.6
11.7
1,059.9
–17.6
2.0
–3.6
–13.9
2.7

major supermarkets, and Taylors is the leading brand in this format, having grown by
80% year on year, with 52% value share”
Wright adds.
“We’re really pleased they’re so loved by
consumers. Many are trading up from instant
when searching for a more convenient alternative to roast & ground coffee without the
need to compromise.”
So, price is playing an increasingly important role in stopping shoppers going

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Nescafé Gold Plant-based Latte Nestlé
Given the growing numbers of consumers ditching dairy and embracing
a vegan diet, we couldn’t ignore this trio of plant-based frothy coffee.
Available in coconut, almond and oat, it’s the world’s first range of dairyfree instant lattes, says Nestlé. The lineup – which is exclusive to Tesco
until February 2020 – has received mostly positive reviews from vegan
bloggers, suggesting Nestlé’s latest foray into plant-based could be a
successful one.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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TOP 10 Tea
Total volume change: –2.8%
1 1
2 3
3 2
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 8
8 7
9 9
10 10

Twinings
Yorkshire Tea
PG Tips
Tetley
Pukka
Clipper
Teapigs
Typhoo
Tick Tock
Scottish Blend

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY:
TOTAL OWN LABEL:

ABF
Taylors of Harrogate
Unilever
Tata Global Beverages
Unilever
Clipper Tea
Tata Global Beverages
Apeejay
Wistbray
Unilever

TOP 10 Hot chocolate & malted drinks
Total volume change: –7.5%
1 1 Cadbury
2 2 Options
3 3 Horlicks
4 4 Ovaltine
5 5 Tassimo
6 6 Galaxy
7 7 Cadbury Highlights
8 8 Cadbury Cocoa
9 10 Green & Blacks
10 9 Nescafé

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Mondelez
Twinings
GSK
Twinings
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Aimia
Mondelez
Mondelez
Mondelez
Nestlé

561.3
83.9
107.5
100.3
98.9
89.7
22.8
13.1
6.9
6.5
4.6
3.8

2.5
–1.2
2.3
7.7
–5.6
–0.3
3.1
–0.5
0.2
–3.5
0.5
–0.1

0.4
–1.4
2.2
8.3
–5.4
–0.4
15.5
–4.0
3.3
–34.7
12.2
–2.3

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

124.1
13.3
29.0
13.2
12.7
9.8
7.8
7.3
4.8
4.2
3.9
3.4

–5.5
–1.8
–1.6
–0.4
0.3
–0.8
–1.2
1.1
–0.2
–0.1
0.2
–0.7

–4.3
–12.1
–5.1
–3.2
2.5
–7.7
–13.2
17.3
–4.4
–2.2
5.4
–17.2

Tetley gave TV viewers paws for thought in October, when it kicked off its ‘Now We’re Talking’
push. The ad starred a cat and a dog, who enjoy a cuppa after the humans leave the house. The
pets settled on the sofa and shared some chitchat, including a gag about it “raining chaps and
gals” outside. The £3m commercial was supported by social media and digital activity
offering “conversation starters” such as “Milk first? Or Milk last?” and “Strong? Or Milky?”.
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elsewhere. See Carte Noire. It’s been running regular half-price deals in a bid to steal
sales from hot rivals such as Azera, Kenco
and L’Or.
Plus, Carte Noire and L’Or have history.
Jacobs Douwe Egberts launched L’Or in 2017,
after being forced to sell the Carte Noire brand
by competition authorities as a condition of
its merger with Mondelez. With Carte Noire
all but gone from the UK, L’Or was able to
take advantage. Its instant and ground lines
are now worth £53m, having grown 20.9%,
representing the greatest absolute gain in hot
beverages this year.
The stark similarities between L’Or and
Carte Noire – French names, prices and black
and gold livery – were not lost on consumers. “First they mess with the brand name
and then they fiddle with the size of the jar,”
complained one unhappy correspondent on
ThisIsMoney.co.uk in 2017.
Now Carte Noire’s back – relaunched by
new owner Lavazza. Since returning to the
UK in summer 2018, backed by a £3.5m campaign, it’s amassed £7.2m. That makes it the
year’s fastest-growing instant coffee brand.
It’s also looking to recoup sales in ground
coffee and pods, where L’Or is worth £12.8m
and growing at a rate of 62.8%.
“L’Or built on the success of its award-winning instant coffee range with a premium
Nespresso-compatible capsule offering,” says
Tahiri at Nielsen. “It was one of the first to
take advantage of Nespresso’s capsule patent
loss, and this has paid dividends.”
As Tahiri suggests, pods are a key battleground. They remain a key area of growth in
ground coffee, despite the two biggest brands
– JDE’s Tassimo and Nestlé’s Dolce Gusto –
losing £3.6m and £6.3m respectively.
These losses are primarily the result of
growing competition. Costa, for example, has
hit sales of £4.6m following last year’s launch
of its pods compatible with Tassimo, Dolce
Gusto and Nespresso machines.
More shoppers are going to the discounters
for pods, too. “Since launching our awardwinning Nespresso-compatible pods in
January 2018, we have secured over half of
the private-label market,” Aldi MD for buying Julie Ashfield told The Grocer earlier this
year. “Our Dolce Gusto-compatible products,
which were introduced towards the end of
last year, have been incredibly successful in
driving incremental growth.”
All this is leading to changes in shelf space
allocation in the supers, which is reflected in
hot chocolate and tea suffering respective
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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volume declines of 7.5% and 2.8%. “Space
for coffee has been growing for some time
due to exciting new product development,”
says Tahiri. “Tea continues to suffer distribution declines, and it seems shoppers are
losing interest.”
That one of the fastest growers in the entire
category is a brand that makes only ‘proper’
black tea might therefore come as a surprise.
Yorkshire Tea’s sales are up 8.3% (£7.7m) on
volumes up 5.5%. All this in a tea market
that’s grown by just 0.4% in value.
“While it’s true that black tea consumption has reduced, there’s still a huge base of
drinkers who love a proper cup of tea,” says
Yorkshire Tea brand manager Lucy Jordan.
“While coffee drinkers’ buying habits are led
by format, Yorkshire Tea drinkers are buying
on quality and are therefore prepared to pay
that little bit more for a proper brew.”
Yorkshire Tea fetches an average of £3.17 a
pack (52p more than brands’ average), suggesting shoppers do indeed see it as worth
paying more for. Jordan says TV ads (the latest star Sean Bean and magician Dynamo), a
redesign, and Speciality Brews are helping
to maintain shoppers’ esteem for the brand.
“Sales of Yorkshire Tea Speciality Brews
have grown by 56.5% in the past year, contributing more than £1.8m and placing them
at number three in the [speciality black tea]
category,” adds Jordan. “They’re aimed at
tea lovers who enjoy a proper brew but have
needs that are currently unfulfilled by standard black tea.”
The lines stand out, given that many recent
tea launches seem very far removed from an
old-fashioned cuppa. Nielsen’s Tahiri points
to Twinings’ 2018 launches Cold In’Fuse and
Superblends as important, non-traditional
recent launches. “They’re driving growth in
an otherwise declining tea market.”
Never mind that most Cold In’Fuse lines
– designed to be dropped in bottles of cold
water – don’t actually contain tea. The range
includes Rose Lemonade and Watermelon,
Strawberry & Mint infusions, which use
apples, hibiscus and rosehips as key ingredients, though other lines do list green tea
as a major ingredient.
The products fetch more than 30p per
bag versus around 5p per bag for Twinings
Everyday. They have buoyed the brand’s
value by 2.2% to £107.5m, though volumes
have dipped 1.2%. They’ve also inspired similar launches such as Lipton Real Iced Tea.
“There’s a huge amount of growth potential in tea,” says Hazel Detsiny, VP for
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk

In October, Unilever CFO Graeme Pitkethly called British tea drinkers a “dying breed”. Just
weeks later, the Telegraph claimed the supplier was mulling the sale of its traditional tea
business, including PG Tips and Scottish Blend (which this year lost £6.5m between them).
Unilever denied it was considering such a move. “Although growth of black tea in developed
markets has slowed down... we are focused on turning this around” said a spokeswoman.

marketing for foods & tea at Lipton brand
owner Unilever, “which is why we’re concentrating on unlocking it with innovation in
areas such as premium loose-leaf teas, decaf
and dairy-free and the launch of the UK’s first
and only cold brew teabags made using real
tea leaves.”
With consumption of traditional sugary
fizzy pop flattening (see p182), many players
see a bright future for cold tea. “Tea should be
looking to excite shoppers again, and the cold
category has started to do this,” says Tahiri.
“More brands are now competing for a piece
of this pie, with Teapigs the latest brand to
jump on this trend.”
It’s partly a question of demographics, says
Peter Dries, director of customer & shopper
marketing at Tetley and Tea Pigs owner Tata
Global Beverages.
“Younger drinkers are looking for new
tastes and experiences from tea, so it’s

important for retailers to get their mix of tea
right and keep the offerings fresh and exciting,” he says. “Developing products that
attract younger audiences to the category is
an important strand to our product development programme.”
As shelf space for tea continues to get
squeezed, value black tea brands are suffering most. Typhoo has suffered tea’s second-greatest loss, down £3.5m (34.7%) on
volumes down 36.5%. Only PG Tips has lost
more: £5.6m (5.4%) on volumes down 7.4%.
Unilever believes increased focus on decaffeinated, dairy-free and loose-leaf teas will
revive PG. “In the past year, PG Tips has
helped brew over seven billion cups of tea in
the UK alone, more cups of tea than any other
tea brand,” adds Detsiny. “This is testament
to the special place it has in Britons’ hearts.”
In the current climate, it will have to work
hard to keep that place.
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Eco-friendly
brands keep
market afloat

Total volume change: 2.3%

Maddie Maynard

TOP 3 Surface care

S

hoppers are looking to keep their
consciences as clean as their
homes. Eco-friendly cleaning
brands have grown 20.4% as the
total category has declined 2.6% [Nielsen 52
w/e 8 October 2019]. In fact, the decline would
have been 3.1% were it not for the green players’ presence.
“As consumers become more aware of
the environmental impact of their everyday purchases, they are looking to brands
like Ecover, which puts sustainability at the
heart,” says Evelyn Tinker, European consumer insights manager for Ecover and its
sister brand Method.
Take washing up. In a largely flat market,
Ecover is the only brand to add significant
value (£1.2m) as larger names watch sales
tumble. Distribution losses have knocked
£9.6m off top brand Fairy – accounting for
the lion’s share of the sector’s £11.5m slump.
Ecover has also seen a 26.8% value boost in
dishwasher tablets, with Tinker citing “consumer interest in paper over plastic packaging” and increased distribution of a smaller
pack size as key growth factors.
The green trend is echoed in surface care
by Method’s success (up 32.9%). It’s the only
top five brand in growth – due to “an increase
of over half a million new UK households to
the total brand” this year, Tinker says.

TOP 3 Toilet care
1
2
3

1 Domestos
3 Harpic
2 Toilet Duck

Total volume change: –3.1%
1
2
3

1 Dettol
2 Flash
3 Cif

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Unilever
Reckitt Benckiser
Johnson Wax

1
2
3

1 Fairy
2 Ecover
4 Method

1
2
3

1 Finish
2 Fairy
3 Ecover

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Reckitt Benckiser
P&G
Unilever

1
2
3

1 Airwick
2 Glade
3 Yankee

327.7
75.0
67.6
58.2
34.0

–4.5
–0.6
–0.9
–1.8
–4.5

–1.4
–0.9
–1.3
–3.0
–11.8

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

P&G
SC Johnson
SC Johnson

152.6
33
106
8.4
1.2

–11.5
–1.6
–9.6
1.2
0.0

–7.7
–4.5
–8.4
16.6
2.1

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Reckitt Benckiser
P&G
SC Johnson

TOP 3 Aircare
Total volume change: –0.1%

–1.0
–2.9
–1.1
2.9
–2.0

SALES

TOP 3 Auto dishwash
Total volume change: –2.5%

–2.0
–1.6
–0.7
0.8
–0.6

£m change (£m) change (%)

TOP 3 Hand dishwash
Total volume change: –8.6%

197.1
53.8
57.2
28.8
27.7

235.6
57.8
99.9
70.3
6.3

–4.5
–0.2
–13.8
8.1
1.3

–1.9
–0.3
–12.1
13.1
26.8

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Reckitt Benckiser
Johnson Wax
Newell Brands

429
99.8
92.9
71.2
47.2

2.1
12.6
–6.7
–1.5
5.3

0.5
14.4
–6.7
–2.1
12.6

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Cif EcoRefill Unilever
According to Unilever, 83% of people “wish they had access to more
refillable products” and two thirds feel guilty throwing away plastic
packaging. That’s where Cif EcoRefill comes in. Launched in July, the
recyclable capsules use a ‘twist and click’ mechanism to attach to
consumers’ existing Cif Power & Shine trigger-spray bottles. The packs
contain 70ml of 10 times concentrated cleaning fluid to be mixed with
water, and they use 75% less plastic than a new spray bottle. Neat!
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household: laundry

Detergents
hit as mults
focus on pods
Maddie Maynard

T

he beleaguered laundry category
has had another £31.4m wrung
out of its value. Brands are responsible for all but £1m of that loss
across detergent and fabric conditioner, with
the former sector suffering a £19.2m slump.
This is largely down to the supermarkets’
reorganisation of the category, claims Evelyn
Tinker, European consumer insights manager for SC Johnson’s Method and Ecover.
Brands without trendy formats are losing out.
“Many of the top retailers are reducing
space on powders and instead prioritising
capsules,” she says. “Liquid capsules are, in
fact, the only source of growth, as shoppers
move towards a more convenient format.”
This is echoed by P&G, whose liquitabs
have accounted for 36% of its total category
turnover. Group sales director for Northern
Europe Ian Morley says capsules “command
a higher cost per wash but pay back the shopper that investment because of both the convenience and the product performance that
they deliver”.
Unilever is also capitalising on consumers’
need for speed – as well as on higher price
points – to add value to an otherwise declining market. The supplier relaunched its Persil
3-in-1 Capsules in January after seeing “significant growth within capsules” according
to vice president of home care Charlie Beevor.

TOP 10 Laundry detergents
TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Total volume change: –2.5%
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
10 10

Persil
Ariel
Fairy
Bold
Surf
Vanish
Daz
Ecover
Dettol
Dylon

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

Unilever
P&G
P&G
P&G
Unilever
Reckitt Benckiser
P&G
SC Johnson
Reckitt Benckiser
Henkel

TOP 5 Fabric conditioners
Total volume change: –2.5%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Comfort
Lenor
Fairy
Febreze
Ecover

913.6
110.5
180.0
154.6
120.1
95.1
94.9
56.9
41.2
16.2
10.6
7.9

–20.6
–1.4
–9.8
–4.8
2.2
–5.0
–3.7
0.1
–1.7
2.1
1.4
0.2

–2.2
–1.2
–5.2
–3.0
1.8
–5.0
–3.8
0.1
–4.0
15.3
15.1
2.3

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Unilever
P&G
P&G
P&G
SC Johnson

Unilever also delivered “a fragrance first
for the category” at the start of 2019 with Surf
Coconut Bliss – which is available in liquid
detergent form, as well as in capsules.
“Delivering high-quality fragrances, variety and being up with trends are important
drivers of growth,” Beevor says.
Also putting a focus on fragrance is P&G,
which launched Lenor In-Wash Scent Booster
Beads this year. Morley says the new format
was an “opportunity to help delight shoppers” while also growing value.
This move to a more luxurious laundry
experience is partly thanks to ‘cleanfluencers’
giving consumers’ washing regimes a makeover, notes Tinker. “Household cleaning,

379.4
42.3
169.8
124.4
22.0
11.7
4.3

–10.8
0.5
–8.3
–2.6
–2.8
0.6
0.6

–2.8
1.1
–4.6
–2.0
–11.4
5.0
15.8

often seen as a less than glamorous task, is
becoming shareable content, with influencers such as Mrs Hinch leading the way. This
has especially benefited brands that make
these chores more chic and cheerful.”
And it doesn’t just apply to trendy new
launches, insists Morley. “We’ve also seen
some of our more dormant products come
back to life as a result of online influencers
using them.”
For example, Lenor Tumble Dryer Sheets,
which landed in 2016, have seen “a significant pick-up of penetration” from being a
mainstay of Mrs Hinch’s routine, he says.
It’s a trend worth noting if laundry wants
to avoid a total washout.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Zero relaunch Ecover
Increased sales of ‘sensitive’ laundry detergents and fabric conditioners
suggest consumers want less fragrance, less colouring and, in fact, no
irritating chemicals of any kind. So it’s no surprise Ecover chose this
year to relaunch its hypoallergenic Zero. With a sleek new look, the
unperfumed range is approved by Allergy UK. The planet-conscious
range also uses renewable, plant-based and biodegradable ingredients,
as well as recycled plastic in its packaging.
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household: paper products

Own label
makes gains
across paper

TOP 5 Toilet tissue
Total volume change: 1.1%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Andrex
Cushelle
Velvet
Petal Soft
Nicky

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Kimberly-Clark
Essity
Essity
Intertissue
Sofidel

1,109.2
558.5
361.5
92.9
26.1
18.3
10.3

43
46.6
11.9
16.9
–28.2
0.6
–0.9

4.0
9.1
3.4
22.1
–52.0
3.6
–7.9

Steve Farrell

O

wn label is on a roll. In three of
the four paper product categories
– toilet tissue, kitchen towels and
facial tissue – retailer lines have
gained both value and volume. Across those
areas, they have amassed an extra £62.6m.
And this data doesn’t even include the impact
of the discounters.
Aldi, for one, reports strong sales of its
paper products. “More customers than ever
before are switching to Aldi as they realise
our products deliver both value and quality,”
says MD of buying Julie Ashfield. That’s having an impact on pricing across the market.
Brands are increasingly selling on promotion in bulk packs “to keep up with a very
intense private label competition from discounters,” says Nielsen senior client manager
Tom Czuder. “This leads to some branded
shoppers, in turn, moving from buying relatively higher-priced small packs into bigger
pack sizes at a lower price per roll, contributing to further branded value decline.”
Against this backdrop, it would be easy for
brands to despair. Especially in the case of
toilet tissue, in which own label is up a whopping £46.6m. By contrast, toilet tissue brands
have lost £3.5m. But there are some positives
in the figures.
Take Andrex, which has grown a substantial £11.8m. Unit sales are flat, which

TOP 5 Nappies
Total volume change: –2.4%
1 1 Pampers
2 2 Naty
3 21 Rascal + Friends
4 4 Kit & Kin
5 3 Happy Shopper

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

P&G
Naty
Rascal + Friends
Kit & Kin
Booker Belmont

TOP 5 Kitchen towels
Total volume change: 3.1%
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
7

Plenty
Regina
Nicky
Mega
Euro Shopper

1 1
2 3
3 2
4 7
5 47

Kleenex
Handy Andies
Velvet
Happy Shopper
Cushelle

–12.2
–2.6
–11.9
0.1
1.4
0.7
0.0

–4.1
–2.6
–6.1
1.1
215.3
0.0

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Essity
Intertissue
Sofidel
Accrol Papers
Booker Belmont

TOP 5 Facial tissues
Total volume change: –2.8%

289.8
98.8
183.4
3.9
1.4
1.1
0.9

370.8
172.7
87.3
84.6
4.1
3.7
2.4

8.6
10.9
–1.6
0.8
–0.8
0.5
0.3

2.4
6.7
–1.8
1.0
–16.0
18.5
15.4

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Kimberly-Clark
Essity
Essity
Booker Belmont
Essity

209.2
91.3
110.8
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.6

–1.1
5.2
–2.5
0.0
–3.2
0.1
-

–0.5
6.0
–2.2
0.0
–80.0
16.7
-

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Bamboo Baby Wipes The Cheeky Panda
The Cheeky Panda’s sustainable tissue range enjoyed phenomenal growth
this year, driven by NPD and its first listings in major retailers. A high street
debut in WH Smith was followed by the launch of Biodegradable Bamboo
Handy Wipes. Then came a Boots listing and these biodegradable baby
wipes in July – a month after BBC TV’s War on Plastic warned of pernicious
microplastics in 90% of wet wipes. The Cheeky Panda’s plastic-free
alternatives promise to break down in a domestic compost bin in three weeks.
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suggests shoppers are buying bigger packs.
But the higher average price is also a sign that
the brand’s premiumisation strategy is working. It has been heavily pushing its ‘Supreme
Clean’ premise, promoting its premium tissues and washlets. In the past year, it has
also launched Skin Kind, a paper containing a ‘prebiotic lotion’. Nielsen’s Czuder says
Andrex is a “good example of a large brand
driving innovations that aim to premiumise”.
Cushelle is another example. It’s added a
staggering £16.9m to its value – or 22% – after
adding premium product Cushelle Quilted
to its lineup. Further down the rankings,
Cheeky Panda is taking a slightly different
approach to added value.
Its plastic-free, eco-friendly message has
seen its toilet tissue sales more than quadruple over the past year to £463k. The strategy
has proven successful elsewhere in paper
products. Its facial tissues have increased

“We consider ‘just’
delivering on
sustainability is not
enough to win”
nearly 10-fold to £161k, and its kitchen towel
sales have gone from virtually non-existent
to £43k. That’s thanks to gaining new listings
for the range in Budgens, Spar, Superdrug,
Holland & Barrett, Boots and WH Smith.
“Currently we are making and selling 15
40-foot high-capacity containers a month
and we are expecting that to grow to over 40
within the next year,” says Cheeky Panda cofounder Chris Forbes.
Although a small brand, Cheeky Panda
may just be a blueprint for how brands can

P&G has enlisted the help of Olympic diver Tom Daley to advertise its eco-friendly Pampers
Pure brand in the UK & Ireland. In this YouTube ad, the new dad waxes lyrical about the
“kind-to-skin, plant-based materials and premium cotton” that make up the nappy and wipes
range. Pampers also sponsored a Papa & Daddy Q&A with Daley and his partner. Over in the
US, the eco-friendly nappy range is being promoted by singing sensation John Legend.
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grow in the paper products market. For sustainability is becoming an increasingly
important issue across the board.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
nappies category. This is the only area where
both brands and own label are falling, with
value sales down 4.8% and 2.6% respectively.
Ian Morley, Northern Europe sales director
at Procter & Gamble, says that was down to
a continued decline in birth rate. Its marketleading Pampers brand fell £11.9m.
P&G is now looking to sustainable credentials to regain sales. It has launched a Pampers
Pure range in response to an “emerging consumer group interested in natural and more
environmentally-friendly products”.
“It’s crafted with organic cotton, no perfume, no chlorine bleaching and it’s produced with 100% renewable energy,” says
Morley.
Huggies, which suffered a devastating
42% blow to value, is taking a similar tack. It
plans t0 “completely eliminate plastic from its
baby wipe range in the UK over the next five
years, or sooner”, according to brand owner
Kimberly-Clark. “One of the most significant
movements at the moment is environmental
responsibility,” adds a spokeswoman.
That is proven by smaller operations such
as the eco-friendly Nappychat brand from
Mum & You, which came from nowhere to
hit £48,000 in retail sales. The brand sells
directly to consumers but has also scooped
listings on Ocado and Amazon.
Sustainability is a key selling point. The
nappies “have a reduced woodpulp core,
which contains no perfumes, dyes, lotion
or latex”, says Mum & You chief innovation
officer Catherine Stoop.
But it’s not the only attraction. Nappychat
takes its name from the illustrated characters
on its nappies, which are linked to stories and
poems on a Nappychat app. It’s an example
of “how we consider ‘just’ delivering on sustainability is not enough to win in the market”, adds Stoop.
Because even in this area, brands have stiff
competition from own label. Aldi’s Ashfield
says the discounter has seen “huge growth
in its toilet paper” after launching a trial of
paper packaging.
For Nielsen’s Czuder, innovation is key to
brands winning. Those lacking in this area
are being delisted by retailers in favour of
new products “which better align with current trends and consumer needs” he says.
So if there’s one thing paper products can’t
afford to do, it’s stand still.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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jams & spreads

Brands show
versatility to
drive sales
Rob Brown

S

preads and jams are showing off.
With volumes sales dipping into
the red for the first time in years,
brands are splashing out on marketing and promotional activities.
Take Rowse. It’s the spreads sector’s top
name and fastest grower, up 5% in value on
volumes up 5.1%. This has been achieved
through “continued and significant investment” claims the brand’s marketing manager, Catherine Allen.
She points to use of featured space promotions (sales on deal are up 12.8%) and a
£4m push “to celebrate the natural wonders
of honey”.
“Honey has the broadest versatility among
spreads, over-indexing in host foods chosen
for health benefits, such as porridge and
yoghurt” says Allen.
Like Rowse, peanut butter brands and
spreads’ second bestseller, Nutella, have
been trumpeting their adaptability to widen
usage. Whole Earth and Meridian, for example, are positioning their products for use as
dips and cooking ingredients.
And Nutella’s “versatility means there are
many different ways to enjoy it, making it the
ideal addition to multiple breakfast options
beyond toast” says Levi Boorer, customer
development director at the brand’s owner
Ferrero.

TOP 10 Spreads

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)
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Total volume change: –0.3%
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Rowse
Nutella
Marmite
Whole Earth
Sun-Pat
Meridian
Bovril
Princes
Heinz Sandwich Spread
Cadbury

Rowse Honey
Ferrero
Unilever
Wessanen
Hain Celestial
Meridian Foods
Unilever
Princes
Kraft Heinz Co
Mondelez

TOP 5 Jams & marmalades
Total volume change: –0.6%
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Bonne Maman
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Robertson’s
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Andros
Hain Celestial
Wilkin & Sons
Hain Celestial
Mackays

In jam, market leader Bonne Maman has
adopted similar tactics. Having launched
a range of breakfast compotes for use in
yoghurts in 2018, it kicked off digital activity
to push recipes ranging from mulled cider to
butter pudding. It’s up £1.1m (3.8%) on volumes up 2.6% – the only significant gains in
jam’s top 10.
The decline of bread (see p92) goes some
way to explain its activities. Yet bread is
bought by 97% of households, so still represents a huge slice of spreads’ use.
Boorer insists secondary sitings in the
bread aisle are crucial to Nutella, which
has seen value sales slip by 2.4% in the face
of growing competition from new rivals

139.9
49.0
29.0
16.2
8.1
7.6
7.2

–0.9
–0.3
1.1
–0.4
–1.0
–0.4
–0.1

–0.6
–0.5
3.8
–2.2
–10.9
–4.5
–1.1

including M&M’s, Galaxy and Gü Puds.
An image of toast covered in an unusually
dark nutty spread was how Unilever heralded
the launch of Marmite Peanut Butter in March
(see below). It went on to help Marmite drive
a 4.2% gain on volumes up 1.7%.
Meanwhile, peanut butter brands Whole
Earth and Meridian are down 6.1% and 0.8%
respectively. Bryan Martins, marketing director at Whole Earth owner Wessanen, says this
is, in part, because “shelf space is becoming
increasingly squeezed for all brands as the
category becomes more crowded”.
But he adds that Whole Earth sales picked
up in 2019’s later months thanks to “a largescale out-of-home campaign”.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Marmite Peanut Butter Unilever
Peanut butter fans have long been mixing their favourite spread with the
UK’s bestselling yeast extract. (Consensus is that the result tastes similar
to dry roasted peanuts.) So, it might be surprising that Marmite took so
long to cash in, given the brand had been struggling for a number of years.
Not anymore. It has seen sales grow 4.2% on volumes up 1.7%, thanks in
part to this launch, which comprises 90% crunchy peanut butter, 10%
yeast extract and no palm oil or added sugar.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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meat-free

Mainstream
meat-free
makes gains
Kevin White

T

here’s no stopping the plant-based
boom. Buoyed by a series of highprofile calls for meat reduction
and a glut of NPD, the category
has become very much “a movement not a
trend”, vegan entrepreneur Heather Mills told
The Grocer in November.
That much is showing in the numbers. The
meat-free category is now worth £404.9m, following a 18% jump in value and 13.6% rise
in volumes.
All areas of the category are making
gains. In the case of own label, sales rose an
impressive 22.3% to £70.1m as retailers made
a renewed push to appeal to meat-dodging
consumers.
Tesco continued its plant-based onslaught
with extensions to its Wicked Kitchen range,
followed by the launch in September of
“affordable” plant-based lineup Plant Chef.
There were also new lines from the likes of
Waitrose, Asda, Morrisons and Aldi – the latter of which launched its I Am Vegan brand
in July, before relaunching and expanding it
as Plant Menu in December.
Meanwhile, Iceland is continuing to reap
the rewards of its exclusive No Bull brand,
now worth £3.1m in its own right.
But the biggest numbers in the market came
from brands. Over the past year, the value of
branded lines has shot up 17.2% to £334.9m.

TOP 15 Meat-free
Total volume change: 13.6%
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Quorn
Linda McCartney’s
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Vivera
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Monde Nissin
Hain Celestial
Monde Nissin
Vivera
The Tofoo Co
Bol Foods
Fry’s
Gilberts
Handy Food Inn
Primel Gastronomies
Life Food
Goodlife Foods
Turtle Island
Heck Foods
Food for Progress

And the established players were the driving
force behind that £49.1m increase. Quorn, for
example, made the highest absolute value
gain – £8.9m. That was down to a continued
focus on innovation.
Perhaps most high-profile launch for the
brand was Greggs’ new vegan sausage roll –
made with a Quorn filling – which hit stores
in January. The product helped to “reinforce
the mainstream positioning of Quorn and
introduce new consumers to the category, in
or out of the home” says Quorn MD Alex Glen.
That was just the start of the brand’s NPD
drive. In April, it added a range of seafood
alternatives that made it “the UK’s only meatfree supplier providing meat-free alternatives
for the UK’s top five family meal occasions,
including fish & chips” says Glen.
Just one month later, Quorn made a move
into ambient with the launch of grain-based
snack pots containing shelf-stable meat alternatives. And in August, the meat-free giant

404.9
70.1
182.0
50.4
27.5
12.1
8.5
6.3
5.6
5.2
4.2
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.1
2.1
1.7

61.9
12.8
8.9
5.3
–1.2
8.2
3.3
1.6
3.8
0.1
2.2
2.1
0.2
0.0
1.3
1.5
0.6

18.0
22.3
5.1
11.7
–4.1
212.8
63.3
33.3
211.2
1.4
109.3
220.2
6.9
1.9
160.8
229.8
58.8

unveiled its first-ever branded sandwich and
wrap range with Adelie.
Rival brand Linda McCartney’s has similarly made gains by focusing on new products. Its sales rose 11.7% to £50.4m on the
back of NPD including pea protein sausages,
a vegan southern-style chicken alternative,
vegan fishcakes and, most recently, a range
of Christmas-themed products including a
vegetarian roast.
Meanwhile, Vivera saw sales leap £8.2m to
become the fourth-largest brand on this list.
That was boosted by a revamp of its packaging and listings across the big four. The diversity of Vivera’s range means shoppers “have
the opportunity to keep coming back for more
great taste and texture for their meat alternatives” says CEO Willem van Weede.
In this booming market, losses are few
and far between. The only brand in the top
20 to suffer a fall in sales was Quorn’s sister
brand Cauldron. It is down 4.1% to £27.5m

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Green Cuisine Birds Eye
Birds Eye hopes its pea protein-based Green Cuisine will tap the “mass
consumer appeal” of the plant-based category. The family-friendly
range, which landed in freezers in March, comprises Sausages, Swedish
Style Balls and Burgers – all promising lower levels of fat than their
meaty equivalents in Birds Eye’s stable. Early response from shoppers
has been promising. In its first six months, Green Cuisine’s sales in
grocery were a beefy £945,000.
150 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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meat-free

despite “investing significantly this year to
drive category growth”.
Increased competition was one likely factor. Tofu is a large part of the Cauldron business. And as Cauldron suffered a slump, The
Tofoo Co saw sales climb 63.3% to £8.5m.
The company claims it is now the UK’s largest seller of tofu, which it believes is an area
of “huge potential”.
While many brands are “focused on meat
replacements”, tofu could become a £100m
category in its own right, suggests Tofoo Co
co-founder & MD David Knibbs. “Annual UK
tofu penetration is still modest at only 4%,
with annual meat-free penetration at 24%,
so there is loads of room for natural growth,”
he adds. “We don’t copy meat because tofu
stands firmly on its own two feet.”
Similarly to The Tofoo Co, many of the
brands on this list are making gains without
going down the fake meat route. Take Heck,

“It’s vital to provide
meat-free options
that cater to
different diets”
which more than tripled its sales of its vegbased sausages this year, rising from 18th to
14th largest brand.
“So much investment has gone into fake
meats, but our plant-based offering has really
struck a chord and I can see vegan being
the majority of our business in five years,”
said Heck co-founder Jamie Keeble after
the launch of a vegan range into Holland &
Barrett freezers in October.
Bol Foods is taking a similar tack. Its
plant-based range, made without any meat

No, it’s not another instalment in the Twilight saga. Vampires were the theme of Birds Eye’s
Green Cuisine ad this summer. The TV spot saw the attendees of ‘Vampcon’ – a vampire
get-together with stalls and music – queue up for a ‘meaty burger’. Except, as the surprisingly
relaxed human server explained, “they’re meat-free actually”. Cue polite consternation from
the vampires, who ended up becoming surprise converts.
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alternatives, shot up 33.3% in value after
the launch of its chilled dinner box range in
January. And Strong Roots has doubled sales
of its veg-based frozen fare.
Still, there seems to be plenty of appetite
for substitute burgers, sausages and mince.
High-profile newcomers The Meatless Farm
Co and Beyond Meat flew straight into the
top 20 brands this year, racking up £1.7m and
£1.6m respectively in less than a year.
That rate of growth shows no sign of slowing. The Meatless Farm Co launched into
Sainsbury’s in 2018, and is now also available
in Morrisons, Whole Foods Market and foodservice operators such as JD Wetherspoon,
while expanding into the US market.
Meanwhile, Beyond Meat looks set to enjoy
a further boost after the UK launch of the
Beyond Sausage in September. The US brand
also trademarked the term Beyond Mince in
November and is building a factory in the
Netherlands – its first in Europe.
The Vegetarian Butcher is another meat
alternative brand making its mark. Sales
more than tripled to £981,000 after its acquisition by Unilever last autumn. In November,
the brand landed a supply deal with Burger
King in Europe.
Unilever has big plans to develop The
Vegetarian Butcher in the UK, according to
VP for marketing in foods & tea Hazel Detsiny.
The goal is for meat fans to “realise they don’t
have to miss out on anything if they take animal meat out of their diet” she explains.
It’s a message that’s being echoed by the
growing number of meat brands entering
plant-based. Kerry Foods, which launched
its Naked Glory meat alternative brand and
a meat-free Richmond variant in September,
says it’s well placed to succeed in the market.
“It’s vital for retailers to provide meat-free
options that cater to shoppers following different diets,” says Kerry Foods marketing
director Dawn Spencer. “We have a deep
understanding of the meat industry, and this
puts us in the best position to create a range
that effectively mimics the taste of meat.”
Similarly, Birds Eye landed a Top Launch
accolade this year (see p150) with the Green
Cuisine meat alternative range – which has
picked up sales of just under £1m since its
launch in March. It looked to boost that with
the launch of a big-budget, vampire-themed
campaign in July (see left).
Yes, the vampire trend is a little last season.
But if there’s one thing these numbers show,
it’s that the vogue for plant-based shows no
sign of falling out of fashion.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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oils

Brits lap up
olive oil as
prices plunge
Emma Weinbren

A

Mediterranean diet need no longer
come at a premium. Thanks to a
bumper crop in Spain, olive oil
prices have plummeted. And
price-savvy consumers are lapping up
cheaper bottles in their droves.
Just look at market leader Filippo Berio.
Over the past year, its average price has fallen
9.3% to £3.66 per unit. That makes it just £1.50
more expensive per bottle than Crisp’n Dry,
down from a gap of £2 last year.
Granted, it’s a somewhat crude measure.
Average price is per unit, which can include a
range of different bottle sizes. But it suggests
the way the market is going.
Walter Zanre, MD of Filippo Berio UK, says
the decrease in olive oil prices was largely
down to a “very good crop” in Spain. “We’ve
now got ourselves into a situation in which
there’s more than enough supply and that
pushes oil prices down.”
That could have resulted in a loss in value
for brands. Instead, the opposite has happened. Filippo Berio is up £5.2m, thanks
to a massive 32.5% increase in volume.
Meanwhile, Napolina gained £700k. That
may not seem immediately impressive but
it was against the largest price drop in the
market of 13.3%. Volumes were up 18.5%, or
an extra 1.3 million units.
It’s a far cry from last year, when brands

TOP 15 Oils
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Salov
Princes
KTC Edibles
Edible Oils
Dairy Crest
Edible Oils
Farchioni
Edible Oils
Edible Oils
Acesur
Associated Oils
Booker Belmont
Farrington Oils
Lucy Bee
Old Fashioned Foods

were suffering at the hands of a growing ownlabel market. This year, brands are up £1.3m,
while own-label has slumped £7m.
Falling prices have been instrumental in bringing consumers back to brands,
says Zanre. “We’ve come out of a period of
high commodity pricing, when we had to
reduce promotional activity,” he says. “What
we’ve been able to do this year is go back to
promoting.”
It’s not just price, either. Brands have
also been able to invest in communicating
their quality credentials. Filippo Berio has
launched one of its “largest marketing campaigns of the past decade”, including TV ads
and social media activity.
Napolina has invested in its “biggest ever
above-the-line campaign”, plus a packaging revamp that rolled out in September. The
fresh look features “a new refined logo, more
modern typography and vibrant imagery
showcasing the quality of ingredients” says
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Napolina commercial director Neil Brownbill.
It’s great news for olive oil. For other oils,
not so much. Crisp’n Dry, for example, has
sold 3.6% fewer units. KTC – whose portfolio includes vegetable, sunflower and olive
oils – is similarly down 3.7% in volume. Fry
Light is down a whopping 14.5%.
Still, olive oil may not steal all the headlines for long. Rapeseed oil is growing in popularity, which Crisp’n Dry is capitalising on
with its ‘100% rapeseed oil’ tagline.
Plus, new brand Yelo is determined to make
its refined, pressed rapeseed oil (which it
claims is a UK first) a direct competitor to
olive oil. “Rapeseed oil is typically either
mass-produced – which uses a solvent process – or cold-pressed and artisan,” says CEO
Kevin Ball. Yelo has higher volumes than
cold-pressed but uses no solvents. “What
we’re trying to do is look at that middle shelf.”
Could we soon see refined rapeseed oil for
the masses?

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Filippo Berio mini bottle Salov
At first glance, this launch doesn’t look anything out of the ordinary. But
size matters. This 100ml pack of extra virgin olive oil hopes to attract
the 11 million households that don’t currently buy into the category,
says Filippo Berio. At £1.29, it’s priced to encourage trial. Plus, the brand
argues, the petite format works “for picnics, for travelling, for smaller
households” or even for olive oil “emergencies”. Given most bottles on the
market contain at least 250ml, this certainly wins on convenience.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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cosmetics

Market dives
but cheaper
brands soar
Ellis Hawthorne

C

osmetics isn’t a pretty sight in
grocery right now. The category
is down a whopping £51m in value
as price-savvy consumers ditch
the premium classics for a new generation
of cheaper brands available outside of traditional grocery channels.
Almost every area of cosmetics is in
decline. There’s some growth in concealer,
eyebrow and lipgloss, but that’s not enough
to stem huge losses created by slow sales in
foundation, mascara and lip colour – the biggest parts of the market.
“Top cosmetics brands are declining in all
major sectors. They’re mainly suffering from
distribution cuts and worsening rates of sale
across the market,” says Nielsen senior client manager Eva Somosvari. “Online sales
are also greatly shaping the traditional bricks
and mortar market.”
Long-standing brands are no longer the hot
tickets they once were, as online influencers
tout the latest NPD promising professional
quality on a budget. But mults have insisted
on largely sticking with the old guard – and
so were forced this year to witness the top
10 brands shed £41.6m between them, with
leader Rimmel losing £11.2m alone.
Amid this ugliness is one beauty spot.
Revolution in the number five slot has grown
its core range by £6.6m, despite being listed
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Maybelline
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Max Factor
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Sensationail
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Coty
Garnier
L’Oréal
Coty
Revolution Beauty
Collection
Coty
Revlon
Barry M Cosmetics
L’Oréal
Makeup Academy
Coty
Sleek
JA Cosmetics
Cosnova
Revolution Beauty
Gosh Cosmetics
Nailene
PDC Brands
Vichy UK

in only Superdrug and Boots. And its larger
portfolio – which includes the I Heart and
Freedom sub-brands – has shifted more units
than Max Factor.
“The majority of the growth in cosmetics is
driven by Revolution,” says Somosvari, who
points to the brand’s “ability to build distribution, super-fast innovation and reaction
times, a very wide portfolio, and an affordable price point”.
With an average unit price of £5.06,
Revolution specialises in diverse lineups
of shades, collaborations with influencers,
and trendy limited-edition collections. It
launched buckets of quirky NPD this year
– from cannabis-infused mascara to an eyeshadow palette inspired by dogs.
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Revolution was created five years ago “out
of a vision for a better beauty company, a
new normal” says founder Adam Minto. “We
believe everyone should have access to quality make-up if they want to.”
The pressure is now on the very biggest
players. No wonder Coty, owner of Rimmel,
Max Factor and Bourjois, has forked out
$600m (£467m) for a majority stake in social
media mogul Kylie Jenner’s beauty business.
So far, Kylie Cosmetics and Kylie Skin have
been predominantly online-only, shipping
from the US. As of yet, there’s no sign of them
making a big play for the UK high street.
If that changes, the 270 million followers of
Jenner’s Instagram account will doubtless be
the first to know.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Conceal & Define Foundation Revolution
Revolution Beauty’s Conceal & Define Concealer took off with beauty
bloggers faster than you could say “makeup tutorial”. The bargain (£4)
product gained such popularity that one sold every five seconds. After
much begging from fans on social media, Revolution launched the followup. Priced at £9, Conceal & Define Foundation comes in an inclusive,
50-strong range of shades. Beauty-centric YouTubers have testified to its
lightweight feel, on-trend semi-matte formula, and airbrush finish.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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personal care: grooming

Brits scrub
up in new
channels

Total volume change: –5.6%

Lyndsey Cambridge

TOP 3 Female skincare

O

n the face of it, you’d be forgiven
for thinking Brits are getting
smellier. The personal grooming category has fallen a total of
£34.9m in grocery across soaps, shower products and deodorant. Volumes are also down
across all those sectors – by as much as 7.4%,
in the case of liquid soap.
But it’s not that shoppers are cleaning
themselves less. They’re simply choosing to
buy their grooming products outside traditional grocery channels.
“Bargain stores and discounters are stealing spend away from conventional grocery
retail,” says Nielsen senior analyst Ben
Hanson. “This is impacting retailer promotional strategies, which means a more challenging environment for brands to exist in.”
Female skincare is the only sector in the
black – edging up 0.3%. Nevertheless, the top
three brands are in the red. Simple, L’Oréal
and Olay have lost £6.4m between them, in
part due to a fall in average prices.
Unilever VP for beauty & personal care
Chris Barron believes the trend for posh natural products – driven by people pursuing
healthier, more sustainable lifestyles – will
help return value. “These products have now
become more mainstream, with sales growing at 9%. We want to make natural the new
normal,” he says.
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TOP 3 Bar soap
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£m change (£m) change (%)

TOP 3 Liquid soap
Total volume change: –7.4%
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–1.2
–1.9
–0.1

£m change (£m) change (%)

TOP 3 Shower products
Total volume change: –3.2%
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Unilever
PZ Cussons
Unilever

58.3
3.9
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7.2
5.0

–1.6
0.2
–0.8
–1.0
–0.4

–2.6
5.4
–3.4
–12.0
–7.9

TOP LAUNCH 2019

BeCo shampoo bar Clarity & Co
BeCo is the posh soap brand from social enterprise Clarity & Co, where
80% of employees are visually impaired, disabled or disadvantaged. In
June, it joined the plastic-free trend with its first shampoo bar. Packed
in sustainably sourced cardboard, it’s made with argan oil (a common
cosmetics ingredient). The 90g shampoo bar comes in a Honey Blossom
variant, and is biodegradable, vegan, cruelty-free and hypoallergenic.
Priced at £3.75, it’s the first product of its kind to be listed by Waitrose.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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personal care: male grooming

Moisturising
hits the male
mainstream

Total volume change: 0.8%

Daniel Selwood

TOP 5 Razors & blades

I

t’s no longer considered ‘girlie’ to
use moisturisers and face treatments,” says Stephen Shortt, CEO
of posh grooming brand Hawkins
& Brimble. “We are being asked by all the
major UK retailers for more skincare for men.
This is because men are really taking more
interest in their skin, especially facial care.”
Which explains the bountiful 2019 for
H&B’s eighth-placed skincare products.
They more than doubled their value in grocery (albeit from a small base) – as the overall male skincare market registered its first
volume rise for at least seven years.
Granted, skincare is still down £200k in
value. But compared to other areas of the market – shaving shed £9.7m amid the popularity
of stubble – that’s not too shabby. And certain
brands are seeing stellar growth.
Man Cave, for instance, cemented its place
in the top 10 with a 46.9% value rise and 45.9%
volume growth. CEO Alex Grogan notes that
“the concept of cleansing and moisturising
each morning and evening is a lot more commonplace than it was even five years ago”.
One driver is men “becoming increasingly
aware of the environmental factors that can
have a real impact on their skin, such as sun
damage” he adds. That’s led to them seeking out moisturiser with added sunscreen –
a long-standing trend in women’s skincare.

TOP3 Men’s skincare
1
2
3

2 L’Oréal Men Expert
1 Nivea Men
3 Bulldog

Total volume change: –3.7%
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P&G
Wilkinson Sword
Philips
Bix
Super-Max

TOP 5 Men’s shaving preparations
Total volume change: –11.2%

57.3
1.7
20.7
19.8
10.4

TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

P&G
Beiersdorf
King of Shaves
Wilkinson Sword
Colgate

Another trend from the female market is
Korean-style sheet masks, which hit the male
mainstream this year thanks to launches from
L’Oréal and Bulldog. In fact, L’Oréal (up 1.3%
in value) “has been the standout performer in
male grooming this year” says Nielsen analyst Ben Hanson. This was partly due to the
launch of its Men Expert Pure Charcoal range,
which includes a sheet mask among its four
lines (see Top Launch, below).
Meanwhile, Bulldog (up 4.1% in value)
remains a strong performer by “providing a

220.4
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8.3
6.5
0.3
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–0.4
–9.8
–1.3
0.0
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0.0
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27.4
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3.2
0.7
0.7

–3.4
–0.5
–0.9
–0.3
–0.1
–0.2

–6.3
–1.8
–8.3
–9.5
–16.6
–19.3

strong message to consumers on the value
of skincare for men” Hanson adds.
Still, that value message has a limit. It’s
proving hard work getting guys to pay a premium. Volumes are up but value is down
due to falling average pack prices. These
are to appeal to capricious shoppers,” says
Grogan. “Brands are being forced into competing with the lower prices in the market to
ensure they stand out and ultimately have
their share of those consumers shopping
around for the best value deals.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Men Expert Pure Charcoal L’Oréal
The personal care market is awash with activated charcoal. It’s widely
believed to detoxify skin by drawing out bacteria, dirt and toxins. All
skin types can benefit from charcoal, suppliers insist. So, it’s no wonder
beauty behemoth L’Oréal added Pure Charcoal this year to its categoryleading Men Expert brand (up 1.3% in value and 7.9% in volume). The
range comprises a Purifying Daily Face Wash, Anti-Blackhead Daily
Face Scrub, Purifying Tissue Mask and Purifying Clay Mask.
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personal care: haircare

Brands lead
with niche &
trendy NPD

TOP 5 Shampoo
Total volume change: –4.4%
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Head & Shoulders
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Herbal Essences
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Lyndsey Cambridge

I

s the UK in the grip of a dandruff
epidemic? One might think so
given the triumphant year of leading shampoo Head & Shoulders.
The medicated brand bucked the wider
downward trend in haircare, with its value
rising by 6.3% and volumes up 3.8%.
While flaky scalps played their part in
Head & Shoulders’ 2019 windfall (alongside
the brand’s ongoing TV ad push fronted by
Strictly Come Dancing’s Claudia Winkleman),
hip NPD doubtlessly helped drive growth too.
Its Ultra Deep Cleansing Charcoal and
Supreme Colour Protect shampoos tap
demand for “products which are targeted to
very specific needs” says Nielsen client manager Nikoleta Andrianakou, citing the rise of
blue and purple shampoos that prevent lightened hair from becoming dingy.
Growing demand for such niche products
has mostly benefited haircare’s smaller and
newer players, she says. “These brands are
becoming more appealing to consumers
because they can satisfy different, more specific needs, and are addressing new trends.”
Across the mults, “there is a greater number of smaller brands, and they receive distribution support from retailers as they help
to bring new shoppers into store”, she adds.
Not that big players aren’t trying to cash in,
as they seek to recoup the £10.3m lost across

TOP 5 Conditioners
Total volume change: –3.7%
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TOP 5 Hair styling
Total volume change: –5.0%
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Unilever
L’Oréal
Coty
Henkel
Unilever

the whole category. In January, Tresemmé
added Colour Shineplex – a sulphate-free
range promising to keep hair colour vibrant
for up to 12 weeks.
“We know 50% of UK women have coloured
hair, and keeping it as vibrant and shiny as
it was when they left the salon is a real challenge,” says Chris Barron, VP for beauty &
personal care at brand owner Unilever.
But even with this innovation, Tresemmé

213.8
9.8
36.0
31.3
22.8
20.2
18.1

–9.3
–0.2
–2.8
–0.9
–1.6
0.3
–0.1

–4.2
–1.8
–7.2
–2.7
–6.7
1.4
–0.7

has lost £4.9m across haircare’s three sectors
as the fight for shelf space becomes increasingly vicious and shoppers turn to alternative
channels for haircare.
Still, brands have to try. “Those that don’t
follow the trends of the market or have no
successful NPD are struggling through less
support and because they’re declining in relevance,” says Nielsen’s Andrianakou.
A hair-raising warning indeed.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Garnier Hair Food L’Oréal
They look almost good enough to eat: four leave-in hair treatments
containing the likes of coconut, macadamia, papaya and banana.
Garnier Ultimate Blends Hair Food is “the new way to nourish hangry
hair”, claims L’Oréal. The range – which its maker calls “masks” – has
variants to nourish normal, damaged, dry and frizzy & unruly hair. In
2019, Hair Food “reached almost £3m value sales and is becoming more
and more popular” says Nielsen’s Nikoleta Andrianakou. Delicious!
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personal care: oral care

Oral care gets
scientific in
the supers

TOP 5 Toothpaste
Total volume change: 3.2%
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Ellis Hawthorne

B

rits are brushing aside supermarkets when it comes to everyday
oral care. The category lost a total
of £21.3m this year across its three
main sectors as consumers took their business elsewhere.
“We saw a large shift of shoppers going
out of the grocery channel and into value
retail and bargain stores to buy their oral care
products,” says Nielsen senior client manager Federico Borzone. However, he adds that
“successful brands have managed to protect
distribution in the grocery channel by playing in different sub-sectors”. That means
offering fancier products with additional benefits and higher price points.
“Shoppers are getting more conditionaware and are choosing more specialist
pastes,” says Jo Cooper, grocery sales director at GSK, owner of brands including Colgate,
Corsodyl and Sensodyne. “They’re spending
more because they want specialist products
to look after their teeth. We’re seeing growth
trends on toothpaste, medicated wash and
whitening products.”
“Innovation is a great driver of this category,” adds Cooper. “Expect to see more
products with scientific claims, products that
repair your teeth, treat your gums or remineralise your enamel.”
This appetite for fancier innovation has

TOP 5 Toothbrushes
Total volume change: –5.1%
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TOP 5 Mouthwash
Total volume change: –1.3%
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made medicated toothpaste a hot area.
Perhaps the most notable launch was
Corsodyl Complete Protection, which debuted
in January promising to “prevent bleeding
gums, reduce inflammation and improve the
seal between gums and teeth”. That was followed by the summer launch of Oral-B Gum
Purify, which offers “significantly more protection against plaque and gum health issues
than other fluorides”.

158.3
7.6
68.4
32.5
28.3
3.6
2.8

–3.6
0.3
0.8
–0.7
0.1
–0.8
–0.6

–2.2
4.7
1.2
–2.1
0.3
–18.3
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Oral care products with medical claims
aren’t the only ones capturing consumer
attention. Natural options such as Oral-B 3D
White Whitening Therapy with Coconut Oil
from P&G (see Top Launch, below) are trendy
and getting trendier.
“Natural products are on the rise,” says
P&G Northern Europe sales director Ian
Morley. “Around 40% of UK consumers want
natural oral care products.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Oral-B with coconut oil P&G
First, ‘coconut oil pulling’ swept the nation via social media. The natural
teeth whitening solution, seen as an eco-friendly way to avoid harsh
chemicals and their heft y price tags, was swilled around mouths across
Instagram. But the process was often messy and unpleasant. Enter
Oral-B 3D White Whitening Therapy with Coconut Oil. It promises all the
natural impurity-pulling benefits of coconut oil in an easy-to-use
toothpaste format. Which is definitely something to smile about.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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personal care: over the counter

Painkillers
drive growth
in OTC sales

Total volume change: 2.7%

Rob Brown

TOP 3 Allergy remedies

B

rits are a sickly bunch. They
splashed out an extra £30.7m on
four million more packs of over
the counter remedies in 2019.
That’s an impressive result given the boom
in sales a year ago, when the extreme weather
of winter 2017/18 led to record numbers of
runny noses.
Painkillers (up £26.9m) are driving the bulk
of growth this time around – rather than cold
& flu remedies (down £2m) – yet leading analgesic Nurofen hasn’t seen much of that action.
It’s up 0.5% in value on volumes down 2.7%.
The brand “hasn’t capitalised on the positive trends in adult oral analgesics for two
reasons” says Nielsen analyst Ciaran Meyer.
“That’s the complete delisting of the Joint
& Back line last year, as well as some important distribution losses for its Express lines.”
It’s better news for number two and three
painkilling players Solpadeine and Panadol,
which benefited from growing distribution
and increased rate of sale, up £5.3m (12.1%)
and £2.2m (9.9%) respectively.
Meanwhile, high-strength brands Cuprofen
and Paramol are up £900k (21.4%) and £800k
(11.6%). “Both might be benefiting from the
search for stronger painkillers,” Meyer says.
Heartburn remedies are the next biggest
contributor to OTC growth, with sales up
£8.4m (5.3%) and volumes 2.6% higher.

TOP 3 Adult oral analgesics
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1 Nurofen
2 Solpadeine
4 Panadol
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TOP 3 Paediatric analgesics
Total volume change: –4.7%
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TOP 3 Indigestion remedies
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TOP LAUNCH 2019

Nurofen 200mg Medicated Plaster RB
This Nurofen innovation is the first clinically proven 24-hour pain relief
patch to hit the UK, claims Reckitt Benckiser. It says bodily aches and
twinges are the most commonly experienced types of pain in Britain, yet
nearly half of sufferers choose not to treat them. Of those who do, nearly
a fifth are not satisfied with the result. The Nurofen 200mg Medicated
Plaster has been launched in the hope of changing that. Flexible and less
than 1mm thick, it delivers liquid ibuprofen through its adhesive.
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personal care: sex care

Condom sales
slow but lube
is on the up

TOP 3 Condoms
Total volume change: –2.2%
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Rob Brown

W

e’ve all seen the headlines about
millennials shunning sex in
favour of box sets. That may be an
exaggeration, but there is undeniably a slump in the UK birth rate (as felt by the
babyfood market, p83). And these numbers
suggest the falling birth rate isn’t just down
to using protection.
Condom value sales in the supermarkets
have fallen 1.7% to £53.4m, with 156k fewer
packs sold overall.
That means brands are having to think creatively to gain sales. See number two condom
brand Skyn, which relies on high street chemists such as Boots and Superdrug for much of
its sales. It’s up 5.8% to £4.4m, partly as the
result of canny marketing, such as a Chrome
browser plug-in that blocks Facebook pictures of friends’ babies. Skyn’s volumes are
down 12%, though, as a result of the brand
pushing its larger packs.
Meanwhile, the dominant force in sex care
that is Durex is having its considerable market share nibbled away. Its condoms are down
2.1% in value to £45m, while volumes are
stagnant (leading to a 1.9% decrease in average pack price).
“Durex’s value share now sits at 84%,
down from 85% last year, with growth being
shared among various challenger brands,”
says Nielsen senior client analytics executive

TOP 3 Lubes
Total volume change: 0.0%
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Johnson & Johnson
BBI Healthcare
Church & Dwight
Wolff

Luke Sisley, who points to the growth of Mates
(up 16.4% to £1.3m).
Still, there is some positive news for Durex
in lubes. “As with condoms, Durex is the presiding brand within lube, and has seen value
growth despite a small share decline, from
50% to 49% of branded value,” says Sisley.
Indeed, lube has generally been a better
story for brands. While volumes are flat, that’s
been dampened by own-label lines. Branded
lubes have grown in volume by 1.3%, with
value up 4.5%.
Sisley says “significant growth has been
seen in brands oriented towards relief, rather
than recreation”.
For proof, see the strong growth in the fifth
and sixth bestsellers, Vagisan and Vagisil,
up 31.9% to £1.6m and 17.7% to £710k respectively. Further down the list, wider consumer
trends are being reflected. Plant-based lube
brand Yes OB is up in quadruple digits to

25.8
2.4
11.4
3.2
2.4
2.0
1.6

0.9
–0.1
0.1
0.2
0.0
–0.1
0.4

3.6
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1.1
6.2
–0.9
–6.2
31.9

£271k, for example.
“Successful challenger brands have offered
consumers new choices, including plantbased formulas,” says Sisley.
He believes this could shape the condom
category in coming years. Sisley points to
the launch of Durex Ultimate Latex-Free,
designed to attract vegan consumers. Despite
coming from rubber-producing trees and
plants, latex is not vegan because dairy protein casein is often used to soften it.
While latex-free condoms’ value share fell
from 15% to 11% in the past year, Sisley suggests Durex’s move is a strong signal in light
of the wider growth in veganism.
“As with other categories, we should expect
to see innovative brands continue to expand
their offering to capitalise on emerging
themes, such as free-from and lower environmental impact,” he adds.
So, perhaps the future of sex is green.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Condoms Cornerstone
Shoppers aren’t getting much sex care action in the supermarkets right
now. Just see the above numbers for proof. It’s a different story at online
shave club Cornerstone, which has been expanding its offer in the past
year. First came its Viagra alternative, Sildenafil. But it’s the condoms
we’re most interested in. At £10 for a pack of 10 and available in just one
variety (thin ultra-smooth), they’re priced competitively and provide an
alternative to the bewildering choice in the supers’ sex care fixtures.
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petcare

Pet parents
seek healthy
treat options
Daniel Selwood

D

ogs can’t read. But that hasn’t
stopped DTC brand Tails.com
producing a recipe book for pups.
Published in October, ‘The Happy
Dog Cookbook’ offers recipes for “healthy,
easy-to-make nutritious treats”.
For people not wanting to pull out pots
and pans for their pooches, petfood brands
are taking on the hard work. A growth in premium options has pushed the value of the
petcare market up £22.1m, despite the UK’s
number of pet owners remaining static. And
snacking has emerged as the latest focus.
“Treats are the fastest growing category in
the sector right now,” says Patrick Horton,
commercial director at Forthglade.
Fastest growing of all (in absolute value) is
Good Boy. It’s up £13.9m due to “combining
high-quality, tasty and enjoyable products
with options that are low in fat, grain-free and
high in protein” says Mike Love, marketing
manager at brand owner Armitage Pet Care.
The snacking market has “significant” potential, believes Lucy McCarthyChristofides, proposition & range head at
Tails.com (of which Nestlé is a majority stakeholder). “The average pet owner now spends
almost 50% of their food budget on treating, and demand is growing for high-quality
treats that strike the right balance between
taste and nutrition.”

TOP 20 Petcare
Total volume change: –0.3%
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Nestlé Purina
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This taps the trend of pet owners “seeking
to proactively manage their pets’ health and
wellbeing” says Helen Warren-Piper, general manager of Mars Petcare. The supplier
has seen volumes for its Dreamies treats for
cats dip 4.3% in the face of growing competition from trendier rivals – although increased
average price means value is down just 0.3%.
But pricier snack packs alone won’t be
enough to support the overall category in
the year ahead. Warren-Piper predicts that
“future category growth will come from premiumisation driven by pet owners willing to
increase spend on super-premium products,
natural and scientific offers”.
That’s evidenced by ongoing decline of
Mars’ mainstream Pedigree brand, down
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£7.3m. Meanwhile, posh petfood pioneer
Lily’s Kitchen continues to climb the rankings with an average price more than twice
that of any of petfood’s big five brands.
But there is one challenge that applies to all
brands regardless of their positioning. That
is a buoyant own-label market, up £19.9m.
“Premiumisation is curtailed by the growth
of private label, fuelled by a combination of
price through greater reductions, and an
increase in on-pack claims, apparently offering consumers similar benefits to branded
SKUs,” warns Liz Wood, Purina’s marketing
development organisation director.
“This has led to private label accounting
for one in every five pounds spent on petfood
in the UK.”

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Purr & Miaow Pooch & Mutt
In 2008, there was Pooch & Mutt, a healthy dogfood brand built via DTC.
Then this year came its cat counterpart, Purr & Miaow, offering wet and
dry meals with high meat content, no grain, and no artificial additives.
The wet lines are also sugar-free – which is “a new industry standard”
claims founder Guy Blaskey. Cats can’t taste health-threatening sugar,
but some brands add it “in the form of caramel, simply to make the gravy
look browner” he warns. “We believe pets deserve better.”
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Pouches help
crown rice
‘carbs king’
Rob Brown

J

ust over a third of our plates should
be occupied by starchy carbohydrates at mealtimes, according to
NHS guidelines. And in the battle
for that portion of Brits’ plates, rice, noodles
& pasta are winning the fight with the likes
of potatoes and bread.
Combined sales are up 2.4% to £718.2m on
3.7% higher volumes. That’s an extra 16 million packs sold, with volumes rising across
all three sectors. By far the biggest gains are
in rice, which added £13.1m in sales over the
past 12 months.
“Rice is enjoying its sixth year of consecutive growth, with 88% of households now
buying it regularly,” says Harry Dulai. He’s
the MD of Surya Foods, owner of the Laila
rice brand, which has achieved the fastest
rate of growth in the category, up 30.8% on
volumes up 34.4%.
“This has certainly been helped by the
healthy profile of rice and its gluten-free credentials which has seen it become the king of
the carbs,” he adds. “It is also a natural beneficiary of wholefood and vegan trends, which
continue to gain momentum.”
Convenience has also played a part. Readyto-heat rice pouches have been a key engine
of growth, particularly for brands, in recent
years. Now own label is making up for lost
time, growing at a rate of 6.4% on volumes

TOP 10 Pasta
Total volume change: 3.2%
1 1 Napolina
2 2 De Cecco
3 3 Barilla
4 7 Pasta Reggia
5 4 Marshalls
6 6 Garofalo
7 8 Rummo
8 9 Happy Shopper
9 10 Seeds Of Change
10 5 Buitoni
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Pasta Foods
Pasta Garofalo
Rummo
Booker Belmont
Mars
Nestlé

TOP 10 Rice
Total volume change: 4.3%
1 1 Uncle Ben’s
2 2 Tilda
3 3 Laila
4 4 Kohinoor
5 6 Veetee
6 7 Merchant Gourmet
7 5 Ainsley Harriott
8 13 Akash
9 10 Badshah
10 11 Salaam
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Mars
Tilda
Surya Rice
Kohinoor
Veetee
Leathams
Symington’s
Euro Food Brands
Veetee
Surya Rice

up 3.7%, thanks in part to a growing focus
on pouched lines.
“Own-label is growing at a good rate,
mainly due to ready-to-heat, but dry rice is
also having an impact,” says Anna Beheshti,
brand lead at Tilda (which has seen value dip
0.4% on volumes up 1.5% in the past year).
“The growth in ready-to-heat is coming
from most retailers with one or two exceptions. The factors driving this are increasing
range and space in store, as well as the lower
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price point versus brands in the category.”
It’s a similar story in noodles. Kraft Heinz
brand manager for Amoy Noodles (up 7.9%
in value on volumes up 5.2%) Anke von
Hanstein points to strong sales of its Straight
to Wok range, which includes Udon and
Thread Fine variants, as proof of growing
demand for authentic foods that can be prepared with minimum hassle.
Other factors are at play, of course, such
as growing adventurousness among

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Cup Noodles Premier Foods
Pot Noodle better watch out. Because Cup Noodles, the top instant noodle
brand in Japan, wants to slurp up some of its sales. And the omens are
good. UK consumers have shown a growing appetite for pricier pots of
noodles – and with an rsp of £1.75, Cup Noodles commands a significant
premium over its market-leading rival. The sector is also moving towards
more authentic flavours, meaning the likes of Sukiyaki Beef and Pork
Tonkotsu are bound to tick a lot of boxes.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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shoppers – 17% of whom “are actively
looking to try new and inventive Asian food”
according to von Hanstein. “The ongoing
increase in eating out has seen consumers
continue to be more engaged with what they
eat and also more interested in enjoying a
range of ethnic cuisines,” she says.
“Consumers returning from ethnic travel
hotspots, such as Thailand and Bali, where
street food dining is popular and noodlebased dishes feature on most menus, are driving this trend.”
In pasta, it’s value, not venturesomeness,
that’s a key driver of volume sales. With the
discounters continuing to steal market share,
the main mults are responding by pushing
their budget own-label lines, which retail for
as little as 20p for 500g.
As The Grocer reported last month, the
quality of some own label is such that it cannot be legally sold in Italy, despite being made
there. This, arguably, is an opportunity for

TOP 10 Noodles

SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

Total volume change: 4.9%
1 1 Amoy
2 2 Sharwood’s
3 3 Blue Dragon
4 4 Mama
5 5 Barenaked
6 7 Clearspring
7 6 Thai Taste
8 10 Seven Moons
9 8 Mekong
10 9 Orient

Kraft Heinz Co
Premier Foods
AB World Foods
Thai President
Barenaked Foods
Clearspring
Bespoke Foods
JK Foods
JK Foods
JK Foods

brands. “Pasta is an important component of
an authentic Italian meal and, as such, people are prepared to pay a premium over and
above own-label to ensure taste and quality is
not compromised,” says Neil Brownbill, commercial director at Napolina (up 0.5% value

Say goodbye to 17.5 tonnes of pointless plastic. It’s how much Napolina plans to remove from
the UK waste stream each year by switching the majority of its pasta to cardboard boxes. As
part of a major packaging overhaul, the Italian food brand began rollout in October of a
sustainable pack. Made from “fully coated folding boxboard”, its the result of around 12
months’ development by Napolina in partnership with its pasta supplier, Ferrara.
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on volumes up 2%).
“One of the key strengths of the Napolina
brand within pasta is the breadth of range
offered that appeal to the younger, millennial
demographic,” he adds. “Innovative ranges
such as 50%/50%, which delivers more fibre
than regular pasta, have been followed up
with new to market Organic Gluten Free
Vegetable pastas.”
So, brands in all sectors are having to fight
harder to win a place in shoppers’ baskets.
Rather than promoting more on price, Tilda
is doing this by spending more on pushing
added-value new products, such as recent
launches Peri Peri, Long Grain and Jasmine
pouches, as well as the Super Grains subbrand, says Beheshti.
Uncle Ben’s (down 1.1% in value and 1.4%
in volumes) has also been innovating to stave
off the advances of own-label. It has redesigned its packaging, expanded its pouched
range with Spicy Chilli and Smokey BBQ
lines, and launched One Pot Rice Kits – meal
kits containing rice, flavouring, herbs and
spices in a range of exotic flavours.
“We’re helping people create great tasting meals with minimal waste in three easy
steps,” says Ian Nundy, ready to heat marketing manager at Uncle Ben’s owner Mars
Foods.
Speaking of waste, ready-to-heat rice
pouches can’t be easily recycled. It’s a factor that could drive more people away from
the format – a situation suppliers are toiling
to avoid.
“We are working hard to get a recyclable
pouch on to the market as soon as we possibly can,” Mars consumer & markets insight
manager Liz Forristal told The Grocer in the
summer. “Consumers are weighing up the
convenience of pouches versus other factors.
They’re not yet voting with their feet.”
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Asian flavour
gives ready
meals a boost

TOP 5 Chilled ready meals
TOTAL CATEGORY
TOTAL OWN LABEL

Total volume change: –1.2%
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Charlie Bigham’s
McIntosh of Strathmore
Little Dish
Gressingham
WW
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Ian Quinn

A

mbient is fast becoming the new
fresh. At least, in the world of
ready meals. The value of the
chilled market – typically the star
player in ready meals – is down £33.6m due to
a drop in average prices. Frozen, meanwhile,
is down £2.6m as volumes slip.
By contrast, ambient ready meals are up
in both value and volume. The market has
amassed an extra £4.4m thanks to a wave of
packaging and flavour innovation.
Take market leader Pot Noodle, which
grew £1.8m. Perhaps its most notable innovation was the Asian Street Style sub-brand,
described as “the fancy newcomer”. Not only
is it healthier than a standard Pot Noodle – it
uses rice noodles to reduce the calorie load –
but it also plays into the growing demand for
Asian flavours.
“Demand for flavours from across the globe
is at an all-time high, and Asian dishes in
particular are experiencing year-on-year
growth,” says a Unilever spokeswoman.
She’s got a point. Unilever’s world-inspired
Prep Co brand has more than tripled in value
to be worth just under £1m. Meanwhile,
Asian-style brands were among the fastestgrowing in ambient ready meals, from Nissin
(up 57.1% to £8.4m) to Itsu (up 33% to £3.7m).
The former supplier built on that appetite in
June with the launch of Japanese brand Cup

TOP 5 Frozen ready meals
Total volume change: –1.3%
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Kershaws
Young’s
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TOP 5 Ambient ready meals
Total volume change: 0.9%
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Unilever
Premier Foods
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Noodles (see p169).
Still, it’s not all about world flavours.
Veggie NPD is flying, as evidenced by the
launch of Quorn’s ambient range (below).
It’s proving a similarly winning formula in
chilled. See Charlie Bigham’s, which has
bucked the sector’s decline with near 25%
value growth. CEO Patrick Cairns says its veggie range, launched last year, “continues to
attract new consumers into our brand”. It is
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also “building rate of sale on our core range
of classic dishes” and increasing distribution.
On the flip side of that coin, duck ready
meals brand Gressingham Foods has become
the fourth biggest in the fresh sector. The
massive 59% rise in sales comes after the
launch of its Bistro offer last year.
So it seems innovation pays off in ready
meals – whether that’s a fancy duck meal or
Asian instant noodles.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Quorn ambient range Monde Nissin
In June, meat-free giant Quorn moved beyond frozen and chilled with its
first-ever ambient range. The eight-strong selection includes Wonder
Grains snack pots in Thai Style, Mediterranean and Mexican Three
Bean, and bowl meals in Chilli Bean, Biriyani and Spiced Chickpea &
Lentil. Each variant boasts a shelf life of around 12 months, and features
freeze-dried pieces of Quorn’s vegetarian alternatives to chicken or
mince – as the brand aims to become a store cupboard staple.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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sauces: cooking

Brits turn to
east at cost of
Italian sauce
Ash O’Mahony

T

he cooking sauce is back. Brits
spent an extra £14.7m on the category this year, putting an end to
years of continuous decline. And
world flavours are to thank. “We’re seeing a
migration towards Indian and Far Eastern
sauce brands,” says Nielsen analyst Juliette
de Nettancourt.
Examples abound. Asian brands
Sharwood’s and Blue Dragon secured the
two highest absolute value gains of £4.9m
and £3.6m respectively. The Spice Tailor, Lee
Kum Kee and Geeta’s all boasted double-digit
percentage rises.
But as one area of the market rises, another
one falls. “Italian cooking sauces are losing
share as Asian sauces are growing,” says
Nielsen’s de Nettancourt.
The market leader serves as proof. Dolmio
shed £2.9m, the largest drop in the category.
Fellow Italian players Napolina and Filippo
Berio also lost sales. That shoppers are more
confident creating their own Italian dishes
from scratch than say, a Goan curry, must be
a factor here.
There is an exception to this rule, however. “Italian bolognese, lasagne and pasta
sauces as well as oven bakes have struggled,
but pestos are still performing strongly,”
explains Nettancourt. For proof, see the performance of Saclà. Sales of its range, which is

TOP 20 Sauces: cooking
Total volume change: 0.9%
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Dolmio
Old El Paso
Patak’s
Sharwood’s
Blue Dragon
Loyd Grossman
Saclà
Amoy
Homepride
Uncle Ben’s
Kikkoman
Santa Maria
Napolina
The Spice Tailor
Lee Kum Kee
Chicken Tonight
Seeds of Change
Thai Taste
Kingfisher
Geeta’s
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Mars
General Mills
ABF
Premier Foods
ABF
Premier Foods
Saclà
Kraft Heinz Co
Premier Foods
Mars
Kikkoman
Santa Maria
Princes Foods
The Spice Tailor
Princes Foods
Symington’s
Mars
Bespoke Foods
Lovering Foods
Geeta’s Foods

predominantly made up of pesto, are up 8.3%.
Still, cuisines aren’t the only battleground
in the cooking sauces arena. There is also a
growing fight between brands and own label.
Brands have gained £5.8m, but that’s entirely
down to average price rises. Volumes have
fallen 0.8%. Meanwhile, own label sauces
secured an extra £8.9m, driven by a 4.2%
increase in volume. That makes retail ranges
responsible for just over 60% of growth in
cooking sauces, despite being less than half
the size of the branded market.
The increase in cheaper own label offerings
means brands need to give shoppers a compelling reason to spend more. “It is vitally
important for brands to offer a clear point
of difference,” says Emma Eggleton, brand
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controller for Blue Dragon. “Shoppers are
looking for some excitement and something
new, and we’ve seen products offering unique
flavours and formats winning this year.”
Indeed, Nielsen reports premium branded
lines are growing. They are “swiping shoppers from mid-tier and value brands,” says
de Nettancourt. The trend is evidenced in the
likes of value brand Homepride, whose sales
plummeted 11.5% this year. Mid-tier brands
Old El Paso and Uncle Ben’s both suffered
value and volume declines.
So, it seems in the world of cooking sauces,
you need to be on one side of the fence: premium and exotic, or cheap and own label.
Otherwise, you’re likely to wind up left on
the shelf.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Rose Harissa Pesto WJFG
Belazu Ingredient Company’s Rose Harissa Pesto taps a trio of consumer
trends. It’s premium. It’s spicy. And it has world food credentials.
Launched in May, the Mediterranean-style sauce has a “distinct but
not overpowering” heat from a blend of Belazu’s signature rose harissa
paste, spices and sun-dried tomatoes. And it looks set for success, too:
earlier this year, it was named champion of champions at The Grocer New
Product Awards.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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sauces: table

Brands spice
it up with hot
flavour fare
Ash O’Mahony

B

rands are bringing the heat to
table sauces. Forget your standard ketchup and mayo – hot &
spicy has emerged as one of the
strongest areas of growth. “Four of the top 10
growing flavours in the category are spicy this
year,” says Nicholas Corlett, senior analytical
consultant at Nielsen.
That’s been good news for the likes of number seven sauce brand Nando’s, which has
enjoyed value growth of 2.9% on volumes up
5.6% . It added fuel to the fire in January with
its hottest sauce to date – the Peri-Peri Vusa
made with African bird’s eye and red chillies.
The brand has even helped heat up the condiments category, which has recovered from
a hefty volume loss to sell 3.7% more packs.
Nando’s isnt the only one firing things
up. The likes of Flying Goose’s Sriracha and
Encona’s Original Hot Pepper are also seeing encouraging growth (up 9.9% and 3.3%
in value respectively).
It’s a case of who dares wins in the sauces
market, says Hazel Detsiny, VP of marketing
at Unilever. “We’re seeing Brits move away
from traditional sauces such as brown sauce
and salad cream, in favour of more exotic
varieties, such as hot and sweet chilli sauces,
and flavoured mayonnaise.”
For Unilever, the latter has proven a particular source of activity. In June, it unveiled

TOP 10 Table sauces
Total volume change: –2.0%
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Heinz Tomato Ketchup
Hellmann’s Real Mayonnaise
HP Sauce
Hellmann’s Light Mayonnaise
Heinz Seriously Good Mayo
Heinz Salad Cream
Nando’s
Heinz TK 50% less sugar & salt
Colman’s Mustard
Lea & Perrins
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TOP 5 Condiments
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Unilever
All About Food
Ocean Spray
Unilever
Kraft Heinz Co

a premium Hellmann’s mayo range including truffle and aioli variants. For the reason behind that innovation, look no further
than performance of its standard mayo.
Hellmann’s Real Mayonnaise scraped just
£540k extra, while its light mayonnaise
fell £2.1m (although its worth noting that
Hellman’s Lighter than Light soared £2.8m).
Part of that lacklustre performance will
be down to the competition from Heinz
Seriously Good Mayonnaise. A combination
of above-the-line and in-store promotions
earned it an extra £4.4m, the highest absolute value gain across the sector.
But there is a wider issue at play. Standard
table sauces are struggling to get growth, as
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51.9
–3.1
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evidenced by the £2.2m fall in the overall
sauces market and 2% decline in volume. One
particular casualty is market leader Heinz
Tomato Ketchup, which took a £2.4m tumble despite the launch of a limited edition
‘Edchup’ bottle and a June TV ad starring Ed
Sheeran.
Still, it’s not all doom and gloom for
ketchup. Because even in this less innovative area, tweaks to the standard format are
paying off. The Heinz 50% less sugar and salt
ketchup amassed the second highest gain in
sauces, up £3.1m. And in July, Heinz unveiled
a lineup of Gourmet Ketchups.
Could they bring some much-needed fire to
the tomato sauce?

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Tomato Ketchup Rubies in the Rubble
Pear might not be the first ingredient that springs to mind when
considering tomato ketchup. But sustainable sauce brand Rubies in the
Rubble is hoping to change that with this product. Its anti-waste ketchup
launched in October with a ‘better for you and better for the planet’
tagline, inspired by its use of unwanted pears as a sweetener. As a result,
the 300g bottle contains 50% less refined sugar and three times the fruit
content of leading branded equivalents, says Rubies. Sweet!
174 | The Grocer | 14 December 2019
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savoury pastries & meat snacks

Brands win
big with bold
innovations
Rob Brown

T

here’s a puzzle in this year’s
savoury pastries numbers.
Eight of the top 10 brands are
up – Pukka, Welsh Pantry and
Pieminister by double digits – yet the overall
market has mustered only a meagre £723k
(0.1%) gain. Volumes have slipped 0.7%. So,
what’s going on?
There are two key factors at play. Sales of
own-label lines – particularly pork pies and
savoury pastries – are tanking. Own label
has lost £7.1m in the past year, almost completely wiping out combined branded growth
of £7.8m. As this figure suggests, brands are
generally performing well, as retailers reshuffle their impulse offerings to make room for a
new wave of innovative products. But those
that don’t get into this space are struggling.
Of the top 10 brands, only Addo Food
Group’s Wall’s and Pork Farms brands are
down, by £5.1m (14.7%) and £1.3m (10.9%)
respectively. Both have lost significant space
in impulse, explains brand manager Michael
Holton. “We’ve seen some big changes being
made to some of the most established distribution channels,” he says. “New and recognised players are expanding in this area.”
Market leader Ginsters – which underwent
a complete rebranding in 2018 followed by
a host of product launches – is one of those
expanding players. Ginsters MD Kieran

TOP 15 Savoury pastries
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Ginsters
Pukka
Higgidy
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Pieminister
Holland’s
Rowe’s
Seriously Tasty
Charlie Bigham’s
Wrights
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Samworth Brothers
Pukka Pies
Higgidy
Addo Food Group
Peter’s Food Service
Bells Food Group
The Welsh Pantry
Addo Food Group
Harris C&T
Pieminister
2 Sisters Food Group
WC Rowe
Peter’s Food Service
Charlie Bigham’s
Wrights Food Group

Hemsworth names distribution as a “key
driver of growth” for the brand. “Distribution
has increased by over 14% in the past two
years,” he explains. “That’s over 60k extra
distribution points.”
Crucially, that’s not just in front-of-store
impulse fixtures, where NPD such as Ginsters
premium Handcrafted range and Moroccan
Vegetable Pasty are winning space. In April,
the brand launched frozen four-packs of its
Original and Cheese & Onion Pasties to further capitalise on the take-home market.
“Through a focus on innovation we’re
bringing more relevant quality concepts to
the market,” adds Hemsworth. “We’re offering more choice, covering more need states
and taking the pasty into new occasions,
rather than just duplicating current offers.
We’re doing this in the savoury pastry aisle,
front of store and, more recently, in the frozen aisle.”
Still, Ginsters’ 1.5% gain is dwarfed by
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0.7
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0.1
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0.1
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1.5
17.2
1.1
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5.4
2.6
69.7
–10.9
4.3
18.1
16.6
1.2
24.8
–5.5
–2.3

that of the market’s new number two brand,
Pukka – up 17.2%. Again, a focus on innovation, marketing investment and a warming market for frozen pastries have helped
drive growth.
“We are witnessing a renaissance of traditional Britishness – especially when it comes
to food choices,” says Pukka category controller Sarah Reedman. “Research shows 88% of
consumers see pies as a quick and convenient food choice. With traditional mealtimes
becoming less rigid, pies are an easy-to-cook
and filling everyday meal option.”
This is borne out by the 69.7% growth
of value brand Welsh Pantry, which has
invested significantly in capacity to produce
branded and own-label pastries following its
2010 buyout by Indigo Food Group.
The brand has “moved from 10th to seventh
position, driven by distribution gains and
increased volume sold on deal” says Nielsen
senior client manager Scott Rowley. That

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Ginsters Quorn Pasty Samworth Bros
Sales of meat alternative Quorn are up by more than £50m (see p150),
making it one of the fastest growing brands in this report. So, launching
a vegan-friendly pasty filled with the stuff makes sense for Ginsters,
which has achieved far more meagre growth of £1.5m (1.5%). Of course,
the snack’s appeal goes further than vegans. Ginsters says 62% of the
UK population is looking to cut consumption of meat, so it’s paramount
savoury pastry players offer more meat-free products.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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the 500g Welsh Pantry Corned Beef Pie currently fetches £2.30 in Sainsbury’s – versus
£3 for comparable own-label lines – helps
illustrate the ongoing battle between brands
and own label.
Competition is hotting up at the premium
end of the market, too. Third-place Higgidy
and 10th-place Pieminister have taken their
rivalry up a notch with steady streams of
innovation. “We’ve been growing aggressively, continuing to bring new customers to
the pie aisle for the first time,” says Tristan
Hogg, co-founder and MD of Pieminister,
which has had the sector’s fourth greatest
gain of 2019 in absolute terms of £1.4m.
“Our most traditional pies are consistent
bestsellers,” adds Hogg. “It’s also interesting to see pies such as Kevin (a plant-based
pie) creeping up the bestselling lists, winning
over consumers who’d until now reached for
a meat pie.”
The rise of plant-based pastries is evident across the sector. Hogg says some of
Pieminister’s meat-free products, which
include two vegan grab-and-go patties
launched in July, now outsell some meaty
offers. The brand’s veggie and vegan pastries

TOP 15 Meat snacks
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Peperami
Fridge Raiders
Kings
Taste Inc
Jack Link’s
Wild West
Cruga
Ember
Dieter Hein
The Curators
Krave
Delicatessen Fine Eating
Fratelli Beretta
Itsu
Unearthed

Jack Link’s
Kerry Foods
New World Foods
CP Foods
Jack Link’s
New World Foods
New World Foods
Ember Snacks
Dieter Hein
Curators of Flavour
New World Foods
House of Westphalia
Fratelli Beretta
Metcalfe’s Food Co
Winterbotham Darby

have shot up 29% in the past year alone.
Higgidy tells a similar story. Meat-free lines
have “played an important role for the brand
for many years, with 64% of sales being vegetarian”, says its category manager Philippa
King. On that basis, the brand has even

Meet the Peperami gang. In July, the soaring meat snack brand (it’s worth an extra £9.9m this
year) brought together all three of its Animal characters for the first time. Animated ad ‘We
Are Animal’ was a parody of “excessively earnest sports ads and cult films”. Highlighting
Peperami’s expansion into beef and chicken options, it showed the original Pork character
leaping across rooftops, Chicken dancing Footloose-style, and Beef lifting weights.
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57.2
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gone meat-free for Christmas. “Rather than
relaunching our classic Christmassy Turkey
& Stuffing Pie, we’ve released our Very Merry
Parsnip Pie. We will also be launching our
first vegan roll recipe this January.”
Not to be outdone, Holland’s Pies has
launched a trio of frozen and chilled vegetarian pies; Ginsters has teamed up with Quorn
for a vegan pasty (see Top Launch); and Wall’s
is hoping to win back lost listings with new
BBQ Jackfruit Rolls and vegan snacks.
Against this distinctly veggie backdrop, it
may seem slightly puzzling that meat snacks
have made an extra £15.8m. Volumes are up
a substantial 9.7%.
Granted, one of the best-performing brands
– Kings, up £1.5m – offers a veggie jerky. But
there’s no denying this is a predominantly
carnivorous market.
Peperami marketing manager Pavan
Chandra points out that flexitarianism is
not the only trend shaping shopper habits
right now. “Vegans and flexitarians still only
account for a small subset of the UK population,” he says. “Consumers are drawn to meat
as a complete protein source and a healthier
alternative to sugary confectionery.”
For Peperami, NPD has proven a winning
strategy. It delivered nearly two thirds of sector growth, up £9.9m due to strong performances by Pep’d Up Chicken Bites and Cheese
Snack Boxes. September saw the addition of a
jerky duo. “It is already demonstrating great
results, being almost entirely incremental to
the current jerky range in the marketplace,”
says Chandra. “Category growth isn’t projected to slow down any time soon.”
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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Concern over
plastic hurts
bottled water
Daniel Woolfson

W

ater’s bottled it. The category
shifted 105.3 million fewer litres
this year – largely as a result of
“a double hit” for unflavoured
lines, according to Britvic at home commercial director Ben Parker.
“First, the summer was much shorter and
cooler than last year, leading to weaker sales
results,” he says. “Second, awareness and
concern around the use of plastic has resulted
in the increase of reusable bottles being taken
out of home.”
The biggest brands have taken the biggest
hit. Volvic and Evian – the number one and
two brands – lost a combined £32m. A spokeswoman for owner Danone says Volvic “has
been affected by rationalisation of the plain
water category”, while the Evian brand “has
been feeling the impact of a cooler summer”.
Suppliers can’t control the weather, of
course, so they’re trying to recoup losses by
appealing to eco-conscious shoppers.
Evian is regaining market share thanks in
part to its “engagement on sustainability”
says Danone’s spokeswoman.
CCEP’s Glaceau Smartwater (up 3.3% in
value on volumes up 0.2%), meanwhile, is
switching all its packs to 100% rPET, which
it claims will remove more than 3,000 tonnes
of virgin plastic from the category. “One of
the reasons we have such a strong brand is

TOP 10 Bottled water
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Volvic
Evian
Highland Spring
Buxton
Pure Life
Glaceau Smartwater
San Pellegrino
Rubicon
Robinsons
Macb Scottish Water

Danone
Danone
Highland Spring
Nestlé Waters
Nestlé Waters
CCEP
Nestlé Waters
AG Barr
Britvic
Sangs

TOP 5 Squashes & cordials
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Britvic
Nichols
Suntory
SHS Drinks
Belvoir Fruit Farms

because we have, from day one, focused on
sustainability,” says Simon Harrison, CCEP’s
VP for commercial development.
The sustainability message certainly seems
to have paid off for Highland Spring, the only
top 10 supplier to rack up growth of more than
£10m. In 2018, it beat Evian to become the
first major brand to trial a 100% rPET bottle
in grocery. The pack, which officially rolled
out across the UK in January, “helped drive
growth and continue the brand’s momentum in the retail space” says Highland Spring
head of marketing Carol Saunders.
Other bottled water brands have gone
down a different route, playing up their functional benefits to attract extra shoppers.
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185.6
46.6
38.0
12.3
10.8

–1.5
7.1
1.1
3.1
–8.7
–0.1
0.2

–0.3
5.0
0.6
7.2
–18.6
–0.9
2.0

So far, however, those efforts haven’t paid
off in grocery. Value sales of Smartwater spinoff Vitaminwater have dived 35.9%, while
LSR’s Fitwater has plunged by 49.1%.
Nevertheless, CCEP’s Harrison is confident
that bottled water “is very well placed to take
advantage of some of the consumer trends
we’re seeing around hydration and health
and wellness”.
Indeed, LRS is focusing on channels outside of grocery for Fitwater, which has been
“really successful with specific audiences
in markets such as sports and leisure”, says
sales director Scott Meredith.
That’s some succour, at least, after this
year’s punishing blows.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Refresher Innocent
Sugary drinks’ fall from favour with Brits concerned about their health
has led to big names in juices and smoothies pivoting to the booming
flavoured water market to boost sales. Innocent’s move into the category
hits the right notes: Lemon & Ginger and Raspberry & Rosemary contain
just 16.7kcals per 100ml (almost half the amount in some variants of the
brand’s lightly sparkling Bubbles flavoured water in a can) and its 50%
rPET bottle is fully recyclable.
Get the full story at thegrocer.co.uk
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soft drinks: carbonates & energy drinks

Sugar-free
pop soars to
the top tiers
Daniel Woolfson

B

ehold the impact of the soft drinks
levy: all the action in carbonates
this year is sugar-free. Seven of
the top 10 fastest growing SKUs
(in percentage terms, at least) are sugar-free
versions of top fizzy pop brands.
The figures are astounding. Just take CocaCola Zero Sugar and Pepsi Max, for instance,
which racked up a combined £131.1m in extra
value (with respective gains of £54.1m and
£77m). Gains like these have established carbonates as the fourth fastest-growing category in 2019’s Top Products survey. No small
feat considering the market had to contend
with a set of extremely tough comparables
from the roasting summer of 2018.
Coca-Cola European Partners VP for commercial development Simon Harrison says
this is partly down to sugar-free drinks – particularly new flavours and brand extensions
– bringing new shoppers into the category.
“We’re overtrading on flavour and zero-sugar
innovation with millennials,” he says. “They
want new, exciting zero-sugar options like
Diet Coke Twisted Strawberry and Fanta Zero
Grape.”
Plus, there has been solid growth in
smaller packs and formats. “We’ve seen
much more focus on merchandising premium
and smaller packs to attract new buyers,”
Harrison says. That’s partly because retailers

TOP 10 Carbonates
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TOP 5 Sports & energy drinks
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have upped their use of in-store communication “to help explain what these new formats are for”.
It also helps that many of these smaller formats are glass, which is seen as more sustainable then plastic. Carbonates aren’t exempt
from the ‘Blue Planet’ effect, says Nielsen
senior client services manager Laszlo Szom.
“Sustainability and the fight against plastic
is an increasing trend,” he says.
Still, soda’s £164.1m in extra sales isn’t just
down to new customers and trendy formats.
People are also paying more per bottle. The
introduction of the sugar levy in 2018 has
pushed up average prices by 4.4%.
That same combination of tax-related price
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hikes and innovation has worked wonders
for sports and energy drinks, too. Value sales
are up £99.8m (8.1%), with huge gains for big
players like Red Bull (up £42.2m), Monster (up
£32.4m) and Lucozade Energy (up £20.2m).
Market leader Red Bull attributes its success to distribution gains, increased penetration and “stronger trade partnerships” – as
well as a growing repositioning of energy
brands around functional benefits.
LRS UK sales director Scott Meredith,
meanwhile, says Lucozade’s performance is
down to new flavours and a £10m marketing push.
Seems like there’s no shortage of energy in
this market.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Coke Energy Coca-Cola European Partners
When this highly anticipated drink hit shelves in the spring, it was
uncertain whether it would grow the energy category or dilute sales.
After roughly half a year on the market and £4m in sales, it’s safe to say
Coke Energy’s full sugar and no-sugar SKUs have been good news.
Ingredients-wise, CCEP was smart to omit taurine – thus differentiating
its product from market leader Red Bull – instead getting its kick from
“naturally derived” caffeine, guarana extract and B vitamins.
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soft drinks: juices & smoothies

Tough year
puts squeeze
on fruit juice
Daniel Woolfson

T

alk about a fruitless year. Sales
of juices and smoothies plunged
£90m in 2019, making it the third
fastest-falling market in this
year’s Top Products survey (after fresh meat
and cigarettes).
Both branded and retailer lines felt the
pinch. Own label shed £27.5m, while just 12
of the top 50 brands managed to add value.
It’s been “a tricky year” for juice, concedes
Ben Parker, Britvic at home commercial director. “Juice drinks have been in a state of flux,
suffering from reduced relevance and a perceived lack of value for money,” he says. That
has been compounded by “health and wellbeing misconceptions, with concerns over
artificial ingredients and sugar content”.
Of Britvic’s biggest brands, Drench and
J20 were hardest hit – shedding a combined
£6.2m. Drench lost a third of its value, which
Parker puts down to lost distribution in the
mults. J20 lost a more modest 7.4%. According
to Parker, that decline was down to tough
comparables with 2018, when sales were
buoyed by the heatwave and the CO2 shortage that led to shortfalls of fizzy pop. He says
J20 sales are back on the up after the brand
recently mounted its ‘Find Your Mojo’ push.
Britvic certainly isn’t in the worst position.
The fastest-falling brand in this list is Ribena,
which has haemorrhaged £18.1m.

TOP 20 Juice drinks & smoothies
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Juice Burst
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PepsiCo
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PepsiCo
Ocean Spray
All Market Inc
JN Nichols
AG Barr
Booker
Coca-Cola Company
Purity Soft Drinks
J Garcia Carrion
Britvic
Cawston Press
Life Health Foods

That’s despite owner LRS ploughing
£10m into its tongue-in-cheek ‘Blackcurrant
Artistry’ campaign for Ribena in spring. Scott
Meredith, sales director at LRS, says the ad
“has had a strong reception with Ribena’s
intended audience” and insists Ribena is
gaining share and “over-indexing when
compared with the juice drink category as a
whole”. At the same time, the supplier is innovating to “futureproof our brands”, Meredith
adds. (See launches outside of juices, such as
Ribena Frusions flavoured water.)
Moving out of the child-focused juice drink
market could prove a savvy move. For rival
Capri-Sun has suffered a similarly gruelling
£10.8m decline. Owner CCEP says that was
due in part to parents being “concerned about
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the sugar content and artificial ingredients in
kids’ drinks”. With that in mind, the CapriSun portfolio will next year “contain nothing artificial, as well as offering consumers a
choice of low and no added sugar products”.
This health message certainly seems to be
hot property. In the category’s troubled top
10, Innocent was the only brand to grow with
a sizeable £14.3m gain. That came after the
launch of its vitamin-enriched Innocent Plus
smoothies in March.
Tropicana had the same idea. As well as
Whole Fruit (see below), it added to its functional Essentials range with an Orange,
Pineapple, Carrot & Ginger variant that claims
to support the immune system. However, that
didn’t stop sales falling £7.3m.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Tropicana Whole Fruit PepsiCo
Tropicana’s latest foray into functional drinks with the high-fibre Whole
Fruit is a bold attempt at persuading sugar-averse shoppers to drink
more juice. The two variants, Orange and Apple, are made from
“everything but the pips and peel”, and are billed as containing over
50% more fibre than a typical juice or smoothie. Tropicana may be down
in value this year, but it’s this kind of healthy thinking – and premium
price point – that could turn its fortunes around.
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Soup brands
ramp up NPD
as sales cool
Ian Quinn

S

oup is suffering. In the absence of
another Beast from the East, sales
are cooling. The fresh and ambient sectors lost a combined £11.1m
this year as volumes slipped across the board.
But brands aren’t taking it lying down.
Faced with a lack of wintery weather to get
consumers reaching for a warming bowl of
soup, they are creating their own blizzard
of NPD.
Market leader Heinz is one brand that has
been active in this area. It’s looking to recoup
substantial losses – together, its Classic, Big
Soup and Cup Soups lost £4.9m – with ontrend innovation. “While traditional soup
occasions are being affected by a shift from
consumers towards healthier and speciality
products, soup continues to be a key meal
solution,” stresses Asmita Singh, senior
brand manager for Heinz Soup.
Most notably, Heinz launched microwaveable pot formats, in a bid to capitalise on the
convenience trend. This has proven a particularly hot area for soup. See our Top Launch
below, which comes in a heatable bottle.
Baxters has also gone down the convenience route with the launch of its own
microwavable pot. “We are seeing changing
lifestyles and more time-pressed consumers,” says Gordon Sloan, category and shopper development controller at Baxters. “This

TOP 10 Ambient soup
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TOP 10 Fresh soup
Total volume change: –5.7%
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2 2 Yorkshire Provender
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Hain Celestial
Hain Celestial
The Sauce Company
The Sauce Company
Bol Foods
Tidefords Foods
Hain Celestial
PepsiCo
Albert Bartlett
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is manifested in the healthy growth of out-ofhome or food-to-go occasions.”
Still, ease of preparation isn’t the only
source of innovation. Crosse & Blackwell,
which this year suffered a gruelling 35%
blow to value, has partnered with presenter
and farmer Jimmy Doherty to launch a range
using locally sourced produce.
The company hopes it can play into demand
for produce that is close to home. “These
new variants demonstrate the continued
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relevance of canned food to today’s shopper, particularly younger shoppers who are
passionate about buying homegrown produce,” says Dean Towey, marketing director
for Crosse & Blackwell.
Over in fresh, vegan brands are flying. Bol
is up 78.2%. Tideford, which made the “risky”
decision to go fully vegan in 2016, has nearly
tripled sales after securing a major listing
with Sainsbury’s. With growth like that, who
needs another Beast?

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Re:Nourish Re:Nourish
UK startup Re:Nourish claims to make the world’s first on-the-go fresh
soup in a heatable bottle. The microwaveable, fully recyclable pack is
made from heavy gauge polypropylene, with large labels on the sides
meant to serve as insulation – allowing the soup to be drunk directly
from the bottle. The lineup comprises Digest (roasted carrot & ginger),
Immunity (kale, spinach & turmeric), Power & Love (spicy lentil, red
pepper & maca) and Calm (tomato, basil & passionflower).
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tobacco

Shoppers
continue to
ditch tobacco
Ronan Hegarty

T

his was supposed to be a disruptive year for tobacco. After all, it’s
reeling from the double whammy
of the rise of vaping and the introduction of track & trace legislation.
In the end, 2019 wasn’t quite the bloodbath the sector was expecting. Firstly, vape
producers were forced to fight their own battles (see p189). Secondly, while track & trace
caused a few headaches in the supply chain,
sales were not directly hit – and there was
anecdotal evidence that the new rules were
beginning to curb the illicit tobacco trade.
Indeed, the category’s performance was in
keeping with the long-term trend driven by
falling numbers of smokers. Value fell 1.3%
in grocery as volume sales tumbled 8.8%.
Nevertheless, at £14,570.9m, the market
remains enormous. “The truth is that traditional tobacco is still the largest fmcg
category,” says JTI UK head of sales Ross
Hennessy. “It remains a crucial category for
UK retailers, as a major footfall driver and
with a profit potential that should not be
discounted.”
As far as trends in the category go, the
picture remains relatively unchanged from
recent years. As increased taxation continues to push up prices on a yearly basis, the
majority of smokers are looking for the best
value – whether that means trading down to
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the lowest priced cigarettes or switching to
roll your own.
The impact of this behaviour is a hard
squeeze on mid-tier cigarette brands, warns
Filco Foods MD Matthew Hunt. “Premium
smokers are loyal, with brands like Marlboro
and Silk Cut holding up,” he explains. “The
middle ground is the one which has been decimated with down-trading to cheaper brands
regularly visible.”
Marlboro Gold was by far the best
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performing premium brand this year, with
value sales down just 3.4% to £506.6m. Value
brand Benson & Hedges’ King Size Blue
enjoyed the biggest value growth, adding
£184.3m to be worth £704.6m.
Meanwhile, rolling tobacco this year grew
by 6.7% in value and 0.4% by volume. JTI’s
Amber Leaf dominated the sector with sales
up 3.8% to £909.7m, while the supplier’s
Sterling brand was fastest-growing, shooting up 74.3% to £236.7m.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Nordic Spirit JTI
OK, so this isn’t actually a tobacco product. Due to plain packaging rules
and the display ban, there has been a dearth of innovtion in tobacco. So
JTI is looking instead to a completely new category with Nordic Spirit
tobacco-free nicotine pouches. Made from “a blend of plant-based
fibres, nicotine, additives and flavourings commonly used in the food
industry”, they’re designed to be kept under the user’s lip, moulding to
the gum and delivering nicotine for up to an hour.
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e-cigarettes

UK shrugs off
image issues
of US market
Ronan Hegarty

T

he vaping industry has been
under fire this year. The shockwaves from the US, where the
industry is in turmoil following
the linking of vape products to 18 deaths,
have been felt by suppliers in the UK.
However, the extent to which the blitz of
negative headlines about the dangers of vaping has affected UK vapers so far – or will do
in the future – is hard to gauge.
There are fundamental differences in how
the US and UK vape industries are regulated.
While authorities Stateside scramble to bring
proper regulation into force and have issued
advice that people should refrain from vaping, the line from Public Health England
remains that vaping can be a viable tool for
smokers looking to quit tobacco.
Sales figures suggest the category in the UK
is in rude health. Value is up by 24.6%, while
volumes are up 28.6% – the equivalent of an
extra 10 million units.
“The UK is the second-largest e-cigarette
market, with over 3.2 million adult vapers.
It shows no signs of slowing, with vapers
continuing to seek out new and innovative
devices and flavours,” explains Nick Geens,
head of reduced risk products at JTI UK. Its
Logic brand’s value is up 22.4% – broadly in
line with overall category growth.
The international backlash against vaping
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led Imperial Tobacco to announce last month
that it was scaling back investment in ‘Next
Generation Products’ after they had failed
to deliver the expected growth. However, it
was referring to the US and other international markets rather than the UK, where its
Blu brand grew 58.7% to add £13.2m in sales.
Aside from Blu, the other clear winner this
year was Juul. No other vaping brand has
been harder hit in the US, but its UK arm has
enjoyed rapid growth.
It has shot up the rankings to number seven,
having only made its UK multiple debut last
November. It secured a listing in Asda in
June, while Morrisons followed recently. Juul
achieved full distribution across the big four
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with Tesco in November.
“We are delighted to have secured listings
across all the main grocery retailers in little
over a year,” says Juul Labs UK sales director John Patterson. “The multiple retailers
have really got behind the trends in vaping
focusing on the simpler and more convenient closed pod sector and, as such, sales of
closed pod systems now outperform open
systems in their stores.”
So, the future looks bright for vaping. But
there could be dark clouds on the horizon.
Much of the negative publicity about the category blew up over the summer, so the full
impact on sales of such scare stories is yet to
be realised.

TOP LAUNCH 2019

Vype iSwitch BAT
BAT this year tapped two key trends in vaping with the launch of Vype
iSwitch: quality and connectivity. It’s meant as a solution to the ‘dry
wicking’ of typical coil-and-wick systems, whereby they dry out or
overheat, resulting in an unpleasant taste or the formation of potentially
toxic compounds. The iSwitch instead uses Puretech, an ‘ultra-thin’
stainless steel blade that heats the vaping liquid. The pricier iSwitch
Maxx is also bluetooth-enabled, allowing it to be controlled via an app.
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